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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE WRITTEN VOCABULARY 
OF STUDENTS IN GRADES 1-6
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM
Two common problems with written vocabulary studies are that 
they are either outdated or they focus on a limited geographic area. 
Therefore, the studies may be of questionable use. Although these and 
other problems exist, many of the language arts materials used in today's 
schools are based on lists of words developed from written vocabulary 
studies. For example, the vocabulary of reading, spelling, and language 
development programs are often based on such lists. Perhaps the area 
which can be most directly related to the studies of students' written 
vocabulary is spelling, since a student should have some knowledge of how 
a word is spelled in order to write the word. The following focuses on 
the problems of vocabulary selection for the author of spelling materials 
and how this relates to written vocabulary studies.
An unabridged dictionary contains approximately 500,000 words. 
The teacher who would attempt to teach the spelling of each of these 
words would be facing a monumental task. Furthermore, it is unlikely 
that any individual could learn to spell all 500,000 words. According 
to Ames (1965) the typical spelling program includes a total of less 
than 4,000 words; however, the adult who is considered a good speller
knows the spelling of about 50,000 words (Smith, 1980). The discrepancy 
between the spellings the adult knows and the spellings s/he was taught 
may be accounted for through incidental learning. That is, a person 
learns the spelling of words unconsciously while performing other tasks 
such as reading (E. Horn, 1937; Smith, 1980).
Unfortunately, not everyone appears to learn spelling through 
incidental means. Many students who have been identified as handicapped 
(e.g., learning disabled, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed) as 
well as many students who have not been identified as handicapped often 
have a difficult time learning to spell. These students appear not to 
learn the spelling of words incidentally; therefore, every word they 
learn must be taught. If these individuals are to attain most of the 
words they will learn to spell in a lifetime through the use of a spell­
ing program, the vocabulary of that program must be carefully chosen.
The selection of words which constitute the vocabulary of a 
spelling program has long been debated. Over the years several methods 
of word selection have been used. A listing of the methods of word se­
lection followed by a summary of the representative problems with the 
methods is presented here.
1. Select words at random. If a teacher opened a dictionary 
and selected words at random, it is possible s/he might include anemones, 
scabbard, and insurrections which were included in a spelling book pub­
lished in 1920 (Van Wagenen).
2. Select words that occur in the content area curriculum.
These might include continent, Antarctica, fjord, and peninsula.
3. Select seasonal words such as reindeer, sleigh, wreath, 
and Santa Claus.
4. Select words occurring in the students' reading material. 
Students reading the story "The Three Billie Goats Gruff" might find 
troll, gruff, and bridge among their spelling words.
5. Select words which represent a particular linguistic prin­
ciple. If a teacher wanted to teach the ^  spelling, s/he might use 
shun, gosh, shod, and mushroom in the spelling list.
6. Select words students misspell in their work (e.g., alien, 
soccer, devil).
7. Select words students ask to have spelled such as Franken­
stein, laser, and battleship.
8. Select words used frequently by children in their writing. 
These might include into, gave, dog, and mother.
9. Select words used frequently by adults in their writing 
(e.g., accept, address, further).
10. Select words which adults and/or children use frequently 
in their writing (e.g., went, now, girl). This method allows the teach­
ing of words that are used frequently by (a) both children and adults,
(b) children but not adults, and (c) adults but not children.
The first four methods of word selection allow the author of 
a spelling program to choose words which may be of little practical use 
to a student since the words may be rarely used by the average individual. 
The fifth method, selecting words which represent a particular linguis­
tic principle, is a common approach to vocabulary selection; however, 
this method also allows for the selection of words which may not be used 
often in writing.
The sixth and seventh methods would adapt themselves well to 
individualized spelling programs designed by the classroom teacher; how­
ever, the majority of teachers rely on a commercial product as the source 
of their program. Additionally, students may misspell or ask to have 
spelled words they are not likely to write more than a few times in a 
lifetime (e.g., Dracula).
Methods eight and nine would permit teaching a high percentage 
of words which would be used during only one period in a lifetime (i.e., 
only during childhood or only during adulthood). Although there is an 
overlap between the two lists, using only one or the other criterion 
eliminates a number of important words. This difficulty is avoided by 
using the tenth method of word selection (i.e., selecting words which 
adults and/or children use frequently in their writing). This method 
works well because of the large overlap between the child and adult vo­
cabularies; and because it allows words to be taught at the time when 
they are most likely to be used. For instance, the word kitty would be 
taught in the primary grades where children use the word frequently; and 
the word address would be taught in the upper grades in the program when 
students are more likely to use and, therefore, remember it. Addition­
ally, this method of vocabulary selection is supported by many authors 
in the field of spelling (Allred, 1966; Coleman, 1931; Cook, 1914;
Dolch, 1942; Fitzgerald, 1951; Foran, 1934; Hildreth, 1948, 1955;
Hillerich, 1978; Hinrich, 1975; E. Horn, 1926, 1954; Kyte, 1943;
Rinsland & Moore, 1937; Thomas, 1974; Wilson, 1963).
This researcher also supports the tenth method of vocabulary 
selection (i.e., selecting words which adults and/or children use
frequently in their writing); however, the task, of determining what those 
words are for both children and adults could be a colossal task which 
could be divided into at least three smaller tasks (i.e., determining 
the vocabularies of elementary children, secondary students, and adults). 
Therefore, the decision was made to begin with the vocabulary elementary 
children use in their writing since these would be the words which 
would be taught first in a spelling program.
Significance of the Study 
The results of this research may affect the vocabulary chosen 
for spelling programs and reading materials designed for children. Ad­
ditionally, it could demonstrate alterations in vocabulary due to mass 
communication and other changes in lifestyle.
Four things could occur which would be significant: (a) new
words might appear which were not previously reported; (b) words which 
were used frequently in the past may no longer occur at all or may occur 
less frequently; (c) words might appear earlier or later in students' 
vocabularies; or (d) there could be no change in the vocabulary current­
ly used by students in their writing.
Statement of the Problem 
The problems in this study are: (a) to compare two methods of
determining the frequency of words used in the written vocabulary of 
students, (b) to compare the results of this research with that conducted 
by Henry Rinsland (1945), and (c) to compare the 100 words used most fre­
quently at each grade level (1-6) of this research with corresponding 
lists from the Rinsland study. Rinsland's work was chosen as the com­
parison because it is the second largest and most widely cited study;
and although it is smaller than the study conducted by Jones in 1913, 
Rinsland provided information on word frequency which Jones did not 
supply.
Specifically, answers to the following questions are sought:
1. What are the 250 words used most frequently in written ex­
pression by a sample of students in grades 1-6? (This method of ranking 
words will be referred to as Method 1.)
2. Which 250 words are used in written expression by the great­
est percentage of a sample of students in grades 1-6? (This method of
ranking words will be referred to as Method 2.)
3. Do the two methods of ranking students' written vocabulary 
describe the same set of words?
4. What is the relationship between each of the lists compiled
in Questions 1 and 2 of this study and the 250 words used most frequently
as reported in the Rinsland study?
5. Which words occur in this study that were not reported 
by Rinsland?
6. What are the 100 words used most frequently in written
expression by students at each grade level (1-6)?
7. What is the relationship between each of the lists com­
piled in question six and the equivalent lists compiled by Rinsland?
Definition of Terms
1. A word will be defined as an entry in the Webster's Third 
New International Dictionary of the English Language, Unabridged (1976).
2. Nonstandard words are words not included in the diction­
ary which are generally considered grammatically unacceptable (e.g., 
runned, mostest).
3. New words are words of recent origin which do not appear 
in the dictionary but are seen in print. If a student used a word 
which was not in the dictionary, attempts were made to determine its 
validity. For instance, the Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Department of the University of Oklahoma was called to determine that 
brany was a gymnastic term.
4. Closed compound words are two words written as one word 
to communicate meaning (e.g., doghouse, schoolteacher).
5. Open compound words are two or more words used together 
but not written as one word (e.g., high school, swimming pool, 
industrial engineer). The dictionary was consulted to determine 
whether a group of words is considered an open compound word.
6. Concatenations are two or more words which have been 
chained together as they are often prounounced (e.g., wanna, gonna, 
sorta).
7. Dialect influenced words are individual words written in 
a manner to indicate pronunciation (e.g., goin', y'all).
8. Qnomatopeic items are alphabetical representations of 
noises and sound effects which are not found in the dictionary (e.g., 
z-z-z-z, hm-m-m-m, br-r-r-r).
Delimitations
This study was organized and conducted with the following 
delimitations:
1. Participating students were enrolled in grades 1-6 in 
public school districts randomly selected throughout the United States 
during the 1980-81 school year.
82. Only stories from students returning signed parental per­
mission slips were used in the study.
3. Only students from public school systems participated.
4. Only one sample of writing was selected from each student.
5. Only one kind of writing (creative stories) was gathered.
Limitations
1. All fifty states were not represented by the school dis­
tricts which furnished stories.
2. Words had to be eliminated from the study because they 
were either illegible or they were non-English and were not recognized 
as words by the researcher.
3. Before compiling the words from this study, various cut­
off points were considered (e.g., 100, 250, 500). Once the words were 
compiled, it appeared that beyond 250 the number of words which occurred 
with the same frequency was so great that the information would have 
been insignificant; therefore, the decision was made to use 250 as the 
cutoff point.
Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made regarding this study.
1. Creative stories will provide an adequate sampling of 
the written vocabulary of students.
2. The stories submitted were the original work of students.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Rinsland (1945) was referring to a frequency count of students'
written expressive language when he stated:
Any accurate and exact knowledge concerning these symbols—  
what they are in each grade and how children use them from 
grade to grade,— should lead to a better method of preparing 
all verbal materials so that learning can go on with the 
greatest ease and benefit to the whole personality of the 
growing child, (p. 1)
Nisbet (1960-61) was also concerned with frequency counts and their 
uses; he wrote that if we know what items are most likely to be used in 
actual practice, "we can plan the instruction more efficiently" (p. 51).
Nisbet and Rinsland probably would have agreed that when a stu­
dent learns a list of spelling words, those words should be ones they 
will actually use in writing as a child and as an adult. Determining 
just what those words are and using them as the basis for a spelling pro­
gram is supported by a large number of authors in the field of spelling 
(Allred, 1966; Coleman, 1931; Cooke, 1914; Dolch, 1942; Fitzgerald, 1951; 
Foran, 1934; Hildreth, 1948, 1955; Hillerich, 1978; Hinrichs, 1975; E. 
Horn, 1926, 1954; Kyte, 1943; Rinsland and Moore, 1937; Thomas, 1974; 
Wilson, 1963).
In the past 70 years a great deal of research has been conducted 
to determine which words are likely to be written by students and adults. 
Because the research for this dissertation is limited to the vocabulary
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of students, this review focuses on the research of students' written 
expression.
The purposes of a review of the literature are (a) to determine 
what research has already been done in the area and (b) to determine that 
there is a need for additional research. Generally, a review of the lit­
erature contains a brief discussion of each of the studies individually 
that have been conducted. This review, however, departs somewhat from 
the standard format for two reasons: First, because of the large number
of studies that were located dealing with the written vocabulary of stu­
dents; and second, because of the difficulty of discussing the results 
of each study since the "results" are lists of words. Specifically, this 
chapter contains (a) a list of written vocabulary studies in table format 
and a brief discussion of several aspects of the studies (i.e, dates of 
publication, ages or grades of the students involved, types of papers 
utilized, geographic locations from which the samples were taken, and 
numbers of words counted), (b) a detailed discussion of the Rinsland 
study, (c) a review of other important studies related to written vocab­
ulary, and (d) summary and conclusions.
Written Vocabulary Studies
The 61 studies on the written vocabulary of students are summa­
rized in Table 1 in chronological order. The table can be read in the 
following manner: The first study was conducted by W. Jones in 1913 and
involved students in grades two through eight. The themes Jones used 
were on topics chosen by the teachers involved; he obtained themes from 
students in four states and counted approximately 15,000,000 words. The 
remainder of this section is a discussion of the five variables common
Table 1
Summary of Research on Students' Written Vocabulary
Study
Grade/Age 
of Subjects Source of Vocabulary
Geographic
Location
Number of 
Words Counted
W. Jones (1913) Grades 2-8 Themes on topics chosen by teacher 4 states 15,000,000^
II.Smith (1913) Grades 3-8 Themes Wisconsin 75,000%
Studley & Ware (1917) Not indicated Compositions California 200,000%
Tldyman (1921) Grades 3-9 Spontaneous compositions Connecticut 538,500
G.McKee (1924) Grade 6 Themes on topics from given list Illinois & Iowa 18,958
O'Brien (1925) Grades 7-12 Compositions on two topics Kansas Not Indicated
French (1926) Grades 3-6 Letters sent through the mail All parts of the U.S. 100,000
Wllraarth (1926) Grade 6 Themes on topics from given list Iowa 123,235
Dolch (1927) Grades 2-8 Words written in free association Illinois & New York 2,312,245
Schlegel (1927) Grades 7-9 Compositions on a personal experience Lawrence, Kansas Not indicated
Hoffman (1928) Grade 6 Letters written in life outside school 17 states 49,423
Sharobaugh & Shambaugh (1928) Grades 4-8 Free association to list of words California & Oregon 230,631
K.Wilson (1928) Grades 2-4 Compositions and letters Chicago & Immediate vicinity 126,427
Cox (1929) Grade 3 Letters written to relatives and friends 30 states 32,007
Riddle (1929) Grade 5 Letters written outside school 31 states, Alaska, & Canada 54,034
Simpson (1929) Grades 1-8 Letters written away from school 39 states & child traveling 
in Europe
67,143
Bauer (1930) Grades 3-8 Themes on assigned topics New Orleans 2,500,000
Martin (1930) Grades 10-12 Variety of sources Oklahoma 46,498
Table continued on next page
Table 1 (continued)
Study
Grade/Age 
of Subjects Source of Vocabulary
Geographic
Location
Number of 
Words Counted
Nowlin (1930) 
Taylor (1930) 
Lorenz (1931) 
Matthews (1931) 
Pratt (1931)
Sharp (1931) 
Troutt (1931) 
Wiley (1931)
Drlggs (1932)
Hall (1932)
Hunter (1932)
Jakeman (1932)
Mitchell (1932) 
Burdins (1933) 
Francis (1933) 
Oberman (1933)
Van Bruggen (1933) 
Buechler (1934) 
Fitzgerald (1934)
Grade 6 Themes on furnished topics
Grades 2-3 Lists of words written by students
Grade 3 Variety of sources
Grades 7-8 Variety of sources
Grade 5 Themes on furnished topics
Grade 4 Letters written outside school
Not Indicated Compositions and letters
Grade 2 Variety of sources
12-15-year-olds Letters sent through the mail
Grade 8 Themes on furnished topics
Grade 5 Spontaneous letters away from school
Grades 4-6 Compositions written after viewing
2 films
Grades 2-8 Themes
Grades 1-6 Letters written outside school
Grades 2-7 Spontaneous letters
Grades 3-8 Themes stimulated by presentation of
26 words
Grades 2-8 Themes and letters
Grade 4 Variety of sources
Grades 4-6 Personal letters written outside school
Table continued on next page
4 states 
Oklahoma 
1 state 
Oklahoma City 
3 states
18 states, Canada & Mexico 
New Jersey & Pennsylvania 
Oklahoma County 
34 states
Southeastern Nebraska
37 states, Washington, D.C. 
Hawaii & Cuba
University School at State 
University of Iowa
3 southern cities
34 states
Texas
Iowa
California & Washington 
Los Angeles, California 
41 states
101,981
54,194 
82,694 
60,140 
99,933 
51,483 
110,360^ 
44.836 
Not Indicated 
107,155 
51,990
27,352
141,951
54,750
120,000
290,000^
108,756
69,926
461,321
Table I (continued)
Study
Grade/Age 
of Subjects Source of Vocabulary
Geographic
Location
Number of 
Words Counted
Fitzgerald (1934) 
Segalla (1934)
Wheeler (1934)
Chalmers (1935)
Little (1935)
J.Smith (1935)
Gunn (1937)
Brittain (1938) 
Fitzgerald (1938) 
Burckhalter (1943) 
Gunderson (1943)
Rinsland (1945)
Horgen (1952)
Purcell (1952)
Toney (1952)
Herrick & Howell (1954) 
G. Jones (1959)
L.Wilaon (1963)
Grades 4-6 Letters written In life outnide school
Grade 12 Themes on suggested topics
Not indicated Compositions and letters
Grades 7-12 Themes entitled "The Host Exciting Ride
I Ever Had"
Grades 9-12 Themes on furnished topics
Grades 2-8 Variety of Sources
Grade 4 Themes on furnished topics
Grade 2 Themes on furnished topics
Grade 3 Real letters received through the mail
Grade 7 Lists of words written by students
7-year-olds Free writing .
Grades 1-8 Variety of sources
Grades 1-2 Voluntary writing
Grades 2-8 Compositions and letters
Grade 7 Social and business letters
Grade 2 Directed and Independent writing
Grades 4-6 Practical and personal written
communication
Grade 3 Individually written compositions and
group compositions
Table continued on next page
10 states 
Chicago 
Kentucky 
Alberta, Canada
470,046 
75,842^ 
289.475^ 
275,000*
Lewis Consolidated High School 123,933 
in Colorado
Aurora, Illinois 238,654
3 states 61,432
Chicago Public Schools 120,436
27 states 100,840
Los Angeles, California 19,594
University School at University 22,900 
of Wyoming
416 cities throughout U.S. 
Iowa
3 states
Montevallo Negro High School 
Montevallo, Alabama
Not indicated 
Newnan, Georgia
2 widely separated geographic 
areas
6,012,359
39,914®
253,108
6,650
Not indicated 
26,552
93,657
Table 1 (continued)
Study
Grade/Age 
of Subjects Source of Vocabulary
Geographic
Location
Number of 
Words Counted
Edwards & Gibbon (1964) 5-7-year-olds Spontaneous writing Leicestershire, England Not indicated
Kinsey (1966) Grades 1-6 Creative writing Florida 109,011
Helms (1968) Grades 4-6 Original writing Ohio 1,270,880
Schwarz (1972) Grades 4-6 Variety of sources Massachusetts 170,222
Thomas (1972) Grades 1-6 Variety of sources Alberta, Canada 117,878
Hlllerlch (1978) Grades 2-6 Creative writing Suburban community In Illinois 380,342
Footnotes
^Number Is an approximation 
2
Original study not available. Information taken from secondary source 
^300 common words were not Included In the count
^Counted only 50 consecutive words beginning on lines 6-8 of the themes 
^Includes proper nouns
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to the 61 studies: (a) dates of publication, (b) ages or grades of the
students involved, (c) types of papers that were utilized, (d) geograph­
ic locations from which the samples were taken, and (e) numbers of words 
counted.
Publication Dates
Of the 61 studies conducted on students' written vocabulary, 49 
were conducted before 1950. Only 12 were conducted since 1950; and of 
these, only three were conducted in the last ten years.
Ages or Grades of Students Involved
The ages or grades of the students participating in the various 
studies ranged from five-year-old children to students in the twelfth 
grade. A summary of the information on ages and grades of students in­
volved in the studies follows.
1. Three studies did not indicate the age or grade level of 
the samples.
2. Three studies referred to their subjects by age rather than
by grade.
3. Of the remaining studies, 21 examined the written vocabu­
lary of a single grade while 34 examined the vocabulary of two or more 
grades.
4. Grade one and grades 9-12 were included in less than eight 
studies each.
5. Grades 4-6 were included in at least 28 studies.
Types of Papers That Were Utilized
The type of writing done by students included informal items 
such as grocery lists written for mothers or notes written to friends as
16
well as formal term papers written for school. A summary of the 
information on the types of papers which were used follows,
1. Four studies had children write lists of words they 
thought were important to learn or words they wrote from free associa­
tion (i.e., any words that came to the students’ minds).
2. Nine studies involved a wide variety of materials such as 
notes passed during class, poems, reports, stories, letters, plays, etc.
3. Fourteen studies involved only letters written by students 
to a friend, relative, or business. Usually, the letters had actually 
been sent through the mail.
4. Twenty-nine studies involved stories, compositions, 
themes, and free or creative writing. In 16 of these studies, students 
were provided a list of topics from which to choose or the topics were 
limited in other ways (e.g., stories were written after viewing two 
films, students were asked to write on a personal experience, a list
of stimulus words was presented). The other 13 studies allowed the 
students to select their own topics.
5. Five studies used both letters and compositions as their 
source of vocabulary. The students involved in these studies wrote 
either a composition or a letter, generally, they did not write both
a composition and a letter.
Geographic Locations from Which the Samples Were Taken
The 61 studies listed in Table 1 were drawn from a wide vari­
ety of locations. This included studies which used students from a 
single school to one study which used students from 416 cities. A
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summary of the information on the locations from which the samples 
were taken follows :
1. One study failed to indicate the location of the sample.
2. Samples for three studies were drawn from England or Canada.
3. The samples for four studies came from single schools.
4. Eleven studies used samples from single cities.
5. Samples from single states were used in 17 studies.
6. Twelve studies involved samples from fewer than five
states.
7. The remaining 13 studies involved samples from ten or 
more states.
Numbers of Words Counted
Various factors affected the final total numbers of words 
counted for each study. For instance, W. Jones (1913) only gave an 
estimate of the number of words counted; and Oberman (1933) excluded
300 common words from his study (e.g., the, it). Chalmers (1935)
counted only 50 consecutive words beginning on lines 6-8 of each 
theme; and Segalla (1934) and Horgen (1952) included proper nouns 
within their counts. The following summarizes the information on the 
total numbers of words counted:
1. The authors of five studies did not indicate what their 
total word counts were.
2. Eleven studies had a total word count of 50,000 words or
less.
3. A total word count of more than 50,000 words but less 
than 100,000 words was reported in 15 studies.
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4. Twenty-five studies had word counts of more than 
100,000 but less than 600,000 words.
5. Five researchers reported counting over 1,000,000 words.
The Research of Rinsland
As was noted in Chapter I, the word lists obtained through 
this study are compared to the work of Rinsland (1945); therefore, a 
detailed description of his work is included in this section.
The work of Henry D. Rinsland is the most frequently cited 
research on the vocabulary of children's written expression. Rinsland's 
work began in the fall of 1936 when the Works Projects Administration 
of Oklahoma granted the University of Oklahoma funds to sample a min­
imum of 6,000,000 running words written by children.
Rinsland attempted to obtain a true cross-section of all types 
of schools and all types of children's writing. Letters were sent to 
1,500 schools representing various geographic, economic, and social 
areas. Schools from rural and urban areas were represented as were 
public, parochial, and private schools as well as training schools 
associated with universities. The letters requested genuine material 
written by children which included notes, stories, poems, compositions, 
examination papers, articles for school papers, also reports on pro­
jects, trips, and observations.
A total of 708 schools from 416 cities returned material to 
Rinsland. This represented papers from more than 200,000 elementary 
school children which was approximately one per cent of the children in 
elementary school in the United States at that time.
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Each paper was read by at least two teachers in an effort 
to eliminate duplication of papers. If several papers from a single 
class were on the same topic, all but one or two papers were discarded. 
Also excluded were papers that were not believed to have been written 
by a child (e.g., a report copied from an encyclopedia or a story 
copied by several children from the chalkboard).
In tabulating the words, Rinsland counted all forms of a 
word as separate entries (e.g., jump, jumps, jumped, jumping); corrected 
spelling errors; and deleted baby talk, illegibles, slang, provincial­
isms, colloquial expressions, trade names, and proper names of persons 
and places. All tabulation was done by hand on 8^2 by 11-inch paper; 
when these papers were filled, the words and frequencies were trans­
ferred to permanent ledgers. Rinsland (1945) published a list of
14.571 words with a frequency of occurence at each grade level and the 
total frequency. He omitted from his list 11,061 words which occurred 
only once or twice in any grade level. The complete list including the
14.571 words which were published and the 11,061 words which were not 
in the published list was placed on file at the Bureau of Educational 
Research, University of Oklahoma. However, an extensive search at the 
University and in Rinsland's personal library failed to locate this 
information.
Other Important Studies on Written Vocabulary
This review of the literature on written vocabulary would 
not be complete if it did not include five studies which were not in 
Table 1. Although these studies do not relate specifically to the 
written vocabulary of children, they are frequently used to determine
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the vocabulary of children's school curriculum. These studies are the 
works of E. Horn (1926), Thorndike (1932), Fitzgerald (1951), Kucera 
and Francis (1964), and Carrol, Davies and Richmond (1971). A brief 
description of these studies follows.
E. Horn
The research of Ernest Horn (1926) focused on the words 
adults use in their writing. Horn counted approximately 5,000,000 
words; the number is an approximation because he did not count the fre­
quency of occurrence of several common words (e.g., not, red, pan). 
He did publish an estimation for the words he did not count. The 
material Horn sampled involved mainly the writing of men in business; 
this weighted the sample with well educated men of above average 
intelligence over the, age of 40 (Coleman, 1931). The Horn study has 
been criticized for this reason and because of the dated nature of the 
material.
Thorndike
Thorndike (1932) selected the material for his research from 
children's reading, standard literature, elementary school texts, 
newspapers, and correspondence. He counted a total of 4,565,500 words. 
The material Thorndike used represented only the writing of adults for 
children or for other adults. Furthermore, instead of selecting the 
same number of words from each source, he weighted the importance of 
the selections according to what he felt the elementary pupil and 
graduate should read.
Fitzgerald
Although Fitzgerald is listed three times in Table 1, his
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most frequently cited work (1951) is a compilation of seven studies.
In this study, Fitzgerald presented a list of 2,650 words and their rank­
ings in seven different studies. He included the lists from the works 
of McKee and Fitzgerald, Horn (1926), Rinsland (1945), Breed (1930),
Dolch (1942), Fitzgerald (1938), and Brittain (1942). In this work, 
Fitzgerald illustrated that although the studies had a great many words 
in common, the rankings within the studies varied greatly.
Kucera and Francis
Adult printed material was analyzed by Kucera and Francis 
(1964). They found 50,406 different words in a total of 1,014,232 
words from 500 samples of adult printed material. Hillerich (1974) 
points out that the Kucera and Francis list is perhaps not best used 
for the curricula for children since it is heavily weighted with words 
not common to the child's vocabulary (i.e., in the 500 words which 
occur most frequently are words such as board, business, community, 
department, federal, and military).
Carrol, Davies, and Richmond
The work of Carrol, Davies, and Richmond (1971) is based on 
samples taken from 1,000 textbooks for students in grades three through 
nine. They counted a total of 5,088,721 words with a total of 86,741 
different words. This study, as well as others in this section, is 
concerned only with words written by adults even though the words in 
this study were written to be read by children.
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Summary and Conclusions
In the first section of this review, five variables of 61 writ­
ten vocabulary studies were summarized. These variables were the pub­
lication dates of the studies, the ages or grades of the students in­
volved, the types of papers which were gathered, the geographic loca­
tions involved, and the numbers of words counted. The following are 
general criticisms of the 61 studies based on these variables:
1. The vast majority of the studies (49 of 61) were conducted
before 1950; of the remaining 12, only three were conducted within the
last ten years. With the rapid changes that are taking place in society, 
research in vocabulary should attempt to keep pace with these changes 
and should be as current as possible.
2. The twelve grades have been unequally represented in the 
studies (e.g., grade 1 and grades 9-12 have been included in fewer than 
eight studies while grades 3-7 have been included in 20 or more studies). 
New research should include one or more of those grades which have been 
represented in fewer than nine studies. New research should also in­
clude as many grades as feasible with as equal representation as possible.
3. The studies which are probably most representative of the
vocabulary students use when they write are the nine studies which in­
cluded a wide variety of materials. On the other hand, in the past 
writing letters to friends and relatives was probably the most common 
reason students had to write outside school; and 14 studies limited the 
materials they used to letters. Today, however, students are probably 
more likely to place a telephone call than to write a letter. For this 
reason, letters should no longer be the single material used to determine
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the written vocabulary of students. New research should attempt to 
elicit the most natural language possible by allowing students to write 
on topics of their own choice.
4. Only 13 studies involved samples from ten or more states.
Of the three studies conducted within the last ten years, one was con­
ducted in Canada, and the other two were conducted in single states.
For the research results to be applied to a wide area, the samples 
should be drawn from as many different locations as possible.
5. Determining how many words are an adequate sample is a dif­
ficult decision. Half of the studies counted less than 100,000 words, 
while only five studies counted more than 1,000,000 words. The number 
of words counted will certainly depend upon the time and resources 
available to the researcher as well as which words are counted (i.e., 
whether or not proper nouns are counted).
In the second section, a discussion of the research of Rinsland 
(1945) was included. Although Rinsland's work was probably the best 
designed, his work could be considered outdated. Current research is 
needed to update this important study.
In the third section, important studies of written language 
other than children's written language were discussed. These studies, 
because they represent words students will read while they are in school 
or after they graduate, are important in curriculum decisions. However, 
they do not offer information about words used by students in writing 
and are probably not the best source of information for a spelling vo­
cabulary. Also, three of these studies could be considered outdated.
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From this review of the literature, it may be concluded that 
research is needed in the area of students' written vocabulary. For 
this research to be applied to a spelling program, the sample needs to 
(a) be as current as possible, (b) include several grade levels, (c) be 
as representative as possible of the typical writing vocabulary of 
students, (d) include samples from different sections of the United 
States, and (e) include as large a sample as possible. In the following 
chapter, the procedures for the research to meet these criteria are 
detailed.
CHAPTER III 
STUDY PROCEDURES
As discussed in Chapter I, the problems for this study are: 
(a) to compare two methods of determining the frequency of words used 
in students’ written vocabulary, (b) to compare the results of this 
research with that conducted by Henry Rinsland (1945), and (c) to 
compare the 100 words used most frequently at each grade level with 
corresponding lists from the Rinsland study. Seven questions were 
formulated which pertain to these problems. The first two questions 
relate to the 250 most frequently used words as determined by two dif­
ferent methods of measurement. The third and fourth questions call for 
a comparison of these two lists to each other and to the 250 most 
frequently used words according to the Rinsland list. The fifth ques­
tion calls for a comparison of the words from this research to the 
Rinsland list to determine what words appear in the current research 
which Rinsland did not report. The sixth and seventh questions are 
designed to determine the 100 most frequently used words at each grade 
level (1-6) and to compare them with corresponding lists from the 
Rinsland study.
This chapter presents the procedures that were utilized to 
answer the research questions. The first section, gathering the data, 
contains a delineation of (a) the methods used to identify the schools 
which were contacted and (b) the information which was sent to each
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school district. The second section, preparing the data for input into 
the computer, includes a description of the system for proofreading the 
stories, the keypunching process, and the computer program utilized.
The final section, statistical procedures, identifies the statistical 
analyses that were employed to answer questions three, four, and 
seven.
Gathering the Data 
This section contains information about the school districts 
which were contacted and the information which was sent to those 
school districts.
School Districts Contacted
In order to make the results of this study as representative 
as possible of students' vocabulary, a wide sampling was needed. Ideally, 
every state would be represented in the final sample and each state's 
representation would be based on its proportion in the total population 
in the United States. This would mean that many districts in some 
states would have to be contacted or that some school districts would 
have to be contacted several times to obtain the proportional sample 
for that state.
With the limited time and resources available to the researcher, 
the decision was made to contact only two school districts in every 
state and to have only one mailing. The following exceptions were made: 
(a) the District of Columbia, although not a state, is within the bound­
aries of the United States and was contacted; and (b) the state of 
Hawaii received only one request since there is only one school district 
for the entire state.
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The school districts which were contacted were located with 
the use of two government publications: Directory: Public Schools in
Large Districts (1969) and Education Directory: Public School Systems
1977-78 (1978). The names of the states were located within the direc­
tories; then the school districts to be contacted were identified with 
the use of a table of random numbers. A total of 100 school districts 
were identified using this process with the two exceptions noted above. 
Information Sent to Each School District
Two types of information were sent to each school district :
(a) the letter sent to each superintendent and (b) the directions for 
teachers whose classes were involved in the study. An explanation of 
these follows.
Letters to Superintendents. The superintendents of each school 
district were sent letters which explained the purpose of the research, 
directions for selecting classes to participate, and an offer of a 
copy of the results to participating districts. Each letter was accom­
panied by a packet of materials to be given to the selected teachers.
A copy of the letter to the superintendent may be found in Appendix A.
Directions to the Teachers. In order to involve a minimum of 
time from the participating teachers, directions to them were kept as 
brief as possible. The first two paragraphs in the directions were in­
troductory in nature and included the purpose for the stories as well 
as assurance that the researcher would not grade the stories nor 
compare them with other classes. An address and telephone number were 
provided so that teachers having questions could contact the researcher. 
Finally, steps for the teachers to follow were listed which included:
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1. Directions for getting parental permission for students'
participation and a sample form that could be duplicated.
2. Information on what the students were to write and 
suggested topics to be used only in the event that a student could not 
think of a topic.
3. Directions not to correct the papers to ensure that the 
vocabulary was that of the students.
4. Information needed for each student and for the class. 
Student information was indicated on a small form which the teachers 
stapled to each story; class information was indicated on a form 
provided for that purpose.
5. Instructions on where the stories were to be sent.
A copy of the directions sent to the teachers can be found in Appendix A.
Preparing the Data for Input into the Computer
Since the computer program used for this study could not 
correct spelling errors nor group all the possible spellings for one 
word into the same set (e.g., were, wer, wir, wur), it was necessary 
to enter only correct spellings; therefore, all papers were proofread 
and corrected for spelling errors. In addition to correcting spelling 
errors, most proper nouns (e.g., names of people, commercial and non­
commercial establishments, cities, streets, names of pets) and 
numerals were deleted by drawing a line through the words or numerals. 
Proper nouns and numerals were deleted from the computer cards because 
of the low incidence for individual words and because in most instances 
it would be impossible to determine whether or not the spelling given 
was correct (e.g., Dian, Diane, Dianne). The deleted words and numerals
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were tallied on a separate sheet of paper to provide information on 
how often students use personal proper nouns and numerals in their 
writing.
Another concern during the proofreading was the use of com­
pound words. Although closed compound words (e.g., doghouse, fireman, 
sunshine) are written as one word and would not present a problem 
during computer analyses, open compound words (e.g., tennis shoe, 
police station, dressing room) which are written as two words, had 
to be written as one word for entry into the computer. Otherwise, 
they would have been treated as separate entries because there was 
no way of knowing they were written as one concept. Specific directions 
for the corrections of spelling errors and the deletions of words can 
be found in Appendix B.
In addition to proofreading, each story was assigned a code 
number which included coded information on the identity of the school 
district, grade level, student number, gender, race, school setting, 
and socioeconomic level of the school. The code number filled the first 
eleven spaces on the computer cards and appeared only on the first card 
when the student's story needed more than one card as was necessary 
for most stories. A signal (i.e., QQQQQ) was keypunched at the end of 
a story to indicate to the computer that a story had ended. Immediately 
following the code number was the first word in the story; a single 
space was left between each word and all punctuation except that which 
was within a word (e.g., don't, X-ray, U.S.A.) was omitted.
The computer program used to count the words in this research 
was an SAS79 (1979) program. Three different lists were provided by
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the program: (a) an alphabetic listing of the words and the frequen­
cies with which they were used (Method 1), (b) a rank order listing 
of the words counted using Method 1, and (c) a rank order list of 
the words using Method 2, the number of students who used a word.
These two methods of counting words were selected because in a pilot 
study in which the 100 most frequently used words for a class of stu­
dents was determined, the word gerbil was among the list. However, 
gerbil had been used several times by only one student. The researcher 
wanted to determine if a small number of students would influence a 
rank ordered list by using words repeatedly.
The program was run twice; one run provided the three lists 
mentioned above for the individual grades, and the second run provided 
the three lists for the combined grades. An additional program pro­
vided information about the number of students involved, grade level, 
gender, and race. (A copy of the computer programs used can be found 
in Appendix C.)
Statistical Procedures
The answers to questions one, two, five, and six did not 
require statistical procedures because the answers to those questions 
were frequency lists. For the remaining questions (three, four, and 
seven), descriptive statistics were used. The lists were compared to 
determine the number and percentage of words which were common to the 
lists being compared and the number and percentage of words which 
were not common to those lists.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS
The results of the study are presented in this chapter. The 
first section is a description of the school districts and the students 
who participated in the study; the next seven sections are arranged to 
correspond with the research questions presented in Chapter I; and the 
final section is a description of the items which were not entered into 
the computer (e.g., proper nouns, numerals, ampersands). The text of 
the chapter is presented first followed by all the tables.
Briefly, the purposes of this study were (a) to compare two 
methods of determining the frequency of words used in the written vocab­
ulary of students; (b) to compare the results of this research with that 
conducted by Rinsland (1945); and (c) to compare the 100 words 
used most frequently at each grade level (1-6) with corresponding lists 
from the Rinsland study.
Description of the Sample
The 1,598 students who participated in this study represent 14 
school districts in 13 states. A list of the school districts, their 
settings, and their socioeconomic levels can be found in Table 2. The 
participating students were 49.69% male and 48.44% female while the 
gender of 1.87% of the students was not indicated. More specific informa­
tion about grade level, gender, and race can be found in Table 3.
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Research Questions One and Two 
Research question one was: What are the 250 words used most
frequently in written expression by a sample of students in gradés 1-6?
The total word count was 164,505 which represented 6,453 different words 
and their repetitions. The 250 words used most frequently can be found 
in Table 4 in the column labeled "Method 1".
Research question two was: Which 250 words are used in written
expression by the greatest percentage of a sample of students in grades 
1-6? The 250 words used by the greatest percentage of students can be 
found in Table 4 in the column labeled "Method 2".
Because of tied ranks (i.e., several words occurred the same num­
ber of times), Table 4 actually includes 256 words in each list. This 
was the point closest to 250 at which the number of words in both the 
Method 1 and Method 2 lists would come out evenly without splitting a 
rank in one or both lists.
Research Question Three 
Research question three was: Do the two methods of ranking 
students' written vocabulary describe the same set of words? The two 
lists which were compiled using Methods 1 and 2 and presented in 
Table 4 contain a total of 269 words. This includes 243 words (90.33%)
which are common to both lists and 26 words (9.67%) which are in only
one of the lists. Thirteen words were in the Method 1 list but 
not in the Method 2 list (i.e., , horse, Mrs., dollars, monster,
teacher, children, fish, million, trip, bike, animals, kids). Thirteen 
words were in the Method 2 list but not in the Method 1 list 
(i.e., almost, together, getting, story, than, yes, hope, everything, 
knew, many, anything, everybody, life).
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Research Question Four 
Research question four was; What is the relationship between 
each of the lists compiled in Questions 1 and 2 of this study and the 
250 words used most frequently as reported in the Rinsland study? The 
256 words which were used most frequently as reported by Rinsland may 
be found in Table 4 in the column labeled "Rinsland". Because of tied 
ranks in the two lists developed using Methods 1 and 2, Rinsland's list 
contains 256 words so that all three lists are equal in length.
The list compiled by Method 1 and the list by Rinsland include 
a total of 307 different words. There are 205 words (66.78%) in com­
mon to the two lists and 102 words (33.22%; 51 per list) which occur 
in only one of the lists.
The list compiled using Method 2 and the list by Rinsland in­
clude a total of 305 different words. There are 207 words (67.87%) in 
common to the two lists and 98 words (32.13%; 49 in each list) which 
occur in only one of the lists.
When all three lists are considered (i.e., Method 1, Method 2, 
and Rinsland), a total of 316 different words arc represented. There 
are 203 words (64.24%) common to all three lists, 67 words (21.20%) 
which occur in only one of the lists, and 46 words (14.56%) which occur 
in two of the three lists. Words which are not common to all three 
lists are indicated in Table 4.
Research Question Five 
Research question five was: Which words occur in this study
that were not reported by Rinsland? A total of 1,363 words were used 
by students in this study which were not reported by Rinsland. A list
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of those words and the frequency with which they occurred appears in 
Table 5. This list includes only words entered into the computer fol­
lowing the guidelines in Appendix B.
Research Question Six
Research question six was: What are the 100 words used most
frequently in written expression by students at each grade level (1-6)? 
The 100 words used most frequently in written expression by students 
at each grade within grades 1-6 can be found in Tables 6-8 (i.e., grades 
1 and 2 are in Table 6 ; grades 3 and 4 are in Table 7 ; grades 5 and 6 
are in Table 8). Because of tied ranks in the lists from this study, 
the grade one, three, and six lists contain only 98 or 99 words each.
Research Question Seven
Research question seven was: What is the relationship between
each of the lists compiled in question six and the equivalent lists com­
piled by Rinsland? The equivalent lists compiled by Rinsland are re­
ported in Tables 6-8 with the corresponding lists from question six. A 
comparison of the lists by grade level follows.
1. The two first grade lists represent a total of 122 different 
words. The lists have 74 words (60.66%) in common and 48 words (39.34%; 
24 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
2. The two second grade lists represent a total of 129 dif­
ferent words. The lists have 71 words (55.04%) in common and 58 words
(44.96%; 29 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
3. The two third grade lists represent a total of 119 dif­
ferent words. The lists have 79 words (66.39%) in common and 40 words
(33.61%; 20 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
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4. The two fourth grade lists represent a total of 126 dif­
ferent words. The lists have 74 words (58.73%) in common and 52 words
(41.27%; 26 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
5. The two fifth grade lists represent a total of 124 dif­
ferent words. The lists have 76 words (61.29%) in common and 48 words
(38.71%; 24 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
6. The two sixth grade lists represent a total of 122 dif­
ferent words. The lists have 76 words (62.30%) in common and 46 words
(37.70%; 23 in each list) appear on only one of the lists.
7. When all 12 lists (two lists at each grade 1-6) are con­
sidered, a total of 191 words occurred. Of these words, 47 appeared 
in every list indicating that these are consistently important words 
across the grades. (The list of 47 words and an additional 10 words 
which appeared in 11 of the lists can be found in Appendix D.)
Items Not Entered Into the Computer
A total of 5,957 words (including duplications) were deleted 
from the count following the guidelines found in Appendix B. This in­
cluded (a) 3,726 words (62.55%) which were names of people and groups;
(b) 919 words (15.43%) which were names of places; (c) 1,267 words 
(21.27%) which were names of things; and (d) 45 words (.75%) which were 
not found in the dictionary. Table 9 provides more detailed information 
about the words which were deleted.
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Table 2
School Districts Represented in the Sample
School District, City, and State Setting^ Level
Cedar Falls Community School District 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Suburban Mostly Middle 
Class
St. Mary's County Public Schools 
Leonardtown, Maryland
Rural Mostly Middle 
Class
Douglas Unified School District 
Douglas, Arizona
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
Independent School District #273 
Edina, Minnesota
Suburban Middle and 
Upper Class
Oklahoma City Public Schools 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Urban Middle and 
Lower Class
Port Arthur Independent School District 
Port Arthur, Texas
Urban Middle and 
Lower Class
Giles County Public Schools 
Lynnville, Tennessee
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
Bloomington Public Schools 
Bloomington, Texas
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
Parma Public Schools 
Parma, Ohio
Suburban Mostly Middle 
Class
Bourne Public Schools 
Bourne, Massachusetts
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
Capital School District 
Dover, Delaware
Suburban Mostly Middle 
Class
Unified School District #305 
Salina, Kansas
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
North Slope Bourough 
Barrow, Alaska
Rural Middle and 
Lower Class
Duval County Public Schools 
Jacksonville, Florida
Urban Middle and 
Lower Class
This information is based on data reported by the classroom teachers 
involved in the study.
Table 3
Grade Level, Gender, and Race of Participating Students
FIRST SECOND^ TillRU FOURTH FIFTH SIXTH
RACE Male Female Male Female
Not
Indicated Hale Female Hale Female Hale Female Male Female TOTALS
White 97 90 89 87 0 43 44 93 92 99 127 83 100 1.044
Black 6 7 9 10 0 3 6 9 11 10 6 26 26 129
Native
American 0 2 15 9 0 37 28 2 4 1 2 17 11 128
Hispanic 22 15 16 14 0 32 28 17 14 30 13 15 13 229
Aslan 3 0 3 4 0 2 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 21
Eskimo 0 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 1 1 0 0 1 3
Not
Indicated 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 31
TOTALS 126 114 140 129 30 117 106 122 124 144 148 143 153 1.598
Footnote
^Thls was the only grade for which information on gender was missing.
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Table 4
256 Most Frequently Used Words*
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METHOt I (TOTAL WORDS 165,821) METHOD 2 (TOTAL STUDENTS 1.604) RINSLAND (TOTAL WORDS 6,012.359)
Rank Word Frecuency Rank Word Percene Rank Word FrenuTOcv
L ctia 8.401 1 and 86.72 1 Che 284,145
2 22ld 7,334 2 Che 82.86 2 I 205,581
3 I 6,833 3 a 80.24 3 and 203,146
4 a 5,237 4 CO 78.99 4 CO 180,938
5 CO 5,056 5 I 71.82 5 a 171,566
6 was 2,981 6 in 58.67 6 you 102,426
7 07 2,723 7 my 85.24 7 we 93,444
8 h« 2,418 a ie 52.37 8 in 88,782
9 tc 2,381 9 was 51.87 9 ic 83,344
10 la 2,331 10 of 51.31 10 of 81,620
11 we 2,110 11 is 44.39 11 is 79,025
12 of 1,839 12 when 40.46 12 was 70,493
13 Is 1,719 13 one 39.96 13 have 57,102
14 chey 1,585 14 on 39.78 14 my 55,267
15 1,203 15 chac 39.40 15 are 49,699
16 ehac 1,198 16 wich 35.72 16 he 47,225
17 when 1,193 17.5 buc 35.47 17 for 44,547
18 you 1,159 17.5 he 35.47 13 on 42,058
19 wane 1,118 19.5 day 35.22 19 they 41,363
20 said 1,101 19.5 so 35.22 20 chac 39,497
21 she 1,099 21 Chey 35.16 21 had 38,743
22 1,098 22 for 34.91 22 sh. 31,361
23 Chen 1,096 23 34.35 23 very 31,327
24 me 1,088 24 go 33.42 24 will 30,605
25 go 1,034 25 me 32.79 25 when 30,546
. 26 buc 1,026 26 wane 32.73 26 school 30,451
27 one 984 27 chere 32.61 27 me 30,112
23 with 969 28 have 32.29 28 with 29,968
29 for 960 29 all 32.23 29 29,115
30 goc 940 30 Chen 31.48 30 all 29,111
31 have 936 31 had 31.17 31 on. 28,710
32 would 920 32 ouc 30.67 32 so 28,693
33 had 888 33 goc 30.42 33 your 27,474
34 like 881 34 like 30.36 34 30 c 26,528
35 all 879 35 up 29.30 35 chare 25,837
36 chere 872 36 gee 26.75 36 wane 25,190
37 day 864 37 you 26.56 37 noc 24,369
38 ouc 810 38 ac 26.00 38 ac 24,708
39 be 791 39.5 be 25.31 39 like 24,682
40 up 758 39.5 said 25.31 40 23,970
41 were 702 41 clme 22.63 41 30 23,898
42 her 691 42 because 22.57 42 buc 23,636
43 gee 689 43 by 22.07 43 chls 23,623
44.5 him 670 44.5 end 6 21.57 44 dear^ 22,481
44.5 his 670 44.5 were 21.57 45 22,373
46 will 634 46 she 21.20 46 Chen 21,766
47 ac 629 47 are 20.76 47 going 21,677
48 are 623 48 some 20.70 48 up 20,732
49 if 533 49.5 his 20.51 49 elm. 20,659
30 house 526 49.5 would 20.51 50 sac 20,626
51 cheo 525 51 going 19.83 51 would 20,515
52 going 522 52 if , 19.70 52 our 20,418
53 some 520 53 abouc* 19.33 53 ware 20,087
54 because 514 54 came 19.26 54 liccla 19,240
53 saw 491 55 house 19.14 55 how 18,621
56 clme 469 56 him 18.90 56 be 18,600
57 could 462 57.5 home 18.33 57 do 13,284
53 came 457 57.5 chem 18.83 58 from 17,775
59 play 452 59 will 18.33 59 her 17,752
60 by 436 60 saw 18.27 60 chem 17,727
61 abouc^ 435 61 whac 18.08 61 as 17,497
62 do 428 62 Chls 17.90 62 his 17,286
63.5 home 420 63 could 17.71 63 nocher 16,599
63.5 whae 420 64 do 17.52 64 sea 16,533
65 very 419 63 back 17.27 65 friend 16,206
66 back 413 66 noc 16.15 66 com. 16,055
*Footnotes at end of table
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METHOD 1 (TOTAL WORDS 165,821) MEimO 2 (TOTAL STDDENTS 1,604) Rfflsuim (TOTAL WORDS 6,012,359)
Hank Word FrequMcv Rank Word Percent Rank Word Frequency
67 chla 393 67 play 16.02 67 can 15,762
68 school 383 68.5 down 15.96 63 day 15,759
69.3 down 366 68.3 vary 15.96 69 good 15,138
69.3 coo. 366 70 coo 15.90 70 whac 14,974
71 and** 362 71 her 15.71 71 said 14,349
72 noc 361 72 ovar 15.65 72 him 14,470
73 ovar 366 73 once 15.46 73 home 13,906
74 can 366 74 see 14.59 74 now 13,476
75 dog 363 75 Just 14.46 75 did 13,542
76 saa 331 77 after 14.40 76 has 13,298
77 friand 327 77 can 14.40 77 down 13,297
78.3 liccla 323 77 school 14.40 73 Chris cmas'^ 12,966
78.3 323 79 from 14.21 79 If . 12,723
80.3 jusc 322 30 liccla 13.15 30 wrlce*^ 12,671
80.3 peopla 322 31 or 12.91 81 after 12,110
32 319 32 know 12.66 32 play 11,959
33 from 301 33 12.41 83 came 11,698
84.3 after 293 36 cvo 12.22 34 puc 11,665
34.5 or 295 33 fun 12.16 35 cvo 11,395
36 our 292 36.5 started 12.09 36 house 11,324
37 vane 290 36.5 vane 12.09 . 37 us 11,132
38 ran 233 39 did 11.91 33 because 11,065
89 scarred 280 39 Inco 11.91 39 over 10,993
90 into 276 39 other 11.91 90 saw 10,992
91 big 276 91 people 11.73 91 their 10,979
93 fun 271 92.3 big 11.60 92 veil 10,924
93 once 271 92.5 ran 11.60 93 her# 10,562
93 cold 271 96.5 friend 11.47 94 by 10,428
95 chair 263 94.5 next 11.47 95 jusc 10,235
96.5 boy 266 96 dido*c 11.35 96 10,100
96.3 evo 266 97 good 11.28 97 back 10,033
98 ocher 263 98 now 11.16 98 an 10,071
99 good 262 99 night 11.10 99 could 9,937
100 dida^c 260 100.5 around 10.91 100 or 9,346
101.5 knotf 239 100.5 cook 10.91 101 dog 9,711
101.5 night 239 102 don* c 10.85 102 coo 9,634
103 mother 237 103.5 as 10.66 103 ocher 9,331
104 naxc 236 103.5 our 10.66 104 manyô 9,013
105 did 231 105 come 10.35 105 night 8,924
106 rm . 268 106 how 10.22 106 8,913
107 friends 266 107 mother 10.10 107 old 3,914
108 cook 242 108.5 chair 10.04 108 know 3,300
109 us 240 103.5 cold 10.04 109 vane 3.736
110 best 233 110 off 9.98 110 make 3,707
111 235 111 friends'* 9.35 111 8,202
112 don* c 232 112.5 boy 9.79 112 first 8,196
113 around 230 112.5 loe 9.79 113 into 8,153
114.3 miÊn 227 114 base 9.73 114 people 3,141
114.5 227 U5.3 more 9.54 115 man 3,133
116 more 215 115.5 old 9.54 116 soon] 8,012
118 am 213 117 first 9.43 117 cake 7,963
118 com. 213 113.5 I’m 9.41 113 much 7,965
118 old 213 113.5 put 9.41 119 letter] 7,394
120 how 212 120 dog 9.04 120 sure] 7,382
121 Lot 210 121 something 8.92 121 boy 7,357
122 off 209 122.5 no 3.35 122 big 7.765
123 flrac 202 122.5 veil 3.35 123 thing 7,623
124 uell 201 124.5 am 8.30 124 hope® 7,453
125 puc 199 124.5 mom 8.30 125 grade^ 7,375
126 ChTS. 193 126 an 3.60 126 uacer 7,372
127.5 aoawchlng 139 127 things 3.54 127 cell 7.305
127.5 your 189 123 taka 3.43 128 don* c 7,130
129 no 187 129 vhere 3.42 129 last 7,003
130.5 poked 186 131 every 8.29 130 children^ 6,943
130.5 car 186 131 named 8.29 131 vhere 6,777
132 has 183 131 your 3.29 132 every 6,667
133 dad& 131 133 nice 3.23 133 which"! 6,655
134 summer 175 134.5 three 3.04 134 cook 6,640
135.3 again 173 134.5 vno 3.04 135 more 6,559
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Rank Fceou«nc7 Rank Mord Percent Rank Word Fracuancv
135.5 aan«d 173 U 6 has 7.98 136 around 6,508
138.5 cac 170 133.5 again 7.92 137 father 6,348
138.5 found 170 138.5 eat 7.92 138 tree 6,304
138.5 tc's* 170 138.5 It'a* 7.92 139 long 6,294
138.5 olca 170 138.5 looked 7.92 140 who 6,260
162 an 168 141 years 7.79 141 morning 6,258
142 ehings 168 142.5 car 7.73 142 started 6,233
142 yhara 168 142.5 ua 7.73 143 three 6,228
145 caka 167 144 asked 7.61 144 girl 6,132
145 who 167 145 away 7.54 145 things 6,105
145 wish 167 146.5 found 7.42 146 cat 6,093
147 fachar 166 146.5 only 7.42 147 new 6,037
148 looked 165 148.5 dad* 7.29 148 any 5,885
149.5 164 143.5 man 7.29 149 next 5,358
149.5 Xr.l 164 150.5 called 7.23 150 fine^ 5,345
151 heard 163 150.5 Sumner 7.23 151 off 5,342
152 years 162 152 walking* 7.17 152 told 5,735
153 eac 160 153.5 heard 7.11 153 way 5,490
154 every , 158 153.5 that's'' 7.11 154 away 5,457
155 family 154 155 right 7.04 155 found 5,414
156 away 153 157 never 6.98 156 room 5,264
157 chink 152 157 .chink 6.98 157 before 5,248
153 only 149 157 way 6.98 158 show 8 5,228
159 help 148 159 wanted 6.86 159 didn't 5,216
160 wanted 147 160.5 family* 6.80 160 eat 5,185
161.5 girl 145 160.5 thing 6.80 161 boys8 5,126
161.5 horsa^ 145 162 long 6.73 162 no 5,083
163.5 love 142 163 make 6.67 163 close** 5,070
163.5 make 142 164.5 always 6.61 164 meo8 5,061
165.5 never 141 164.3 ever* 6.61 165 pretty 5,045
165.5 right 141 166.5 made , 6.36 166 nice 4,399
167 door 139 166.5 swimming'* 6.36 167 thought 4,891
168 brother 138 168 here 6.30 168 fun 4,889
169 also 136 169 much 6.23 169 called 4,385
170 here 134 171 door 6.17 170 year 4,878
171.5 always , 133 171 look , 6.17 171 ball] 4,369
171.5 walking'* 133 171 still'* 6.17 172 white] 4,368
174 hit* 132 174.5 help 6.11 173 again 4,347
174 look 132 174.5 left 6.11 174 bed 4,316
174 water 132 ■ 174.5 really 6.11 175 years 4,760
177 long. 131 174.5 thought 6.11 176 through 4,726
177 ride 131 177.5 lived 5.05 177 •while 4,701
177 thought 131 177.5 upon* 6.05 178 gave 4,638
180 thing 130 179 morning 5.99 179 •work- 4,679
180 tree 130 181.5 also 5.92 180 doll'’ 4,524
180 way 130 181.5 bed 5.92 181 getting^ 4,513
182 called 129 181.5 sometime"* 5.92 182 baby] 4,456
183.5 room 126 181.5 why* 5.92 183 once 4,447
183.3 year 126 184 father 5.36 184 also 4,378
185 bed 125 185.5 before 5.80 185 run 4,373
187 made 124 185.5 water 5.80 186 coming 4,332
137 say 124 188 girl 5.74 187 should^ 4,289
187 chac'a* 124 188 place 5.74 188 teacher^ 4,288
189 I'll* 123 188 pretty 5.74 189 place 4,256
190 much 122 190 brother. 5.67 190 car 4,190
191 why* 121 191 finally'* 5.61 191 give 4,181
193 live 120 192.5 love 5.55 192 ran 4,130
193 lived 120 192.5 work 5.55 193 let 4,173
193 really^ 120 194.5 playing* 5.42 194 only 4,124
195.5 ever* 119 194.5 ride'* 5.42 195 today 4,046
195.5 work 119 196.5 hit* 5.36 196 susfioer 4,023
197 money* 117 196.5 run 5.36 197 right 4,005
199 hrs.l 116 199 any 5.30 198 red^ 3,868
199 new 116 199 tell 5.30 199 another 3,862
199 jcill* 116 199 year 5.30 200 most 3,330
201 place 115 202 fall* 5.23 201 look 3,810
202 aviaming'* 114 202 new 5.23 202 milk] 3,799
203 lefc 113 202 say , 5.23 203 book] 3,784
204.5 pceccy 111 204.5 food"* 5.17 204 wanted 3,748
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Rank Word Frequency Rank Word Percent Rank Word Fr.au.nc7
204.5 siscar 111 204.5 wish, 5.17 205 black 3,730
206.5 oocning 109 206.5 even* 5.11 206 bring] 3,693
206.5 somacloa^ 109 206.5 stay^ 5.11 207 girls^ 3,668
208 n m 106 208 live 5.05 208 along] 3,664
208.5 dollars^ 105 209 buy4 4.99 209 glad] 3.661
209.5 {.u** 105 212 another 4.92 210 love 3,652
211 played 103 212 coming 4.92 211 live
read^
3,598
213 baseball 102 212 happy, 4.92 212 3,594
213 food^ 102 212 later"* 4.92 213 something 3,560
213 cell 102 212 let 4.92 214 until 3,547
215.5 before 101 218 been 4.86 215 played 3,595
215.5 finally^ 101 218 fast^ 4.86 216 best 3,571
217.5 lacer^ 100 218 gave 4.86 217 heard 3,570
217.5 playing^ LOO 213 4.36 218 four^ 3,552
219.5 monster^ 99 218 4.86 219.5 brother 3,535
219.5 upon^ , 99 218 most 4.86 219.5 say 3,535
223 couldn' c"* 98 218 while, 4.36 221 cold^ 3,520
223 give 98 222.5 sleeps 4.30 222 never 3,511
223 hard 98 222.5 chrough 4.80 223 I'm 3,465
223 Let 98 224 find 4.74 224 sister 3,457
223 eeacher^ 98 224 last . 4.74 225 than* 3,433
227 been 97 224 outside 4.74 226 door 3,426
227 children^ 97 227 almost^ , 4.68 227 great^ 3,384
227 even^ 97 229.5 couldn' o'* 4.61 228 must-* 3,353
229 outside^ 96 229.5 room 4,61 229 looked 3,329
231 any 95 229.5 cogecher^ 4.61 230 thing 3,310
231 lasc 95 229.5 walked^ 4.61 231 find 3,308
231 scay^ 95 232 everyone* 4.55 232 always 3,295
233 happy 94 233 can'c* 4.49 233 please3 3,290
236.5 another
can'c^
93 235.5 ace4 4.43 234 happy 3,254
236.5 93 235.5 money^ 4.43 235 daddy] 
country ^
3,253
236.5 everyone 93 235.5 played 4.43 236 3,250
236.5 find. 93 235.5 until 4.43 237 fey] 3,245
236.5 flsh^ , 93 238.5 black 4.30 238 wish 3,241
236.5 walked 93 238.5 getting* 4.30 239 lot 3,225
241 million^ 92 240.5 hard 4.24 240 asked 3,197
241 oh** 92 240.5 scory^ 4.24 241 days] 3,149
241 crip^ 92 243.5 cac 4.18 242 large] 3,137
243 while 91 243.5 Ob'* 4.18 243 better] 3,123
245 coming 90 243.5 chan* 
yes ^
4.18 244 these] 3,121
245 gave 90 243.5 4.18 245 each] 3,102
245 uncll 90 246 hope* 4.11 246 five] 3,085
248.5 blke^ 89 247.5 sister 4.05 247 week;
Lots]
3,078
248.5 black 89 247.5 world** 4.05 248 3,026
248.5 most 39 250 everything^ 4.00 249 help 3,005
248.5 world 39 250 knew* 4.00 250 left 2,999
252.5 animals^ 38 250 many* 4.00 251 lived 2,961
252.5 fascf 38 254 anything* 3.93 252 hard 2,950
252.5 lads’- 38 254 baseball* 3.93 253 £ire^ 2,921
252.5 through 
ace* .
38 254 everybody 2 3.93 254 Ice.p^
trees’
2,920
255.5 37 254 Itfe^ 3.93 255 2,906
255.5 sleep'* 37 254 tree 3.93 256 earnest 2,394
’votd occurs in Method 1 list only
^ocd occurs In Method 2 list only
^Word occurs in Rinsland list only
^Word occurs in Method 1 and Method 2 lists buc not in Rinsland list
^Word occurs in Method 1 and Rinsland lists but not in Method 2 list
*Word occurs in Method 2 and Rinsland lists but not in Method 1 list
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Table 5
Words Not Reported Bv Rinsland
Word Freauancv Word Freauencv Word Frecuencv
Â-framm 1 bald eagle 1 booing 1
abracadabra 1 ball game 2 booked 1
ace 1 ballistic missile 1 bossed 1
adjuscaencs 1 ball park 1 bottle-nosed dolphin
Afghan hound 1 ballplayer 2 bouncy 1
Afghaalscan 1 baloney 1 bow head 1
Africa bam 6 bow tie I
atrborn bankrobbers 1 boyfriend 5
air condieioner 1 baptism 4 boyish 1
air condicloners 1 barefeet 1 bracket 1
air condlcioniag bares 1 brang 3
aircraic carrier 1 barf bratcy 1
alrcrafea baracuda 1 break In
air force barrettes 1 brew 3
air ?Qckee 1 batiks brindle 1
air pressure 3 bacon 2 British 1
Alabama batted 3 broiled
Alaska 2 batter's broncos 1
Alaskan 1 batters 3 brook trout
albums I batting average 1 brown sugar 1
aliens 4 battleships 1 brown trout 1
alley cacs 1 battling 2 bubble gum 3
altered 38 gun 4 bubbly 2
America 3 beady 2 buckled 1
America's 1 beagles L bugging I
1 beaks 1 bugles 1
amusemenc park 1 beanstalk 5 built-in 3
anchovies 3 beat up 2 bulldozer 1
anelgravicy beauty contest 1 bulldozers 1
anconym 2 beauty contests 1 bullfight I
antonyms 1 beauty shop 1 bullies 1
aqua 2 bee's 1 burgers 1
aquariums 1 beep 6 bus driver 4
Arctic Circle beige bus scop 4
Arizona 5 belly dancer 1 butcher knife 11
Arkansas 4 bengal tiger I butlers
arrogant 1 betrays 1 buzzed
assists 1 betting 1 buzzer I
assuming 1 bewitched California 25
asthmatic 1 bicycling 1 calms
astounded 1 biddies 3 Cambodia
astronaut 4 bide 1 cameras
astronauts big shot 1 camp-out 2
Atlantic biking 3 camper
Atlantic Ocean billions I campgrounds 1
atom boob 1 bing Canada 7
atomic 1 bionic Canadians 1
.^stralian 1 black hole 3 canter
Austria blast off 10 cape buffalo I
autographs bleachers captive 1
avalanche blindfold caracals 1
aw 1 blondish 1 carbohydrate 1
awesome 2 blow up carpeted I
baby-sit 3 bluegill 2 car pool 2
baby-sitter bluegills 1 cartoons
baby-sitter'3 blue jeans 1 cartwheels
baby-sitting blue whale 4 car wash
backflip blurry 3 casually 2
backtrack I boars L cautious 1
backyards 1 bogus cavities 3
baddest 1 bologna L C3
baffled 1 bomber 1 cellophane 1
bagged 1 bombers 1 centavos 1
bail boonethead shark 1 center field
balancing 1 boogeyman 7 center fielder
bald-headed 1 boogie 1 chain-smoking
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chalkboard 2 crazy house
chalked I creaked
challenges 1 creased
championships 1 crossly
champs 3 crunch
characterized 1 cuddle
chauvlnis ts 1 cultures
cheats I cupcakes
cheetah 3 customized
cheetah's 1 cuter
cheetahs I daddy longlega
chickened 1 dang
chief’s 1 davenports
chihuahua 1 day-care center
chillier daylight
chimp I dears
chin-ups 1 decider
China 5 decisions
Chinese 3 deers
chirp I defected
chopper 2 defended
chorused I deformed
city hall 2 Delaware
classical 1 delectable
clogs 3 delusion
clothes hanger 1 demolished
clucked I Denmark
coastal plain 1 dents
coasters I destroyers
coast guard destructed
coat of arms 2 detested
cock-a-doodle—do 1 devil's
cockpit diabolical
cockroach I diagnosis
cockroaches 3 dial tone
collapsed 2 diesel
collarbone 2 digital
collided 2 ding-a-ling
Colo. 1 dingier
Colorado 5 dinnertime
comic books 1 dinosaurs'
communicated 1 dlptherla
compete 3 disconnected
competes 1 disgusting
competing 2 distribute
compute I diver
computer 2 diving board
computers divorced
concentrate 2 dizzier
conditioner I Doberman Pinscher
condominium I doc
Connecticut 1 dodge ball
conscience 1 doghouse
conserve dogs'
control cower dollhouse
conveyor belt I dollies
convoy I dollshop
cook'3 I dolphin
cookhouse 3 dolphins
cope I domain
correcting I donate
cotton candy 3 donating
cougars I double-barreled
coughs 2 double play
countdown 3 doubles
country score I drafted
cousins' I dragon's
crap 1 drag races
crapple 3 drawing board
craooies 1 dressing room
Frcauencv Vord
droundtd
drowned
druassdng
dryneaa
duffel bag
dumpling
dumps
dune buggies
dune buggy
dusc mop
earphones
earthling
earthlings
earthlings'
easel
ago
egos
Egypt
election day
electric eyes
electronic
electron microscope
elementary school
eloped
engine room
England
Englishman
English Setter
entertainer
entrance
equality
errors
Eskimo
etch
Europe
evacuate
evacuated
ex-con
ex-friends
exhaust
exotic
exploratory
explosions
extinct
extremes
eyeballs
eyesight
face-off
face-to-face
falling scar
family room
family tree
fanciful
fantasy
fashions
fiancee
fiances
field mice
field crip
field trips
filly
filmed
finish line
fin whale
fire alarm
fire chief
fire company
fire department
fire extinguisher
firehouse
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2flra ctuck 7 go-carc 12 homers
flrsc base 4 go-carts 4 home runs 3
flrsc-ciass goalie 2 homestretch 1
Slrse class I golf ball 3 homework 15
fishbowl I golf balls 1 homonym 2
fishing poles golf club 1 homonyms 1
fish call 1 golf course 1 hooking I
fixer 3 goofy 1 hooray 1
flavored 1 goon 1 hooves
flavors 1 granddad 1 hopefully 3
fling grand slam 1 hopelessly I
flip-flops 1 grape juice 1 hostage 3
flipped
floopy 2
gray whale 
greacful 1
hoscages
hot-wire
6
1
Florida 29 greedier I hot dog 7
flocacion 1 griddle 1 hotrod 1
flunk 1 grins 1 hot shot 3
flying saucer 5 grizzly bear hound dog 1
food scamps I ground ball housewife 1
fooCline 
foresc ranger I
grown-up 
grown ups 3
hover
hovering L
forgives 1 gruesome 1 huffing 1
forms I guaranteed 1 hula 2
foscer home 1 guinea pigs humpback whale 2
foul ball 1 guitarist hunk
foul balls I gummy 1 hurray 1
four-wheel gunfighc 1 ice age 1
France 2 gunnysack 1 ice cream 22
frankfurcer gushing 1 iceskate 1
franks guts 4 ice skater 1
freaky 1 guy's ice tea
french fries 3 guzzlers 1 ignition
freshvacer I gymnastic I ignore i
fridge gysnascics 14 Illinois 1
fries 1 gymnasts 1 impala 1
frigace 2 gyms 1 inconveniences I
frog's 1 haircut India I
fronc room hairdo 1 Indian Ocean 1
frontwards 3 halfback 1 Indians' 1
fronc yard L half hour 1 infield 5
froscbiccen 1 hallelujah inflated I
frosted hamster 5 inflation 1
full-grown hamster's 1 informer 1
full-time 1 hamsters 6 inhalation
fun fair 10 hamsters' inner cube I
fun house 3 handball insult
galaxy handsprings 2 intercept I
gamble 1 hauncing 2 intercepted I
garage sale 1 Hawaii 25 intercom 1
gardener
gardener's 1
Hawaiian
headless 3
interferes
interruption
1
L
gasoline's 1 headlines introductions 1
gas scaeion headlock 1 invaders 3
gazelle 1 head start 3 invasion 2
genealogy 1 hearc attack 1 invest
genie 17 heaving 1 investigator
genies
Georgia 2
hee-hee
helicopter 37
invisible ink 
Iowa I
gerbils I helicopter's 1 IQ 1
German 3 heroic 1 Iran ;
German Shepherd hie 2 Iranian 2
German Shepherds 1 hideout Iranians
Germany 3 hippo 2 Ireland 9
gifted 1 hippopotamuses Irish 6
girl friend IS hiring 1 Irish Setters
girl friend's 
girl friends 1
hictar
hitters 1
islanders
Italian 1
glacial 1 hockey scick Japanese I
glitters 1 hogged Japs 1
glob 1 holy water 1 3 aywalkiag 1
gnats 1 home place - jeans I
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J««p
Jeliffiah
J«c lioer
j«es
jockey
jogging
john
j ohnny-come-Laceiy
juabo
juap rope
jumpy
junior high
junkyard
Jupicer
kangaroo's
kangaroo racs
kangaroos
Kansas
karaee
Kencucky
kickball
kid's
kiddo
killers
kinfolk
king-size
kisser
klucs
koala bears 
Korean 
kung :u 
lab
Labrador recreiver
ladybug
lake erouc
lampshades
landings
Laplanders
laser
lasers
laundromat
lawn sower
lawn sowers
leagues
left field
left fielder
leprechaun
lesser
licenses
life-size
life-styles
lifeguard
life jackets
lifelike
lifestyle
lift-off
lily pad
limousine
line drive
livers
lobbed
locker room
loudspeaker
loudspeakers
Louisiana
lounge
lounge's
love seat
Lc.
lumpy
lurched
grequenev
I
15
Word grequenev Vord
lure I Ms.
magician's 1 multicolored
magnum 1 multiple
Maine 2 munch
major league 1 munching
makeup mushroom
mall muskrat's
markers 1 mustangs
Mars 29 mutt
Martian 18 naps
Martians 13 narwhals
Maryland 1 national parks
Maas. 1 neck-rein
Massachusetts 1 nervously
matchbox 1 Setherlanda
matching I New England
mattered New Hampshire
mayday Mew Jersey
maze 1 New Mexico
meaningless I newspaperman
meatball New York
meatballs 1 nibbling
memorized 1 nightmare
meowed 5 night school
meows 1 no-hic
merchandise 2 nocturnal
merge I nominee
mermaid 3 noodle
merriness no one
messes I nope
meteorite 3 north's
meter North America
Mexican 3 North Carolina
Mexico 14 North Dakota
Michigan I Norway
Norway'smidwestem I
mileage I Norwegians
militant I notices
militants nuclear
military police 
milkman's
I nuclear energy
I nuclear reactor
Milkyway 1 nude
minding I nursery school
mini-flashlight I nursing homes
mini-society IS nylons
mini-town 1 obviously
miniature golf 1 ocean liner
minibike 3 odds and ends
ainibikes 3 off-season
Minnesota 4 Ohio
misinterpreted I Oklahoma
missile 3 outer space
missiles outfield
Mississippi 1 outrun
mistreat overhand
modeling
mole's
I overpopulated
I overpupulacion
mom 227 overpowered
mom's 7 overtime
mummy Ô overwork
moms 2 ow
monkey's 1 ozone
monster's 2 ?A
mooing I Pacific
moron 2 Pacific Ocean
motel 4 pajama
motels I pajama party
motley I panda
motorbike I panicked
moi^ se's 1 panicking
sph 2 paper dolls
grequenev
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parables
parachucftd
parachuclag
paragraphs
parakaec
parallel bars
parenc's
parents'
parking loc
part-clma
peacocks
pees
pelican
?enalc7
penguin
Pennsylvania
perzor&ars
periodically
perished
perm
pesos
9S*
phony
pickup
picnicking
pinball
pinball machine
pinball machines
pinkie
pinning
pizza
pizzas
?3‘s
planets'
plastic
platforms
playday
plumbing
Pluto
Pluto's
plutonium
poachers
police dogs
police force
police officer
police station
polio
polluted
pollutes
polluting
pollution
poltergeist
pontoon
ponytails
poof
popper
possibility
possum
postmark
potato chip
potato chips
pounced
pow
power plants
prankster
prediction
pregnant
prima ballerina
princess'
private detective
private eve
Frequency Word Frequency
probational 
processing 
prodding 
processionals 
prohibiting 
projectors 
prophecy 
pros
psychiatrist 
PT boat 
pterodactyl 
public library 
puffy 
pull-ups 
pup's
puppy love 
push-ups 
quadrillion 
quarter horse 
quarter horses 
quickened 
rabbit's 
rabbit ears 
rackets 
radar 
radiation 
rainbow trout 
rain check 
rainstorm 
ramp 
ramps 
ray
ray gun 
ray guns 
re-bandage 
re-bandaged 
reactor 
reappeared 
recovery room 
red alert
redheaded woodpecker 
redwoods 
reeling 
ref
refill 
refilled
registered nurse 
relayed 
renting 
report cards 
restored 
rest room 
rest rooms 
retains 
revolving 
Rhode Island 
right field 
right whale 
ripples 
riverboat 
RN
roadrunner 
robber's 
robot 
robots
roller-skated 
roller-skates 
roller-skating 
roller coaster 
roller coasters 
rolling pin
Table continued on next page
Word
rookie
root beer
rosebush
roughen
roughest
routine
royalty
rubber bands
rubbing alcohol
running wheel
sacraficed
saddle horses
safari
salesmen
salesperson
salt water
saaoyeoic
sandbox
sanding
sarcastically
savings account
scabbed
Scandinavia
scaredy-cat
scariest
schoolvork
Scotland
scram
scrapers
scuba
sculptures
scurried
seance
seashell
seashells
seasoning
seat belts
second base
seesawing
sei whale
semi
semifinal
sensed
sensitive
servais
servants'
serviceable
sessions
she'd
she'll
she's
sheepishly
shoelaces
shoestrings
shoot-out
shortcut
shorty
shocpuc
show off
show offs
shrank
shrug
shuffled
16
Sicily
3ickenir.-2
singles
sit-
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sizzling 1 spookier 1
skateboard 2 spookiest 1
skateboarding 1 sprayer 1
skateboards 3 springer spaniel 1
skidding 1 sprinkler 1
alamming 1 squashed 2
slapping 1 squid 1
sleek 1 squirt guns 1
sleeping bag 5 squirting 1
sleeping bags squirts 1
slot 1 squished 1
slot machine 1 Sc. Bernard 3
shot machines 3 scabbing 1
slumber parties 1 stallions 7
smacked 1 stand by 1
smarter starship 1
smartly 1 station wagon 1
snack 1 stealer 2
snack bar steed 2
snag 1 steering wheel 3
snapping turtle 2 stereo 5
sneakers 1 stethoscope 1
sneaky 1 stewed 1
sneered 1 stock car 1
sneezed storm’s 1
snoring 1 streaking 2
snorkeling 1 stroller 1
snotty 1 stubs 1
snuek scud 1
soap operas 1 stunk 1
social studies sub. 1
sodauater I subscribe 1
sodium 1 sucked 1
sodium chloride 1 suction cups 1
sodium phosphate 1 summer school 1
softball 12 sunbathe 1
solar panels sundae 2
solar system 3 sunshade
solves 1 suntan i
son's 2 superduper 3
sophisticated 1 supermarket 3
sorcerer I supersonic 1
soundproof 1 suppertime 1
South Dakota 2 surfing I
spacecrafts 1 survivors 4
spaceman swarming 1
spacemen U Sweden 1
spaceship 3? swimming pool 16
spaceships swimming pools 1
space suit swimsuits 1
space suits swished 1
Spain Switzerland 4
spares swoosh 1
spattered sworn 1
spayed 1 synonyms 1
speckled trout 1 taco 3
spectator 1 cacos
speedboat tailgate 1
speeded capped 1
sperm wnale Î tasty 3
spic-aod-soan 3 ceammaces
spider’s ve- teenager 1
spider's webs 3 teenagers 3
spiked 1 televisions 1
spikes I television secs 1
spltball temptations
splat 1 Tenn.
sponges 1 Tennessee j
sponsored 1 tennis shoe 3
spook 1 tennis shoes :
•Jerd
cecraln
terrifying
Texas
ehac'll
thereafter
third base
thirty-first
thirty-three
ticking
tidal vave
tie breaker
tighter
tightrope
tilted
tilts
time out
tingle
tingling
tipping
titled
toe shoes
tombstones
toothed
tornado
totally
toucan
toughest
tourism
townspeople
tow truck
tracker
trailer court
trailers
trampling
trampoline
trampolines
trance
transformed
trapdoors
trapeze artist
trapeze artists
trash can
tread
treasured
treats
tree house
trick-or-treat
trick-or-treating
trickles
trillions
triple
triples
triplets
trolls
trophy
trucking
tuffees
tugging
tummy
tuna
turbulence
turrets
cutti-cracti
TV
tveak
twenty-gauge 
twin-engine 
twin bed 
twirl 
twitching
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tJord Frequency Word Frequency Word Freque
UFO 12 visualize 1 West Germany 2
ugiyneaa 1 voodoo whacked 1
uh 2 1 wham
um 4 1 wheelchair
amp wagging
waiter's
1 wheelers 1
unbelievable 1 whizzed
underhand waken I whoosh 1
underscandable L walkie-talkie I whopping 1
undervacar 2 walking horses wildlife 3
unexpaccedl/ 2 walkover 1 winner's circle 1
unicorn 1 walkway 1 wintertime 1
unicycle 1 walleyes 1 Wisconsin 2
Unictd Seacea 14 walloped 3 witch's 5
unlveraes 1 wallow 1 womenfoIk 1
unlikely van 1 woodsman 2
unmarked warped work sneots I
unpacking 1 washhouse 1 X-rays 1
updraft Washington 2 yank 1
'Jranua 3 Washington, D.C. 10 yawned 1
USSR 1 watchers 1 yeah
Utah 1 water-ski 1 yelp 1
vacated 1 water-skiing yep 1
vampire water bed 2 yippee 2
vampires 1 water bottle Yorkshire Terrier 1
vanishing cream water bugs you've 3
vans 2 vaterskis 1 Yugoslavia
vaxmint 2 weakest 1 •/um-yum 1
Venus veerings 1 yummy 1
Vermont 2 wear out zap 2
versus 3 week's 1 zip 1
vet 1 weekends zombie 1
veterinarian 4 weightless
video 1 weirdest zoomed 1
videotape 3 welcoming 1 zooming 1
vintage
Virginia 1
werewolf 1 zoos
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Table 6
100 Most Frequently Used Words in
First and Second Grades
rixoe Crada Sacood Orada
Rmak Uord FcMUMcr Rank
tdaaiand
Ward fronconev Rank
MaodlobauB 
Word f Rank
Ring Land 
Pbcd fracuancv
I I 409 1 I 18.740 1 and 383 1 18,571
Z cod 390 2 14.830 2 I 852 2 Z 14,726
3 th% 361 eba 10,126 3 tho 780 tho 14,701
4 294 4 9.469 4 609 4 12.404
5 U 200 9 and 8,560 3 to 590 9 asd 11,442
6 198 6 ie 7.6U 6 ay 428 6 ay 9.444
7 »T 177 7 u 7.601 7 va 313 7 TOtt 8,128
a 104 5 yoti 5,929 8 bo 276 8 la 7.791
9 le 93 9 ay 4.805 9 It 269 9 aba 4,507
10.5 Uka 97 10 4.362 10.5 U 260 10.9 ha 3.410
10.5 37 11 la 3.940 10.5 260 10.5 la, 5.410
12 vUl 80 12 3.497 12 la 219 12 am^ 4,737
U H« 75 13 5.744 U so 161 U 4.031
14 ?Uy 71 14 3,585 14 tboa 156 14 bad 4,001
15 £a 70 15 Uka 3,049 15 ta 145 15 Ilka 3.666
16 vh«a 65 16 Chat 5,166 16 ebay 162 16 hava 5,621
i; 41 17 ha 2.961 17 voac 132 17 aa , 3.543
18 to 99 18 2.954 18 a< 121 13 doaf* 3.404
19 vleA 38 19 saa 2.561 19 lika U8 19 vicb 3,474
20 37 20 caia* 2,418 20.5 stao U7 20 lietla 3.403
21 zt 96 21 2.593 20.5 VI tb U7 21 3.573
22 csay 91 22 2.698 22 ato 109 22 chay 2,909
25 vase 48 23 llssla 2.516 23 103 23 school 2,532
24 you 67 26 2,299 24 102 26 can 2.778
25.5 »r« 45 25 all 2,227 23 100 29 dog 2.735
25.5 63 25 sela« 2.177 26.5 vhoa 98 26 is 2.707
27 oo , 62 27 @8 , 2.135 26.3 sot 96 27 2,520
29 iaai ^ 61 23 soebar* 2.003 28 hava 99 28 2.507
29 Srltnd* 39 29 ■ do 1.968 30 bat 91 29 play 2,497
51.5 bMC ^ 36 30 wftat 1.992 50 91 30 2,388
51.5 hav« 56 31 aot 1,944 30 chat 91 51 for 2,334
31,5 said 36 32 play 1.877 32 vUl 86 32
your*
2,362
31.5 school 36 33 1.305 34 dof 84 33 2.276
34 sat. 33 34 1,766 34 34 34 soa 2,232
39 «ad^ 34 35 vlU 1.733 34 play 84 39 %Q 2.214
37 had 33 56 sbora 1,701 38 had 82 36 aoeftor 2.124
37 aoaaehlnf 53 37 20 1.406 57 81 37 ]ood , 2,U7
57 varyl 53 38 ibo 1.670 38.5 ail 80 38 soma" 1.966
40 32 39 Jot 1.468 38.5 una , 30 39 1,366
40 iof 32 60 1.547 60 frlosd^ 79 40 1.319 •
40 chae 52 61 5Cao , 1,516 41.5 day. 77 41 lolat 1,316
42 dayl 51 42 hoto* 1.683 61.5 and 77 42 soa 1,304
64 bo 30 63 had 1.427 63 29C 76 43 Cbstacaaa* 1.793
44 30 sp 1.601 44 him 73 44 day 1,768
44 for 30 63.5 ÎOC 1.591 69 tald^ 74 45 all 1.710
67 hot 29 63.5 :bay 1.391 66.5 bo 71 46 haa" 1.704
47 29 67 :at 1.566 66.5 bhaco 71 shoa 1.691
47 that a :9 66 baa 1.277 *8 voca^ 70 48 of 1.673
JX lo 23 69 school 1,212 69 vary 69 49 1.648
31 :s 50.5 saaa- 1,210 50.5 !ot id 30 1.596
31 23 50.5 vleb 1,210 50.5 cp 68 31 do 1,337
31 up 23 32.5 boy 1.198 92.5 Hi* , 66 52 1,563
31 25 32.5 dog 1,190 32.5 vottid 68 53 :hlj 1,501
34.5 sael 27 54 bo , 1.199 54 at 63 54 1.488
34.5 JOC^ 27 35 bit- 1.173 59 tlaa. 64 33 1,459
36 26 96 1,163 36 tb«^ 61 36 vhaa 1.436
37.5 him 25 57 1,156 57 esuid^ 60 57 ;oe , l.«01
37.5 than 23 58 00 , 1,150 58.5 (OiSf 58 53 doll'" 1.304
60.5 but 26 59 PttC-, 1,109 58.5 vaa^ 38 39 cams. 1,278
60.5 iola« 26 40 aaka* 1,101 60.5 56 60 Riri* 1.264
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rirat Oredc Secood Grade
Mandlabaua Rlsaltad Xaadlebmum Rinsland
Rank ttotd fceousnee Rank Ward 7ceeaeacy Rank S £ i
kin#^
Freoueoey Rank Word Freoueacy
60.5 soe 24 61 1.038 60.3 36 61 his 1,236
«0.3 little 24 62 1.083 62 33 62 beU^ 1,212
63.3 not 23 63 bia 1.047 63.3 bone 31 63 did 1,202
63.3 wtaee 23 down^ 1,046 63.3 if: 31 64 aoe 1,194
65 too . 22 63
5
1,000 63 fun^ 30 63 bone 1,183
67.3 beetuae 21 66 943 66 49 66 bouae 1,171
67.3 herd^ 21 67 ” * 2 923 68 saw 48 67 that 1,16867.3 ClM 21 bUl* 909 68 school 48 68 else 1,166
67.3 would 21 69 UA 908 68 too
doce;
48 69 %ec 1,147
70.3 e U 20 houa,c 900 70 46 70 hla 1,131
70.3 bia 20 n eow* 387 72 beac: 43 71 boy 1,128
72.3 food 19 72 red 683 72 do 43 72 eat 1,089
72.3 M M 19 73 yonr 370 72 her . 43 73 1,076
76.3 loee^ 15 74.3 bia. 636 74.3 because 44 74 uhae, 1,076
74.3 aoM 18 74,3 how - 336 74.3 tlgbe: 44 73 tree'* 1,338
76.3 O f  , 17 76 her 833 76 43 76 be 1.029
76.3 pUyert^ 17 Cham, 331 77 3SM. 42 77 allk* 1,017
79 am 16 73.3 baby- 337 79 beck: 40 73 ouc , 1,006
79 boe^ 16 79.3 said 837 79 boy 40 79 srsde* 993
79 cad 16 30 |ood 831 79 by: 40 30 Santa Claus- 983
61.3 buyf 13 31 too , 790 33 dad: 37 81 cno. 982
61.3 Pl% 13 82 tree^ 774 83 jood.
love'*
37 32 run** , 961
66.3 hone 14 33 know 768 83 37 S3 likes* 924
34.3 bouae 14 34 doll; 761 33 37 84 from* 920
34.3 know 14 33 jlrl- 746 83 37 85 aade* 909
34.3 14 36
” - 2
744 86.3 did, 36 86 e: ^ 894
90 did 13 37 714 86.3 non: ^ 36 87 brlag'7 889
90 ^  1 13 38 uke^ 702 89 sbouc^ 33 88 white'* 871
90 aueb^ 13 39.3 hue 700 89 door: 33 89 her 820
90 over U 39.3 else 700 89 ehte 33 90 ua^ , 316
90 eunner^ 13 91 681 91.3 cae 34 91 red 809
90 them 13 92 wuld 477 91.3 oouae: 34 92 sake* 306
90 wefe^ 13 93 then 473 93 buy: 32 93.3 800
96 boy, 94 horn# 464 94.3 lichle 31 93.3 aaa* 800
96 tec* 12 * 93 aaa- 662 94.3 ride: 31 93 there 790
96 12 96 Chrlseae* 630 96.3 esc 30 96 big* 757
96 12 97 sadei 447 96.3 nocher 30 97 bUck^. 736
96 sviMlag* 13 98 preecy* 424 98.3
98.3
100
people :
what
'mow:
29
29
28
98.3
98.3
LOO
pretty
very
l*a*
722
722
714
Footmot#*
In etw flr«e Rrmtn line frg* thie «Codr bttc not tn tho rtrst «rado Rlnnland Itnt 
^fdrda In (he Hret nrmde Rlnalend Hat bnc not In the firat srade Hat from thin study 
^Unrds In the second trade Hat from thlo atody hot not In the second trade Nina I and list 
^Vorda tn the second trade Rinsland Hat hat not In the second trade Hat fro* this stttdy
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100 Most Frequently Used Words in
Third and Fourth Grades
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third Cr«d« fottceh Crada
Maadltbaua Xaodlabaum Slasland
tford Fraauattcr Saak Vord 7rtQuaner Sank tfofd ?;aouaaev Sank Word Fraouancv
1 Ch# 1.146 1 eha 31.540 1 cha 1924 1 Cha 36,502
2 aed 1.079 2 I 29,236 2 and 1467 2 I 30,431
3 I 920 3 tfid 28.540 3 % 1297 3 and 23,323
4 730 4 22,936 4 1065 C0 25,106
i 586 5 21,233 3 1004 3 20,162
6 ar 450 6 you 16,033 6 713 6 you 14,639
7 386 7 14.547 7 lc 367 7 vary 14,176
a ha 364 8 le 12.5a 8 ha 333 8 13,017
9 337 9 u 10.476 9 la 306 9 la 10,908
10 is 297 10 la 10.157 10 =y 429 10 la 10,223
u la 293 U 8.522 U 397 u o( 9,508
u U 237 12 oi 7.748 12 chay 380 12 lc 9,392
u qf 193 13 chay 7,531 13 of 365 13 waa 8,440
14 Char 188 14 hava 7,170 14 283 14 hava 3,162
u vaac 136 13 6.843 15 280 15 ara 7,937
15 ehta 182 16 y 6.492 16 U 279 15 ha 7,534
17 ehae 177 17 3,510 17 277 17 5,597
13 so 152 18 aehool 3,430 18 said 276 18 chay 5,393
19 jou 157 19 ha 3,199 19 257 19 (or 5,337
:o whan 156 20 (or 5,147 20 253 20 3.249
u laid 151 21 vUl 4,937 ZL sha 250 21 vu: , 3,182
22.5 20 146 22 had 4.697 22 JOC 242 22 school'* 4,999
22.5 146 25 ehac 4,578 23 240 23 your* 4,885
24 hava 143 24 4,396 24 chae 231 24 chat 4,681
25 JOC 144 23.5 4,092 23 226 25 had 4,600
2S.5 îor 154 23.5 tflch 4,092 26 aa 224 25 JOC 4,503
25.5 154 27 îoe 4,076 27 you 213 27 so 4,386
23 wich 150 28 a U 3.543 28 Chara 203 23 4,293
29.5 ba 125 29 Ilka 3,532 29 aU 193 29 4,138
29.5 hue 123 30 |9lA« 3.649 30 day 139 30 vhan 4,130
31 had 121 31 daar^ 3,647 31 vich 186 31 daae- 4,109
32.5 aha 120 32 vase 3.608 32 had ISO 32 aa 3,366
32.5 up 120 53 3,536 33 (sc 179 33 vleh 3,749
34 all 03 34 3.508 34 ouc 177 34 3,744
35 U7 33 3.503 33 JO 162 33 ZO^ QZ 3,672
36 via 114 36 3,523 36 160 36 Chara 3.630
37 chara 109 37 3,233 37 har 157 37 sha 3.603
38 VQOld 108 38 3.231 38 hla 155 38 3,592
39 dar 105 39 sha , 3.227 39 153 39 soc 3,537
40 Ilka 102 40 your- 3,196 40 up 143 40 aU 3,470
41 ?U t 99 41 coma 3,U7 41 hava 144 41 bue 3,245
42 hla 98 42 ouc 3,083 42.5 1:9 42 lika 3.139
43 93 43 aurt 2,984 42.5 1:9 43 3.304
44.5 %ae 37 how- 2,942 44 124 2,373
44.5 37 45 wauld 2,940 45 lika 123 45 how* 2,342
46.5 dot 33 46 vary 2.542 46.5 ba 120 46 2,325
46.5 lolai 35 47 hue 2,787 46.5 ‘«sold 120 47 :hla 1,313
43 hU 33 48 :laa 2.759 48 jac 1:8 48 2,922
49 30 49 Llccla 2,743 49 Siaa*’ U7 49 hia 2.912
30 79 SO io 2,612 30 Cham oi 30 liccla 2,911
SI 78 51 chara 2,539 31 102 51 2,373
32.5 caaa 77 32 good 2,538 32 101 32 do 2,699
52.5 rlma 77 53 gae 2,478 S3 92 33 Ciaa 2,633
34 law 75 34 ehU 2,458 34 ^d: , 90 34 2,593
33 hack 74 33.5 30char :.363 55.5 99 53 2,505
35.5 a: , 73 53.5 saa 1,363 33.5 39 36 2,^ 73
35.5 could 73 57 Cham 2,332 57 claa 38 37 our- 2,«68
38 Ifi 71 38 2,a6 33 houaa^ 35 38.5 2,.62
39 70 39 har 2,122 39 vary 64 38.5 2,462
50 llccla 68 40 ?Uy :,:o3 50 joins 82 50 day* 2.384
Table continued on next page
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Third Grade foureb 3cade
Maodlabattt Uaalead Hindlabatm Slaaland
nrnmlt Word yreouescT 3eok Vord Freoueace Rank Vord creoueocT Sank Word Freoueoce
61 by*' 66 61 up 2.173 62 people* 81 61 her , 2,348
62 beeauM 69 62 were 2,173 62 searrtd^ 81 62 write-* 2,339
63 thm. 60 63 did^ 2,192 62 look] 81 63 from 2,298
64 owe 99 64 cbea. 2,103 64 aoe^ 78 64 lood^ , 2,248
69 hooe 98 69 from* 2,089 65.9 do 77 69 Ghrlatmaa"* 3,224
66 vhae 93 66 day 2,083 69.9 down 77 66 were 2,180
67.9 her 93 67 do ^ 2.078 67.9 76 67 mochar 2,141
67.3 trte^ S3 68 2,060 67.9 rw* 76 68 aald 2,064
69.9 do 52 69 be 2,034 69 over* 74 69 be 2.033
69.9 thie . 92 70 w 1.166 70 boy* 72 70 did 2,007
71.9 frlMd*- 51 71 bMt, 1,319 71,9 abme 71 71 whac* 1,986
71.9 91 72 aade* 1,782 71.9 71 72 sow 1,908
73 49 73.9 1,771 73 UBcle 69 73 dOf 1,902
74 bt«- 48 73.9 1,771 74.3 juae. 68 74 about 1,393
73 47 73 aeld , 1.748 74.3 cold* 68 79 down , 1.331
75 46 76 wTlce- 1,743 76,3 67 76 frlead** 1,822
77.3 49 77 houae 1.738 76.5 thia 67 77 1,318
77.3 ven; 49 78 Chrlecaes^ 1,727 79 could 66 78 :nalr\ 1.754
30 dad* , 44 79 hia . 1.679 79 dlda’c* 66 79 letter-* 1.684
30 eacbar* 44 30 well* 1.673 79 doff 66 30 1.668
30 44 31 baa* 1.633 31.9 after 63 81 1.663
S3 boy*' 43 32 1.632 81.3 wchar 63 32 play 1,630
33 alfbe 43 33 hla 1,630 83.3 aeac* 64 S3 1.647
93 lae 43 34 dove 1.504 93.3 off* 64 84 1,534
96 deuB 42 33 about 1,502 89.3 old* 64 33 hope* 1,623
36 aaa^ 42 36 *aw , 1,506 93.3 pUy 64 36 well'' 1,617
36 oame 42 37 hope* 1.484 39.3 ue 64 37.3 if 1,380
38 wee*- 41 38 puc* , 1.467 89.3 will 64 87.3 1.380
90.9 hotae^ 40 39 1,432 89.3 by* 62 99,3 after 1,527
90.9 wo*’ 40 90 a aw - 1,440 89.3 aee , 62 39.3 1.327
90.9 over 40 91 1.434 91 iaeo* 61 91 haa* 1,313
90.9 aehool 40 92 eheir^ 1,411 92.3 bii* 38 92 put* 1,497
93.f co«m 39 93 beceuae 1.381 92.3 from 38 93 fiae* 1,474
93.9 39 94 1,380 94 did 37 94 fOOU* 1,470
93 or*- , 38 99 dOf 1.321 99.3 cow 36 93.3 JUJt 1,463
97.9 eieer* 37 96 back 1,316 93.3 race* 36 99,3 coo* 1.468
97.9 aed^ 37 97 algb: 1.303 97 can 53 97 back-4 1.433
97.9 iood 37 95 bare? 1,230 98.9 hellcoprer* 54 98 aighc^ . 1.423
97.9 loci' 37 99 wane* 1.231 98.3 ocber^ 54 99 no * 1.413
LOO wans* 51 100 could 1.407
FodCnotM
^Uerd» tn t W  third sradi U s e  free th|# mtody (rat not in the third urndn Kfnnlnnd lint 
^ r d a  in th# third Rradt Xlnaland H a t  bae not tn the third grad* M ac from thia atudy 
^Word# In the fourth arndt M a t  from thia atody but not In the fourth %rade Ntnalmnd M a r  
*Worda tn the fourth trade Rlnaland M a t  Hut not In the fourth arade M a t  from thla atud?
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Table 8
100 Most Frequently Used Words in
Fifth and Sixth Grades
flfeb Gead# Sixth Crada
Matullahnua Sloalasd Xandlabaum Sins land
tford fraoutocT gattk tford Fraouaaev tford fraoutnev Rank tford yrtauanev
I etu 1.738 1 2 40,924 1 eha 2.415 1 eha 45.630
2 tad 1,364 2 Cha 27,767 2 aod 1,919 2 aod 28,996
3 I 1.512 3 26,284 3 X 1,306 3 : 27,008
4 1,192 4 asd 24,319 4 a 1,436 23,539
3 1,081 3 JOtt 21,000 3 CO 1,409 5 a 22,936
6 660 6 19,412 6 waa 345 6 you 17.459
7 ■f 383 7 13,937 ? la 693 7 lc 13,611
S la 337 8 la 12,913 a le 663 3 la 14,582
9 h« 331 9 la U.182 9 of 631 9 of 14,0*2
10 322 10 frlaad 10,741 10 xr 638 10 is 12,645
u ie 486 11 10,726 11 ba 627 11 va 11,627
u of 437 12 le 10,478 12 ebay 436 12 hava 10.938
u char 363 U 9,673 13 va 424 13 ara 6,973
14 u 346 14 of 9,221 14 ehae . 396 14 vas 6,738
13 you 310 13 for 7,939 15 vQuid'* 38* 15 chay 6.290
16 said 293 16 7,503 16 on 580 16 for 5.117
17 vhaa 236 17 «T , 7.200 17 la 374 17 6.383
18 280 18 your- 6,304 18 uhaa 345 13 ehaa 6,339
19 chae 269 19 wUI 6,291 19 for 329 19 ehae 5.359
20 20 268 20 school 6,084 20 you 313 20 your"^ • .358
21 250 21 daar- 3,343 21 so 312 21 ay 4.792
22 sha 244 22 aa* 5,0*3 22 sha 311 22 veaa 4,7:3
23 ooa 239 23 Chae 4.9*7 23 hue 303 23 4,665
24 ehaa 233 24 SOC 4.336 24 bava 302 24 'Ail 4.533
23 vase 230 23 4.829 25 all 231 25 i«e 4,;.61
26 225 25 had , 4,686 26 ha 276 26 ba 4,452
27 dar 222 27 wnca* 4,589 27 lika 274 27 4,103
33 23 4,076 23 aa 272 29 all 3.995
29 far 219 29 4,008 29 vicb 271 29 oea 5,567
30 hue 219 50 all 3,970 30 had , 265 50 ?uc- 2,953
31 goe 213 51 sha 3,952 31 sald^  259 31 had , 3.376
32 chara 211 52 5,911 52 SO 252 32 vocit* 3,373
33 hava 206 53 vtch 3,904 33 bar 250 53 ooc . 3,771
34 had 202 34 3,771 34 sue 249 54 bow • 3.725
33 wich 201 55 5,710 35 Chara 244 55 Chara 3,640
36 u9 188 56 to - 3,687 36 day 240 56 ouc 3,576
37 all 130 57 ehla 3,624 37 sea 239 27 2.483
38 178 38 Ilka 3,580 38 Soc 238 58 soma 3.«62
39 Ilka 174 39 3,474 59 vane 238 39 vieh 3.409
4(3 l«c 173 40 Char 3,432 40 ehaa 222 40 aboue 3,316
41 170 41 Chara 5,412 4L up 206 41.5 ha 3,271
42 ha , 167 42 from 3,349 42 vara 199 41.5 hue 3,271
43 hU- 166 45 sac 3,330 43 ae 137 •3 JQ, 3,243
44 haf 137 44 solas 3,239 44 sac 193 aa* 3,222
45 solas 135 45 JO , 3,236 43 bia 133 45 •49 3.143
46 ara 148 46 3.250 46 If 179 46 2,995
47.3 142 47 Claa 3,170 47 bia , 173 jbc 2.300
47.3 142 48 3,164 43 couid  ^ 172 •8 •/•ry 2,372
-9 v U ; 133 49 bue 3,129 49 Cham 151 49 fro a 2.335
30 h ia - 132 so Co 3,399 30 aboue 153 50 chls 2,325
51 12^ . 1:3 31 2,999 51 vlil 154 51 2,316
32 houaa^ 124 32 oue 2,916 32 bacauaa 151 52 2,324
53 io 123 33 lacear* 2,789 33 ara 144 53 iaar* 2,733
34 «boue U3 54 uail 2,740 34 by 137 54 io 2,741
35 esu 114 33 2,703 35 loaa. 131 55
56 caam 113 36 2,366 56 voac'* 130 56 sha 2.308-
37.3 101 57.3 2,369 33 a# 129 57 2,337
37.3 vttac 101 37.5 2,369 53 houaa  ^ 129 58 solas 2,«92
59 hy^ L 99 59 har 2,306 53 Claa 129 59 2,.06
41.3 hack^ 97 60 2,481 60 scnool 124 60 Lika 2,208
Table continued on next page
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Table 8 continued
Fifth Crada Slack Srada
lUok
Nandlab&um
'■tord ?r«au«aer Rank
Rlnaland
Ctord Frtcuaoer Rank
Mandlabaua
Vord Fraouancv Rank
liaaland 
Vord ?raauanev
61.3 dova 97 61 b# 2,468 61 juae U9 61 If 2,273
61.3 97 62 2,389 62 going 113 62 2,202
61.3 coo 97 63.3 cam# 2,339 63 thia U6 63 2,124
64 uv^ 96 63.3 OTUid 2,339 64 oc 113 64 2,084
63 ho*# 94 83 har#2 2,326 63.3 over 113 63 wane 2,061
66 aehool 91 66 2,310 65.3 MV^ 113 66 wrlca* 2,033
67 elai# 88 67 2,303 67 from 112 67 aak#4 2.014
68 7«*T 87 68 op , 2,238 68 down 111 68 haa- 1,978
69 ouc. 83 69 dld^ 2,211 69.3 laco^ 109 69 down 1,937
70 e«a^ 84 70 2,177 69.3 109 70 good** 1,389
71 COT 32 71 Ju»e , 2,173 71 baeP. 107 71 COT 1.878
73 eauid 81 72 ilttl.- 2,137 72 :hair^ 104 72 firac 1,863
73 juae 81 73 MOB- , 2,103 73,3 aaa 102 73 cow 1,763
73 91 74 aoehar* 2,086 73.3 cold^ 102 74 afcar 1.739
73 *0 , 79 73 'oov 2,082 76 do 101 73 llccla 1.740
76.3 ooa^ , 76 76 lood. 2,023 76 hoaa 101 76 1,711
76.3 74 77 hop#- 2,002 76 vary 101 77 ahouid- 1.6.7
78 fro* 73 78 1,996 78.3 aftac 99 73 day , 1.538
90 o«*c* 71 79 1,963 78.3 caa#'^ 99 79 vaU* 1.523
90 71 30 cio' ’ 1,919 80 ochar 98 30 hla 1.508
90 «osar* 71 31 laa 1,901 81 can 92 31 ochar 1.506
92 paopi#^ 70 92 jrada*
fiaa^
1,395 82 aeaecadJ 90 32 300 1.889
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purposes of this chapter are to discuss the findings pre­
sented in Chapter IV, draw conclusions from those findings, suggest 
educational implications, and make recommendations for future research. 
The first three sections provide discussions of the research questions 
and the words deleted from the computer. The final three sections con­
tain the educational implications, suggestions for future research, and 
the conclusions.
Compilation and Comparisons of Word Lists
When interpreting the lists compiled from the stories written 
by the students in this study, the reader should remember that only one 
sample of writing was gathered from each participating student and the 
samples were gathered during a short period of time. In addition, only 
13 of the 50 states are represented. If more than one sample had been 
taken, a different type of writing examined, the sample taken over the 
span of a year, or all 50 states represented, the results might have 
been different.
Care should be taken in interpreting both the Method 1 and 
Method 2 lists. In the Method 1 list some words are ranked higher in
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the list than others that were used by a larger number of students.
In the Method 2 list no word was used by more than 87% of the students; 
therefore, the assumption could be made that no word is ever used by 
all of those who write. However, if more than one writing sample from 
each student had been analyzed, in all likelihood, several words would 
have been used by all of the individuals in the sample. This would be 
particularly true of words such as a, Ï, and, the, to, etc. which might 
be described as "utility" words. These words are probably used by all 
writers at one time or another.
Method 1 and Method 2 Lists Compared
The two lists compiled using Methods 1 and 2 comprise words 
from the first through sixth grades and include a total of 269 different 
words. For each word, three possibilities existed: (a) the word oc­
curred in both lists as 243 words (90.33%) did; (b) the word occurred 
in the Method 1 list but not in the Method 2 list (13 words or 4.83%); 
or (c) the word occurred in the Method 2 list but not in the Method 1 
list (13 words or 4.83%).
The fact that over 90% of the words occurred in both lists in­
dicates that both methods are fairly accurate measures of the importance 
of these words. The differences in the methods only become apparent 
when the words which are not common to both lists are examined. A 
discussion of the differences follows.
As an initial step, the words in only the Method 1 list (i.e., 
Mr., horse, Mrs., dollars, monster, teacher, children, fish, million, 
trip, bike, animals, kids) were compared with the words only in the 
Method 2 list (i.e., almost, together, getting, story, than, yes, hope.
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everything, knew, many, anything, everybody, life). The words appear­
ing in the Method 2 list tended to be words which were the topic or
focus of the stories and would be expected to be used more than one
time in the story. The words occurring only in the Method 2 list, how­
ever, tended to be words which would not serve as a focus or topic for 
a story. These were words which would be likely to be used only one 
time in a story.
One explanation of why a word might appear in the Method 1 
list but not in the Method 2 list is the tendency of some students to 
use a word repeatedly. For example, the word monster was ranked 219.5 
in the Method 1 list but does not appear in Table 4 in the Method 2
list. If the cutoff had been 520 instead of 255, the word would have
appeared since monster was ranked 516 in the Method 2 list. The word 
monster was used a total of 99 times by 27 students, an average of al­
most four times per student.
On the other hand there are words which appeared in the Method 
2 list but not in the Method 1 list. These words were used by several 
students but were usually used only one time in a story. For example,
the word almost was ranked 227 in the Method 2 list but did not appear
in Table 4 in the Method 1 list. If the cutoff had been 275, the word 
would have appeared since almost was ranked 266.5 in the Method 1 list. 
The word almost was used a total of 81 times by 75 students.
Further evidence of the differences in Methods 1 and 2 can be
seen by comparing the two sets of 13 words. The ranks of the 13 words
which appeared only in the Method 1 list were compared with their ranks 
in the Method 2 list by extending that list beyond the 256 words in
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Table 4. The total difference in ranks was 1,273.5, an average of 
97.96 ranks per word. When the ranks of the 13 words from the Method 
2 list were compared with their ranks in the extended Method 1 list, 
the total difference in the ranks was 349.5, an average of 26.88 ranks 
per word. The conclusion could be drawn that Method 2 provides a more 
stable measure than Method 1 since the average difference in ranks in 
the Method 2 list was much smaller than the average difference in ranks 
in the Method 1 list.
In a study of this size, the method of counting the words (i.e., 
counting the number of times a word occurs or counting the number of 
students who use a word) does not appear to make much difference for 
approximately the first 200 words. At about this point, perhaps the 
method of counting the number of students who used a word is the more 
accurate method since counting the number of times a word occurs seems 
to give a somewhat inflated appearance to the importance of some of the 
words. In a count as large as the one by Rinsland (over 6,000,000 
words), the point at which there would have been a difference probably 
occurred much later in the list since the number of students involved 
in such a large count would counteract a handful of students using a 
word several times.
Method 1, Method 2, and the Rinsland Lists Compared
The two lists developed using Methods 1 and 2 each have at 
least 66% of the words in common with Rinsland's list. In every in­
stance except two, the words which appeared in only one or two of the 
three lists were ranked in the remaining list(s) between 251 and 500.
For instance, the word end was ranked 71 and 44.5 respectively in the
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Method 1 and 2 lists, was ranked 386 in the Rinsland list.
The two exceptions were the words mom (appearing only on the
Method 1 and 2 lists) and Christmas (appearing only in Rinsland's list).
The word mom was apparently not in common use at the time Rinsland con­
ducted his study since it is not. in his list. Christmas was ranked 78 
on the Rinsland list, but it was not entered into the computer for this 
study since it was in a category of proper nouns to be deleted. Even 
if it had been entered, Christmas probably would not have been a fre­
quently used word in this study. This is to be expected because the 
papers for this study were written in the spring, a time when Christmas 
is not of particular importance to students. However, Rinsland may have 
gathered many of his papers right before or after Christmas when stu­
dents were thinking about it which would account for it being a fre­
quently used word in his study.
Although only the top 256 words were reported in this study, 
there were four words ranked between 251 and 500 which were not reported 
by Rinsland. These were helicopter, no one, spaceship, and TV. No one 
may not have been considered an open compound word during the time of 
Rinsland's study, or he may not have made an effort to identify all 
open compound words even though he did list several (e.g., corn bread, 
dining car, infantile paralysis). The remaining words (i.e., helicopter. 
spaceship, TV) are of recent origin and would not have been in use at 
the time Rinsland conducted his study.
Word Lists by Grade Level
As could be expected, the higher the grade level, the more 
words the students used in their compositions. First grade students
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used an average of 28 words per story; second grade students, 58 words 
per story; third grade students, 99 words per story; fourth grade stu­
dents, 138 words per story; fifth grade students, 127 words per story; 
and sixth grade students, 160 words per story.
The number of words the students used was reflected in the 
word lists for each grade level. The most frequently used word by first 
grade students occurred 405 times and the least frequently used word 
(as reported in Table 6) appeared 12 times. A gradual increase in these 
figures is evident until they reach a peak at the sixth grade in which 
the most frequently used word occurred 2,415 times while the least fre­
quently used word (as reported in Table 8) appeared 71 times.
Another difference between the grades was the number of dif­
ferent words used by the students in the grade levels. First grade stu­
dents used a total of 890 different words; second grade students, 1,624 
different words; third grade students, 2,020; fourth grade students, 
2,792; fifth grade students, 3,091; and sixth grade students, 3,802 
different words. The variance could be accounted for by: (a) the
larger vocabularies of the older students ; (b) the number of words the 
older students are able to spell and, therefore, write more readily;
(c) the time allotted for the activity; or (d) chance because of the 
relatively small number of students from each grade level.
Words Not Reported by Rinsland 
The discussion in this section is focused on the words used 
by the students in this study which were entered into the computer as 
part of the word count but were not reported by Rinsland in his list 
(see Table 5). Three areas are covered: (a) proper nouns; (b) words
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probably occurring in Rinsland’s study but which he did not report; 
and (c) words of recent origin. A discussion of these areas follow.
Proper Nouns
Of the 1,363 words entered into the computer count of this 
study that were not reported by Rinsland, 119 were proper nouns (see 
pages - for the criteria for entering and deleting proper nouns). 
Although detailed information on how many proper nouns were deleted 
from Rinsland's count is not available, apparently Rinsland's basis for 
selecting which proper nouns to count was inconsistent. According to 
Rinsland (1945), all proper nouns were deleted "except very well known 
terms" (p. 8). Using this as a guideline, Christmas, Santa Claus,
Angora, Alpine, and Alps were included while the names of states, oceans, 
and countries were apparently deleted or not used by the students. 
American, Americans, and U.S. are listed; but there is no listing for 
America or United States. That at least one of the over 200,000 stu­
dents in Rinsland's study did not refer to a state or country is unlikely; 
therefore, the assumption is made that Rinsland must have deleted those 
terms.
Among the proper nouns which were counted in this study were 
the names of several states, especially California, Texas, and Florida.
An interesting aspect of this was that the students who mentioned states 
usually were not discussing the states in which they lived. Generally, 
these students were writing about states in which they had taken a vaca­
tion, were planning to take a vacation, or in which they had a friend 
or relative living.
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Of the remaining proper nouns which were entered into the com­
puter, four were counted more than 10 times (United States, 14 times; 
Mars. 29 times; Martian, 18 times; Martians, 13 times). Other nations 
and planets were mentioned; however, all occurred less than 10 times.
That planets appeared fairly often is not surprising since they would 
be likely to appear in stories about spaceships; and spaceships were 
frequently mentioned.
Words Probably Occurring in Rinsland*s Study
Rinsland's study contained 25,632 different words; however, 
he only reported 14,571 words. The 11,061 different words which occurred 
only one or two times at any grade level were not included in his pub­
lished list. Some of the words in this study probably occurred in those 
words Rinsland counted but did not print. The word adjustments is an 
example of a word which Rinsland probably counted but did not report. 
Adjust, adjusting, and adjustment were all reported by Rinsland, and 
if adjustments had occurred at least three times in a grade level, 
Rinsland would have published it. The point being made here is that 
most of the words which occurred in this study but which Rinsland did 
not publish are not new words ; they were in use at the time of Rinsland's 
study but were probably not frequently used.
Words of Recent Origin
Rinsland used Webster's New International Dictionary of the 
English Language (1934) as a reference. Several of the words in this 
study probably did not appear in that edition of the dictionary, and 
are words which have been added to the vocabulary since 1934. Of those 
words, 14 (i.e., antigravity, black hole. CB, day-care center, dune
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bugsies, dune buggy, kung fu, miriibike, minibikes, skateboard, skate­
boarding , skateboards, solar panels, videotape) appeared in the addenda 
of Webster's Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged (1976) 
which means that they are additions to the language since approximately
1966.
Some of the words used by students in this study but not re­
ported by Rinsland refer to new technological advances in recent years 
(e.g., computer, laser, ballistic missile, videotape). Since students 
are exposed to these terms in their daily lives (e.g., parents discus­
sing their work, reports in the newspaper and television, movies incor­
porating these terms), they are likely to use them in their own forms 
of communication.
The vast majority of the words which appear in this study but 
not in Rinsland's could not be considered frequently used words because 
they were used only one or two times. Thirty-four words occurred ten
times or more; and of those, only ten words (i.e., California, Florida,
Hawaii, helicopter, Mars, mom, no one, spaceship, Texas, TV) appeared 
more than 25 times. While authors of curriculum materials should con­
sider using new words which appear, they would not want to include all 
new words students use. Perhaps an effort should be made to include 
those which appear to be gaining in popularity since they would be rel­
evant to the students' needs.
Words Deleted from the Computer
This section provides a discussion of the words written by
students but not entered into the computer count (see Table 9). The
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discussion is divided into four sections: (a) names of people; (b)
names of places; (c) names of things; and (d) other deletions.
Names of People
Over one-third of the words deleted from the computer count 
were names of people. Although names of famous people were mentioned 
several times, most of the names were of friends, relatives, and other 
people apparently important to the students' lives. A wide variety of 
groups were also mentioned (e.g., sports teams, rock music groups, 
scouting groups).
Names of Places
The names of states, countries, and oceans were entered into 
the computer and are not included in this category. The names of com­
mercial establishments, tourist attractions, real cities, and miscel­
laneous locations (e.g., lakes, hills) were the most frequently used 
categories in this division.
Names of Things
In this division, the names of animals were the most frequently 
mentioned category. The names were generally those of pets. Students 
often used the generic name (e.g., cat, dog, horse, guinea pig, gerbil) 
as well as the name given to the pet. Other frequently mentioned cat­
egories were transportation (e.g., cars, motorcycles, trains, airplanes), 
miscellaneous objects, and holidays.
Other Deletions
Arabic numerals were the most frequently used items in this 
category, while Roman numerals and fractions were rarely used. Also 
infrequently written were concatenated and dialect influenced words.
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Usually when these types of words were used, they were in the conversa­
tions of characters in the story. This may be an indication that stu­
dents realize spoken language is somewhat different than written lang­
uage. Although concatenated and dialect influenced words were deleted, 
substitutions for them were entered into the computer count. For ex­
ample, going to was substituted for gonna.
Educational Implications 
The educational implications drawn from the results of this 
research are presented in this section. They have been divided into 
two areas: educational implications for teachers and educational im­
plications for textbook authors. Naturally, they are tentative and 
subject to additional research.
Educational Implications for Teachers
Three suggestions for classroom teachers are discussed here. 
They include: (a) evaluating the vocabulary in spelling programs; (b)
individualizing the spelling vocabulary for all students; and (c) cop­
ing with the needs of students who have problems in spelling. A discus­
sion of these suggestions follows.
Evaluating the vocabulary in spelling programs. Teachers 
should determine that the vocabulary included in a spelling program is 
relevant to his/her students by comparing the words in the program to 
the list of words from this study. In the researcher's opinion, the 
Method 2 list would be the preferred list for this comparison since it 
seems to be a more stable measure; however, only the 256 words used by 
the greatest percentage of students are included in Table 4. Therefore,
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teachers should consider using the complete list of words found in 
Appendix E.
If the words in the spelling program are among those in Appen­
dix E, the vocabulary is probably relevant to the needs of today's stu­
dents. Needless to say, the vocabulary of a spelling program is not 
the only area to evaluate; additional evaluation should be done to de­
termine that the methods used to teach the spelling of the words are 
effective.
If most of the words in the spelling program are not among 
those in Appendix E, or if a large number of the frequently used words 
are not included, teachers should consider altering the vocabulary by 
adding or deleting words. Adopting another program would be a second 
alternative.
Individualizing the spelling vocabulary. Perhaps the key to 
an effective spelling program is flexibility in vocabulary selection.
One suggestion might be that half of the spelling words be selected on 
the basis of a study such as this one and the other half be divided 
between words selected by the class as a whole and words selected by 
individual students. The selected words could include names of people, 
places, and things as well as seasonal words.
One problem that occurred during the course of this study and 
that will be faced by teachers from time to time is how to spell words 
which are new to the vocabulary and are not found in the dictionary.
An example of this problem was the word tennies, slang for tennis shoes. 
By applying spelling principles, a logical spelling for the word can be 
developed. In the classroom, the teacher could use this opportunity to
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demonstrate how spelling principles can be used to determine a spelling. 
This could be accomplished not by telling the students how s/he thinks 
the word should be spelled, but by allowing the students as a class to 
determine the spelling. This would also help students to see the im­
portance of standard spellings for words.
Coping with the needs of problem spellers. As was mentioned 
in Chapter I, some students do not appear to learn the spelling of 
words incidentally (Horn, 1937; Smith, 1980) or they cannot learn all 
that is in texts. For these students, particular care should be taken 
to see that their spelling vocabulary contains words which they are 
most likely to use when writing. For students who have trouble learn­
ing to spell, teachers might want to concentrate only on the most fre­
quently used words beginning with the 57 words listed in Appendix D
since these appear to be used frequently throughout grades 1-6. These 
words could be followed by the words in Table 4 that are not among the 
57 words. Since the total word count was larger than that for individ­
ual grades. Table 4 is a more reliable list than Tables 6-8. The Method
2 list is recommended as the preferred list.
Research Implications 
Based on the information from this study, six suggestions for 
further research are offered.
1. Future word counts should include approximately the same 
number of words per grade level rather than try to include the same 
number of students per grade level. By providing students with the 
spellings of any words they choose to write and by allowing them as 
much time as they want to complete their papers, further research
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could: (a) confirm that there is a difference in the number of differ­
ent words that students at various grade levels use; (b) demonstrate 
that the differences actually lie in the ability of the younger students 
to spell and write; or (c) demonstrate that the differences are an in­
dication of the amount of time the students are allowed for such an 
activity.
2. Future research should employ technological advances, such
as the computer, to allow the words to be analyzed on the basis of as
many variables as possible (e.g., race, gender, geographic location).
By analyzing the data using these variables, important differences may 
be discovered which can be used in the development of curriculum mat­
erials. For example, some words may be used frequently by students in 
one geographic location that are infrequently used by students in other 
geographic locations. Based on this information, authors of spelling 
programs might offer suggestions for words which should be included in 
one location but not another.
3. Future research should not rely on a single type of paper
nor on a single sample of writing from the participating students. By
including several examples of writing from each student gathered over
a span of several months, a vocabulary list somewhat more representative 
of the broad spectrum of words which students know could be compiled.
Many of the studies on written vocabulary, including this one, drew 
their data from only one type of paper (e.g., stories, letters); and 
therefore, may have limited the vocabulary used. The same problem 
occurs when the sample is gathered over a short period of time. Many 
seasonal words (e.g., reindeer, valentine, fire crackers) occur frequently
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at one time of the year which are rarely used during other times. Al­
though no seasonal words appeared to be frequently used in this study, 
some seasonal words (e.g., Christmas. Santa Claus) were frequently used 
in Rinsland's study.
4. As was mentioned in Chapter I, students may use a word 
frequently at one time during their lives and not during another. This 
study has examined written vocabulary only in grades 1-6. Future re­
search should extend from the seventh grade through adulthood.
5. Future research should continue to include counts using 
both Methods 1 and 2. Although it appears that Method 2 may give a 
more realistic picture of the importance of words than Method 1, ad­
ditional research is needed to confirm this.
6. Many words were misspelled by students in this study. No 
indications of why the words were misspelled could be determined. Fu­
ture research employing tapes of students reading their stories might 
demonstrate that word pronunciation (or mispronunciation) is related 
to misspellings. Such information could provide clues to remediation 
procedures.
Conclusions
The problems of this study were: (a) to compare two methods
of determining the frequency of words used in the written vocabulary of 
students, (b) to compare the results of this research with that con­
ducted by Rinsland (1945), and (c) to compare the 100 words used most 
frequently at each grade level (1-6) of this research with corresponding 
lists from the Rins land study. Four conclusions related to the prob­
lems and resulting research are presented in the following paragraphs.
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First, additional research needs to be conducted comparing the 
two methods of determining the frequency of the words used in writing 
before deciding which is preferable. However, Method 2 appears to give 
a more stable measure of the use of words than does Method 1. Some words 
were highly ranked in the Method 1 list which were used by few students 
while some words used by many students were ranked much lower. Although 
this is a debatable issue, a word which is used by many students would 
seem to be more important to teach than one which is used by fewer 
students. '
Second, although Rinsland's research is valuable, it does not 
reflect the changes which have occurred during the past 40 years. Some 
of these changes should be incorporated into current spelling and other 
language arts programs.
Third, the word count in this study was too small to determine 
that there have been changes by grade levels. (Except for the word 
mom which was apparently not used by students during Rinsland's study, 
all words which appeared in the 100 most frequently used lists appeared 
in both studies. Christmas and Santa Claus which appeared in one or 
more of Rinsland's grade level lists were not entered into the computer 
count, however, they were written by some of the students in this 
study.) Further research needs to be done in this area.
Finally, the most important finding of this research was the 
occurrence of words which are new to the vocabulary since Rinsland's 
study. Although the majority of these words were not frequently used, 
their appearance indicates that educators and authors of curriculum 
materials should not rely solely on older studies for vocabulary lists.
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APPENDIX A 
INITIAL MAILING TO SCHOOLS
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’University'of O k l a h o m a  at Norman
College of Education
Dear Superintendent,
The research on which commercial spelling programs base their 
vocabulary is over forty years old. In an effort to update this re­
search we are gathering samples of stories written by students through­
out the country. Your school district is one of only two from your state 
to be asked to participate in the study. We hope you will participate 
since it is important that each state be represented.
Papers written by students from grades 1-12 will be included in
the computer-based study which will determine the frequency of words used 
in the compositions. Identity of the students involved is not needed; 
however, information about grade, gender, and race is requested on in­
dividual students as well as information about the school such as esti­
mated socioeconomic level of the patrons.
We would like for one teacher at each grade level (1-12) to be 
asked to have his/her students write a story on a topic of the student's 
own choice. This is an activity many teachers already do on a regular 
basis and since no marking or correcting of the papers is needed, it 
should take very little time to complete. Specific directions for each 
teacher are included.
If your district is willing to participate in this study, we 
will forward a summary of the findings to you. Also, if you or any of
your teachers have particular questions, please feel free to contact
us. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Linda Higbee Mandlebaum, M.Ed. 
Instructor
Gaye Mt&utt, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor 
(405)325-4842
820 Van VIeet Oval, Norman, Oklahoma 73019
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Teacher Directions for Participation 
in the Vocabulary Study
The research on which commercial spelling programs base their 
vocabulary is over forty years old. This study is an attempt to update 
that research by determining the frequency of words found in students' 
free writing.
Please do not hesitate to send samples of writing from all of 
your students regardless of their ability or the quality of their writ­
ing. We will not be grading them in any way nor comparing papers from
one school with papers from another school. We only want to know what 
words students are currently using and how frequently those words occur.
If you should have questions regarding any aspect of this study, 
you can contact us at (405)325-4842 or at the address listed below.
Thank you for your help in this study.
Please follow the steps below:
1. Duplicate and send home parental permission forms. Only students 
with parental permission should participate.
2. Ask your students to write a story about anything they like. Stu­
dent's own choice of topics is preferred; therefore, use the en­
closed list of story starters only in an emergency.
3. Do not mark or correct the papers in any way.
4. Ask students not to put their last names on the papers.
5. Staple one of the enclosed forms to each story and indicate the
grade, gender, and race of the author.
6. Compositions from students of all ability levels are needed; there­
fore, please send stories written by all of your students regardless
of the quality of the writing.
7. Forward stories to: Linda Higbee Mandlebaum
College of Education 
University of Oklahoma 
820 Van VIeet Oval 
Norman, OK 73019
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Dear Parents:
Our class has been asked to participate in a study to determine 
what words students use when they write. Each student will write a story 
on a topic of his/her own choice. Students will not write their names; 
however, grade level, sex, and race will be indicated on the stories.
Please indicate in the space below whether or not your child 
has your permission to participate in this study.
________ Yes, my child may participate in the study.
No, my child may not participate in the study.
(Parental Signature) (Date)
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The following story starters are to be used only when the student is 
unable to arrive at a topic on his/her own.
1. In 100 years . . .
2. When I have children of my own . . .
3. If I could be anything . • .
4. In my free time . . .
5. The trip I took (or would like to take) . . .
6. I once imagined . . .
7. If I could change people . . .
8. From the top of a tree . . .
9. Late one evening • . .
10. My invention . . .
11. Once upon a time . . .
12. When I'm 21 . . .
13. My favorite time of day . . .
14. I'm always too young . . .
15. The holiday I like best . . .
16. If I could have three wishes . . .
17. Haven't you always wanted to . . .
18. The happiest (or saddest) time . . .
19. I thought I would never . . .
20. With a million dollars . . .
21. Dear Grandma (or other person),
22. Just the other day . . .
23. When school is out . . .
24. My best friend . . .
25. Every once in awhile . . .
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Please fill out one of these forms for each class and attach to the 
papers from the class.
Name of School District
City_________________________   State_
Which term most accurately describes your school setting: Urban_
Suburban_
Rural
What would you estimate the socioeconomic level (general income level) 
of your students' parents to be:
Mostly upper class__________________
Upper and middle class_ 
Mostly middle class___
Middle and lower class_
Mostly lower class____
Mixed
Cut piz ■izctton& apoAt on the. iotid tinu and attach one to each 6tadcnt'^ & &toAij.
Grade Grade Grade Grade
Sex: Male Q Sex; Male Q Sex; Male Cl Sex; Male C3
Female |~] Female Hi Female Cl Female d
Race: White LJ Race: White | | Race: White Çj Race: White d
Black n Black Cl Black |~1 Black d
Native Native Native Native
American CH American Q American |_] .-American [_!
Hispanic Q Hispanic [~] Hispanic Q Hispanic CD
Aslan Q Asian Q Asian C3 Asian CD
Other II Other ri Other Cl Other d
Grade Grade Grade Grade
Sex: Male 1~] Sex: Male [~j Sex: Male Cl Sex: Male | |
'Female |~] Female |_| Female p| Female d
Race: White f~] Race: White [J Race: White Cl Race: White d
Black 1 1 Black (“ I Black 1 1 Black d
Native Native Native Native 1
American Q American Q American d American CD \
Hispanic |~] Hispanic f~] Hispanic Cl Hispanic CD
Aslan |_J Aslan r 1 Aslan d Aslan d  1
Other n
„
Other [~| Other C~| Other CD
00Ui
APPENDIX B
DIRECTIONS FOR PROOFREADING STUDENT STORIES
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Directions for Proofreading Student Stories
1. Only words which are "real" words will be entered into the 
computer. The basis for deciding whether or not a word is "real" will 
be whether or not it is an entry in Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary of the English Language, Unabridged (1976).
2. Correct words which have been misspelled by writing the
correct spelling above the misspelled word. Vofl ZXCCmpZt: Thz 6-tudzyvt
motz, "Thz dog came AunyUng wiUn I got homz A^om school." CA06i out
uihzn
uikin by dAmZing a tinz tkAough it and mltz when above it'- wktn.
3. Correct errors in the choice of homonym. FoA zxampZZ’- Thz
■itudznt WAotz, " I waZkzd by thzAz hoiU> e. " Cao6A out tkzAz by dAOiuing a
tkeiA
tinz thAougk it and WAitz tkziA above it- tkzAz-.
4. Do not correct errors in grammar including incorrect verb 
tense. FoA example: Thz student mote, "I a zlzphant." Vo not 
zoAAzet a to m. Thz itudznt mote, "I izzn an zlzphant." Vo not zoA- 
Azct izzn to iow.
5. Correct nonwords if there is a possible substitution. FoA
example: The itudznt WAotz, "I Aunnzd away.” Ca o h  out Aunnzd by dAow-
Aan
ing a line thAough it and WAitz Aan above it: Aunn&d. if a possible
substitution for the nonword cannot be determined, cross it out by draw­
ing a line through it and do not enter it into the computer. FoA ex­
ample: Thz itudznt WAotz: "He ate a zzy^ g O^A cUnnzA." Caoh out
zzyjg by dAowing a line tkAough it and do not zntzA it into thz zomputzA.
6. Correct words spelled according to dialect for entry into 
the computer and tally these on the tally sheet. FoA example: The 
itudznt WAotz, "Hz woi zatin' thz iAizd chicken with hii i^ngzAi." CAOii
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out tatin' bif ct/LOMcng a. Ztnz tlVLOugk tt  and m t t t n g  zating abovz it"- 
zating
■zat t nA-. On thz taZZy 6kzzt in  thz "flciczttanzoui: Vialzct îniùiznzzd 
Wo/LcUt" zoZumn, m ltz  thz diaZzct in^Zuznzzd woAd, thz ^tandofid EngZlàh 
mfid u)hlch wcu> 6ub-ititutzd, and a taZZy {^ on. zach ozzuAAznzz.
7. Correct concatenated words for entry into the computer and
tally these on the tally sheet. FoA. zxampZz'- Thz itudznt m.otz, "I'm
gonna do i t  tomoAAotf}." Oioi6 out gonna by duauiing a tinz through i t
going to
and m lting going to abooz i t ’- goma . On thz taZZy ihzzt in  thz 
"Miizzitanzooi : Concatznatzd WoAdi" zoZumn, m ltz  thz zonzatznatzd lOoAd 
and a taZZy lofi zazh ozzuMznzz.
8. Correct words which are supposed to be written as compound 
words according to Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the 
English Language, Unabridged (1976) and which the student did not com­
pound. Fo a. zxampZz-" Thz itudznt motz, "We bulZt a dog houiz." Join 
thz two lAioAdi in thlA mannzn.: doQioa&z.
9. Join words as described in number seven which are open com­
pound words (i.e., they must be written together to express an idea). 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language, 
Unabridged (1976) will be consulted to determine if two or more words 
are considered an open compound word. FoA. zxampZz"- nzMouA bAzakdoWn, 
hzAjnit zAab, and za6t iAon oJiz zazh two-woAd zntzAizi whizh mait bz 
mlttzn togzthzA to zxpAzi.6 thz intzndzd mzaning. Thz&z tzAm4> ihouZd
bz joinzd oj) in numbzA .izvzn: nzAoouA^AzakdoWn, hzAmit^jAab, zai>^ iAon.
Thz6z MOAdi oAz thzn zntzAzd on indzx zoActi ioA zai>z in aZphabztizing. 
This procedure will allow open compound words to be entered into the com­
puter as single words. They will also appear on the computer print-out
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as single words and can be typed with the correct spacing on the final 
typed list.
10. Cross out all numerals and enter a tally on the tally 
sheet. This includes numerals by themselves as well as time (4:15), 
money ($5), Roman numerals (IV), and fractions (h). FoA zxcunp-tz: The. 
itudznt iMfLOtz, " I zoAnzd $5 j$0A moiaing thz lawn." QJioii out £5 by dnaw- 
tng a tinz thAough it'- 4S-. Thzn makz a tatty mofik on thz tatty ihzzt 
tn thz aotumn tabztzd "Thtngi: MumzAati and LzttzAi: Monzy".
11. Cross out all individual letters and enter a tally on the 
tally sheet. FoA zxamptz: Thz itudznt MAotz, " I got an "A" on my Az- 
poAt coAd. " CAOii out A by dAowing a tinz thAough it'- A. Thzn makz a 
tatty moAk on thz tatty ihzzt in thz column tabztzd "Tkinga MumzAoli 
and LzttzAi: Stngtz LzttzAi".
12. Cross out proper nouns (names of people, places, and things) 
and enter a tally in the proper column on the tally sheet. FoA ZXOJmptz' 
Thz itudznt motz, "Uy tzazhzA ti Hiii CaJLdwztl. " Caoh out Caldwztt
by dAawtng a tinz thAough It: Catdwett. Thzn zntzA onz tatty in thz
column tabztzd "Pzoptz: Rzat OA Ptauitblz Fiction: Lait Namz Only".
Any names that include both first and last names should receive a tally 
for each name.
13. Cross out sound effects that are not words and enter a 
tally on the tally sheet. FoA zxamplz: Thz itudznt motz, "Thz out 
in thz tAzz uoznt m-o-o-o-o." Caoh out m-o~o-o-o by dAowing a tinz 
thAough it: m -o-0-0-0. Thzn zntzA onz tatty on thz tally ihzzt in 
thz column tabztzd "Uliczttanzoui: Sound Ei^ zcti".
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14. Names of days of the week, months of the year, and geo­
graphic locations with the status of state or larger will be entered 
into the computer.
15. All standard abbreviations will be entered into the com­
puter.
16. If two people determine that a word is illegible, cross 
it out by drawing a line through it; the word will not be entered into 
the computer.
17. Hyphenated words or words which should be hyphenated will
be entered into the computer as a unit if they follow the criteria given
by Vivian and Jackson (1961):
Hyphenate two or more words which function together as one 
adjective modifier of a noun they precede: a well-known
theory, an eight-hour day, an up-to-date laboratory, forty- 
eight end-of-the-month reports.
Hyphenate compound numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine, 
inclusive: thirty-three (thirty-third), sixty-two (sixty-
second) .
Ordinarily hyphenate fractions unless either the numerator 
or the denominator already contains a hyphen : one-third,
five thirty-sixths, twenty-one fortieths.
Hyphenate a compound made up of a prefix and a proper noun 
or derivative thereof: anti-Asiatic, pro-Canadian, non-
European. (p. 383)
18. Ampersands will be crossed out, the word and written above
them, and a tally entered on the tally sheet. Fo-'t example: Thz itudznt
motz, "My ■^'Uznd S 1 uiznt to thz danzz. " Oioii out thz £  fay dnawtng a
and
ttnz tkfLOugh tt and mÂttng thz MOAd and abovz thz atnpzAiand: ■ê- . Thzn 
zntzA a taZZy on thz tatty ihzzt in thz aotumn tabztzd, "Mticettanzoui : 
AmpzAiandi".
Reduced Version of the Tally Sheet
HIRCFI
KEAL OR
ruusiBie
FICTION
FAMOUS
CUKREHT/
IlSTOKICAt.
NON-
COMME*.
ESTAS.
SONGS
AND
MOVIES.
TV,
PLATS
HUIIFJA1.S
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Program for Total Counts
s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  s y s t e m
note; Tfie joa LInCa mas UEEN run under release 7 9 .aB CF SAS at the university CF CKLAHCMA (646).
1 d a t a  A ;
2 LENGTH wCjRO S20;
2 INFILS VWCROS;4 id: input/iden 1-7 ssx s race 9 sets 10 ses 11 a;
5 m o : input word : * 2 0 «a@;
6 o u t p u t ;
7 IF VtOROs* QQOOQ* THEN GC TC ID; ELSE GO TO *0:
NOTE: i n f i l e  V w GKCS i s :
OSNAMEaUINOA.VkOPOS•
UN IT=TAPE,V0L=SER=0040ôa,OISP=0LO,
OCa=(aL<SIZE=3l20,LRECL=aO,RECFM=Fn)
NCTE: 11456 LINES WERE READ FROM INFILE VWQROS.
NCTE: d a t a  SET WORK.A m a s  167435 OBSERVATIONS AND 6 VARIABLES. 202 OOS/TRK.
NOTt: THE DATA STATEMENT USED 76.78 SECONDS AND 60K.
e pRoc s o r t ; b y  w o r d ;
n o t e ; DATA SET WORK.A HAS 167435 OBSERVATIONS AND 6 VARIABLES. 202 OES/TKK. 
n u TE; Tm E p r o c e d u r e  s o r t  u s e d  190.97 SECONUS AND 128*,
9 Pk CC FHCU; TABLES WCRC/CUT ■= G:
NOTE: DATA SET W O R N . G HAS c489 OBSERVATIONS AND 3 VARIABLES. 465 CES/T^K.
NLTC: Th e  p r o c e d u r e  FREC u s e d  100.47 SECONDS AND 494K AMO PR IN TED Pa GTS I TO M a ,
10 PHOC SORT CATA aC; 3Y PERCENT:
n o t e : DATA SET WCr.K.G HAS 64(29 OBSERVATIONS ANÜ 2 VARIABLES, 465 CE3/TRK.
SLTr: THE PkOCEOURC SORT USGC 6.04 SECONDS AND 12HK,
10 FPCC PRINT ;
u  PPCC s o f t ; SY I DEN w o r d :
n o t e : n*TA CET WORK.A HAS 1&7423 OBSERVATIONS AND 6 VARIABLES, 202 CyS/TRK,
NOTE: TrtE PROCEDURE S O k T USED 159,71 SECONDS AND 129K.
j2 ?rOC FRED: BY IDEM: T A BLES WORD /OUT=B NOPPINT: ’
n o t e : DAT» Sc.7 WCPK.J HAS 91293 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 CHS/TRK. 
n o t e : T H F  PROCEDURE USED 459.00 SECONDS AND 132K.
12 arOC r ‘-uO uATA = 0 : TABLES WORO/NOPPINT CUT *F 5
note: data OCT WORK.r has Ô 230 observations and 1 variables. 465 Q63/TF.K.
NOTE: t h e  P^^^OOJRZ FREQ USED 43.99 SECONDS AND 430K.
14 PROC SORT DATA » F I " BY" PERCENT*,
n o t e : d a t a  SET WORK.F HAS 6250 OBSERVATIONS AND 3 VARIABLES. 465 GBS/TRK. 
' N0TE:~TME-PA0C=DÜRE"S0RT US E D~S%78~SEC 0NDS "AN0 ~12BK.~’“ J
1 4 PROC p r i n t ;
n o t e : 'Th E~PRD C £ D UR£ PRINT U S £ D _ 2 0 ; ^ _ S E C Q N p S  AND Ip4K AND'PRINTED PAGES 1 TO M 2 .
NOTE: SAS USED 480K MEMORY.
NOTE: SAS^INSTITUTE INC.
SAS CIRCLE 
BOA 8000
CAPY, N.C. 2751 I
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Program for Individual Grade Counts
S T A T l  S T t C A L a n a l y s i s  s y s t e m
NCTC: The job L1NÜA MAS BEEN RUN U N D E R  RELEASE 7 9 , 4 6  OF SAS At ThE U N I V E R S I T Y  OF OKLAHOMA (646)
1 DATA a ;
2 l e n g t h  VkORD *20:
3 i n f i l e  v w g h d s ;
4 id: I NPUT/SCMO 1-3 GRADE 4-S SnC 6-7 SEX S RACE 9 SETS 10 SES II 2:5 *0: INPUT woRo : *20.a*;
6 OUTPUT ;
7 IF wORDa'OQOQO' T m EN GO TO 10: ELSE GO TO tO:
NCTE: In f i l e  v w o r o s  i s :
USNA ME = L l N O A , V W O R O S  ,
UNlTsTAPE,VC L = S E H = 0 0 4 0 6 d , O I S P = O L O .  
oca» (8LKS 126=312 0 .LPECL=dO .PECF-MsFS )
N C T l : 11456 L INES «ERE READ FROM INFILE VViCROS#
NLTC: 34TA SET «CPK.A HAS 167435 OflSERVATIUNS AND 3 VARIABLES, 162 OPS/TPK.
N L T cI: T m E DATA STATEMENT U S E D  79.35 SECONDS AND 6 Û K .
B PAOC SOFT OATA s a ; BY GRADE SCHC S n Q;
NCTC: JATA SET W O RN,A MAS 167435 OBSERVATIONS AND ti VARIABLES. 162 C3S/1 R K .
NCTC: TriC PhûCC O U K E  SORT USED 172,29 SECONDS AND 132K,
9 PAUC FFE.'j; BY G RADE S C H Ü  SNC: TABLES WCRD/CVT = d NUPFINT:
NCTE: DATA SET vGhK.E MAS 91326 OBSERVATIONS AND 6 VAPlABLr.S. 250 CPS/Tl.K. 
n o t e ; Tm E P R U C c J U R E  FnEC USEU 466,11 SECONDS AND IScK,
10 PkCC FREQ DATA = B : BY GRADL: TABLES WOHD/kOPRiNT CUT = F ;
n o t e : DATA SET W O R K , F MAS 14556 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 OBS/TRK. 
n o t e : t h e  PROCE D U R E  FREQ USED 56,89 SECONDS AND 3SÜK,
11 PROC SORT DATA = F: BY GRACE PERCENT:
NCTE: DATA SET dCFK.F HAS 14556 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 OBS/TRK.
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE SORT USED 12,63 SECONDS AND I32K.
11 PROC p r i n t : BY GRADE;
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE P RINT USSO 56.71 SECONDS ANO 106K-ANO P R I NTED PAGES 1 TC 271,
12 PROC SORT DATA=A; OY GRADE WCRO;
N OTE: DATA SET WORK.A HAS 167435 OBSERVATIONS AND S VARIABLES, 162 OOS/TRK.
N OTE: t h e  p r o c e d u r e  SORT USED 167.31 SECONDS AND 132K,
13 PROC FKEQ; BY g r a d e ; t a b l e s  WQR0/CUT=M L I S T  NOROW NOCOL NûPt’F C E N T  NCPRINT:
NCTE: DATA SET WORK.M HAS 14799 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 O0S/TFK.
NOTE: t h e PROCEDURE FREC USED 96,73 SECONDS AND 3S6K.
1 4 PROC SORT CATAs h ; BY GRADE WORD;
n o t e : d a t a  s e t  WORK.M MAS 14799 OBSERVATIONS AND 4 VARIABLES. 361 C8S/TFK.
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE SOFT U S E D  12.63 SECONDS AND 132K,
15 PROC p r i n t ; b y  g r a d e ;
n o t e : t h e  PROCEDURE P R IN T  USED 6 4 . 1 1  SECONDS AND 10 8 K  AND P R IN T E D  PAGES 2 72  TO 5 4 6 ,
NCTE: SAS USSO 356K VEVCRY,
NOTE: SAS INSTITUTE INC,
SAS CIRCLE
807 6000
CARY, N.C, 27511
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Program for Descriptive Information
— S-T— f-rü- T—  -A- À \ — — -S-— —  b—  j-T ' L
NüTEl t h e  Jua LINOA H43 WEEN HUN UNUER RELEASE 79.Wd UF 3AS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA Cb Uo J.
O A T A  A,
INFILE VKUR03I
s   l O L l H g tlTzSCHa 1-i .UjtaaE, A«s. S n u ...b - 7 BEK » HACF, a 3E.TÆ-Ui- S£3 .< 1 ,f I
« _______ » U |  I h F i i T_|^LHL) 1 AP0 - « o I __________ ________________________________________________
5 ”  I F  K U i t n a l i i h u h u '  t h e n  £ i i  To r O ; u i . se  ihj Ti i « u i
a RDI OUTPUT: Oil TO ID:
"NOTE ri'iE IXE "Vî-CpiTS'Trï
D 3 N A M E 8 L IN 0 A .V R U K U 3 ,  .  . . .
HULL: . Idî-SoT l v l 2 3 A S o 7 _ ? j a i i H a p I J a l d î ‘*.Vv7_jiMti!I«,‘io7_S.Vl^i‘*‘'ü7. ov 1 dJ.ASpJ. TuÜiuSoJ^ jiu
11 ■iSo"----->cTirs~i(rTMA T~fRi;T^TTT"7rTirr^iTTin7rTmitATrrnT-TSE~âT-ïi"~HV"ror.i7H
SCHiialu GHAüEao S n 0 = 2 u s E X s J R A C E s R SETGsl SFSsu RûHOsnUQliU .EPMOH.zl _v_=t
•-iiTfcT'iiLSâ I iNfs ; rRc R E A T T F Rnr-Mü'F-rcF-«7''rTRr.s;-------------------------------
ul'TEI I'a Ta 3FT Ri’iH k .a m a s  lofl'i ijH S E R V a TITinS a .’jO H VARIABLES. lo2 JHb/TRK.
•H T£;. Tm E MATA STwTZ^tUT M S EH AT. jo SeCUNUS . ii Mi oUR.__________________________________________________
7 .. — •PH(ic":.i>KT;-iiyi'.r--.î,Trj
• uTEi.UaTa JET ....Im.A K.mr ^hrJKIA II i '..ii, R ,.VJR I ^ L E J U - I  P<d,. t.R J,/L“^ .----------------
'O.Ttl ..TME„P»l.'Lt.'MHl,. P.Uj J__ -------------------- -----------------------------
A Pl.'lt FRt'M m V I'li.A.ifi TAULÜÂ S c Ta R a C E i
j!yTE;:TMF::p}A'cFMMRE
NUTEi E a S 'ijEl' l?Si> "LM|,"V.
APPENDIX D 
WORDS COMMON TO ALL GRADE LEVEL LISTS
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97
When the 100 most frequently used words at each grade level 
(1-6) in this study were compared with equivalent lists from Rinsland's
study,
a
the following 47 words appeared in all 12 lists.
home that
all I the
and in then
are is there
at it they
he like time
but me to
do my up
for not was
go of we
going on went
got one when
had out will
have see with
he she you
her some
day
get
him
his
The following 10 words appeared in 11 of the 12 lists.
little them
school this
so very
APPENDIX E 
COMPLETE LIST OF WORDS ENTERED 
INTO THE COMPUTER
98
Complete List of Words Entered into the Computer
99
Word ?lr»c Third rtfeh Sixth Total 71r#c Third Fourth fifth Sixth
196 40) 730 1.363 1.081 1.436 i.ilL air praaaura J
3 2 3 3 3 1
1 2 I 3
2 2 alarm clock I L
4twcdea«d 2 3 3 Alaaka 2 2
«bllley 2 2 Alaakaa I I
abl« I 3 6 8 18 albtm I 1
•beard I I 2 4 albums I I
•beae 9 33 46 71 U S 135 433 alart I I 1 3
2 2 1 1 6 alias 1 I 2
•braeadabr* 1 1 alitas 4
•bMluetXy 2 2 al ira 3 3 5 15
1 1 all 20 80 118 195 130 281 374
2 2 allay 2 1
•ceatMrlcs I allay cars 1 I
2 2 1 3 alligator'# 1 1
tecldaflcaily I 4 7 aUigacor# 1 1
•ccideota 2 1 3 allow I
aeeoapllati 1 1 allowaaca 1
accoapllahed I I allowed I 1
1 I all right 2
I I almost 6 9 17 19 29
1 1 aloaa I I 6 4 9 11
•ctLiai 2 2 along 3 3 3 13 13
acid 2 2 alraady I 3 3 12
1 1 also 3 3 9 14 36 69 136
acqualoced 1 I altarad 1
1 1 although 1
I 1 altogathar
38acrebata 2 2 always 4 3 19 27 33 131
6 10 9 12 35 16 23 43 27 53 43 213
2 3 3 8 1 2
I 1 2 amaaasaat 2 1 I
1 1 2 maaiiog 1
1 I asbttlaaca 2 3
aeclvlei«* 1 1 1
acclrter 2 1 3 2 1
1 1 2 I
2 2 1
L I 1
ad 1 I I
add 1 I 2 amuaamant park 1
addad 2 2 3 2 20 34 53 33 167
addtaaa 1 I 2 aacaaror 1
addraaaad 1 aaeastors 2
adjuaaeow 1 1 I
1 1 aaehovlas
adoba 1 1 and 398 883 1,079 1.467 1.363 1,919 7,311
adopc 1 1 aogala 1
Iadopead angry 9
adora I animal 2 3 13
adult 1 1 animal# 3 4 4 37 12 28
adult# 2 2 4 ankla 3 2
advaaead 1 I anklas I
advaaeura 1 6 2 annouaca
adraotura# 1 1 4 aenoeaea# I
advartlaad 1
I
1 I
adviaa annoying
aarlal 2 2 4 I 3 6 32 20 28
afford I 2 4 I 4 3
Affhao hound 1 I 3 9 3
Af;Aaol#taa
10
I 1
afraid 1 I 1 7 2
Africa I I 6 8 aacalopa# 1
afear 3 21 37 49 68 99 295 antigravity 2
aftareooo 1 : 1 10 18
aiain 3 3 39 33 34 60 173 I
ifataae I 3 3 19
*!• 2 3 antonyms
•laacT 2 2
anvil
38agaa I
17
2 3 any 7 7 23 19
a|o 1 7 6 3 9 48 anybody I 3 2 I 3
2 S 1
I 3 11 1 anything 2 6 a 16 10 38
I 1 2
I I 2 2
1 I aoyvhars 1
ainad
aialas aparcaaoe 1 1
ain't L 1 aparraanc building
air 1 2 7 aparrstanc# 2
1 2 3 apt I
air eeodiclonar I I apiaca 1 1
air eendicletue# 1 1 apologiaa I
air eooditlociinti apelogitad
airerafc 1 apparanc
aircraft carrier 1 appaallng
L
2
I 2
I 1
appaarad I 3 I
applaud
6 2 2 2 I appla 5 3 12 1
alrplaaa# 1 I 2 applaa 3 I
air pockac applianeas
• appoiocaane
100
Word Flric Tlfeh Sixth Vord Third Fourth Fifth itxch Total
apprmeiAC# 1 awarded I
«ppctcUcid 1 away 3 24 17 34 38 37 133
«ppcoAchad l 2 2
«pproaehlni l awful 2 6
l awfully I 1
April L l 2 3 4 awhila 9 6 17 9 41
2 awQka I
I
1
aqwarlua 1 1 3 1 6
aquarium# l bobla# 1 I 3 5
arebicAce 1 baby 3 3 18 15 22 6 69
Areelc Clrela 2 babyalt 3 3
;s lOS 78 102 148 144 62 baby»iltt«r I 2 1 4
l l 1 3 baby-altcar'a 1 I
3 3 I babyaittlag 4 1 6
l baby*a I I
ATtua l I 2 J 40 74 90 97 107 413
arguad 1 baekad 1 I
argulag 1 L I backflip 1 I
artMMC 2 back# 4
3 baekacaga 1 1
Arltena l 2 2 back track 1 L
ark l I 2 3
: 2 backward# 1 20 1 1 23
9 2 3 9 I 1 3 7 16
I backyard# I 1
2 1 bad 6 7 13 16 24
I 4 4 3 1
& 3 3 badga 1 1 2
] 13 24 48 31 89 • badly 1 1
1 bafflad 1 I
L I bag 1 1 1 2 S
L 2 4 bagged 1 I
I bag# 1 I 9
l ball 1 1
bait 1 5
art 2 4 baked 1 1
arciac 2 bake# 1 1
2 9 32 67 79 129 31 2 I 3
aahamad I baiaoelng 1 1
l bald-haadad 1 1
aak 9 12 14 14 18 bald aagla I I
aakad 4 19 30 39 30 bale 1 I
aaklag 3 1 3 bale# 1
31
1
aak# l 1 1 ball 1 19 10 8 10 79
a#l#ap T & 9 7 13 ballae 1 1
aaaamblad 1 ball gama 2 2
aaaltc 1 balllacle alaallt 1 I
walataoea 1 ballooB 1 6 3
aaalacaoe 1 L ball park 1
1 ballplayer 2 2
1 ball# 1 I 3 5
1 balooay 1 1
aaCoBiahad 2 6 6
aaeeuadtd l 1 1
ascroaaue 3 1 I I
a#ereaauea 2 2 bead 2 I 3
aacroaomar 1 baadaga 3 5
a#croaomaca 1 baadlt 2 2
aserooomf
142
1 basg 1 2 3 1 7
2i 63 73 129 187 baalacer 1
10 11 14 19 13 18 4 2 7 10 23
1 1 1
iclaatlc Ocaaa 1 1 2 bask robber# 1 I
l baok# 1 1
1 baptlam
1 bar 4 1 3 3 11
l l 2 3 barberahop 1 I
I 1 3 bar# 1 1
aCMeklag 1 barafootad 1
I barely 1 2 3
aeeaocloa A 2 bare# 1 1
accteeloa l 3 3 l 3 barf I I
l bark I 1
aeeraeclva 1 barked 1 I
•udlaeea 2 1 1 1 1 S
auditorium 2 1 I 1 I 3
I 4 4 3 3 4 3 6 5 24
3 l 5 2 3 9 barnyard 1 I
1 1 barracuda 1
l 2 2
Auatzallaa 1 barrette#
2
I
3l
autograph#
arallabla
1
2
1
I
baaeball
baaed
6 9 18 29
I
1
"I
1
102
2
1
avalaaebt 2
avaeaga
avoid
l
L
1
1
1
baakec 1 1
1
1
I
I
2
1
2
4
I
6
L 1 baakeeball 1 I 4 7 17 30
«uakan
avakaaad
avakaaiog
3
l
2
1
1
baakatt
baa#
bat
1
1 1
1
1
2
3
2
6
7
4
1
6
13
9
101
tfotd ritsc Sacond Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Total Word Ftrsc Second Third Fifth T cai
biening I 2 2 3
bachlag sulu 1 I 1 1 2 9
: I bast 36 49 28 30 36 62 237
1 1 1 3 bat 2 1 2 2 3 10
b«cha 2 I 3 I 1
baelka 1 2 3 9 IS 14 23 63
baCDo 2 2 1
bats 1 2 3 1 5 6
batcad 2 1 3 I 1
2 6 9 bavltchad I
I I bayond
batcatias 1 I blcycla 7
baeears 2 1 3 bicyelas 4
battaty 1 1 bteyellng 1 I
bacelng 1 1 biddlas 3 3
bacttag avacaga I blda 1 1
batcia 1 5 big 10 24 48 98 67 67 274
bactlashlp 1 I blggar 3 4 6 9 9 27
battlasblps 1 1 blggast 2 2 2 19
battling 2 2 big shoe 1
bawl 1 1 blka 10 23 19 9 19 7 99
bawling 1 1 blkaa 2 3 8 1 10 I 23
SB gun I 1 2 biking 3 3
b# 30 71 123 120 167 276 789 bill 2 I 3
6 12 3 9 23 2 99 billion 2 2
baacbaa 1 1 1 3 billions 1 1
baady 2 2 bills 3 2 3
baaglaa 1 1 bing 2
baak 2 2 bingo 1 Î
baaks 1 bionic 2
basa 1 2 bird 3 3 7 18 13 11 95
2 bird dog 1 1
1 1 blrdbousa I 3
basas 2 1 I 3 6 18 10 11 92
baanstalk 6 birdsaad 1 1
baar 1 4 7 10 a 9 4 4
baard 1 birthday 7 8 20 9 7 91
basts 1 2 birthdays 2 :
2 biscuit 1 I
9 2 1 3 4 bit 2 3 8 6 6 8 39
baataa 3 bits 3 7 9 1 1 2 19
basting 1 1 bless 1 1 I 3
basts 1 biting 4 4
2 bits I
baauelful Z 2 9 19 16 16 bitten 1 2
1 1 bietarly I 1
baauey cencast I black 11 9 13 9 21 24 39
baauty eonctats 1 blacked 1 I
baaney shop 1 black hols 3 3
3 6 9 blaekssLieh 1 1
21 44 69 89 142 131 912 blada 33 1 34
2 I I 11 bladas I I 2
1 blank I I
bad 6 17 16 26 32 28 123 blaakae 3 3
I blankets 1 1 1 1 4
1 2 4 2 blast 1 1
2 2 blascad 1 I 1 3
1 2 2 blast off 1 1 8 10
baa 2 4 1 Z blaachars 1 1
baa's 1 blaad 1 1
baaf 1 blaadlng 2 2
baafalTa 2 blew 2 3 2 13
baan 1 18 19 22 36 blind 7 7
3 3 bliodad 1 1
2 I blindfold 1 1
1 blink I L 2
baas 2 1 2 blinked 1 I 2
baaclas 1 1 blinking I 1
2 7 3 22 28 34 101 bllszard 1 1
bag 1 1 1 1 4 ?
bag an 1 4 8 2 8 9 9
bagging 1 blond/blonds 3 1 I 2 11
bagln 1 I 1 blondish 1 1
baglanlng 1 2 1 blood 1 18 23
bagins 1 1 bloody 2
bagun 2 bloon I I I
bahlnd 4 4 21 10 22 I
balga 1 1
balng 2 9 6 12 28 3
ballava 3 11 7 IS L 1 I
ballavad I 2 1 1 I
bail I 2 1 1 blow up 2 2
baUs 2 blue 6 2 5 9 19
bally 1 2 bluagill 2
bally daocar 1 bluagills
1 I blue jays
baloQgad 1 I 1 blua jeans
balew 3 2 blue whala 2 2
bales 1 bluish 2
baoch 1 blurry 2
1 2 2
banding 1 1 1 1 2
bangal eigar 1
bane 1 2 8 2 12 18 96
1 2 1
CMO
MllWll!
% 13  U I
l i l l l l l l l i i i l l l i l
%Si. ■ s . I S 1-3, !hklI  s i I i s s i r
ts 33!
Illlîilissliï33
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Vord Fine Third Fourth Fifth ?lrat Sacond Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
3 I carafuUy 2
büî?“ 1 1 10 3 3
bue 1& 91 1:5 237 218 303 1,018 3
buecQar L 1 2 earing 1 1 1
bueehtr kalf« U 11 carnival I 4 2
I 1 caraivala L
2 carpaotar
3 earpaocara
I 1 2
I 1 1
bucctrfUM 2 3 3 2
buecirfl? 3 2 1 6 I 2
buesea 1 I 3 2 2 9
1 1 1 3 1
L 1 1
bur 15 32 11 17 32 37 164 3
2 carry 1 I 1 2
3I 1 carrying 2
1 I 2 12 6 13 11 16
1 L I
I I
by 32 40 66 62 99 137 436 2
by* I 5 2 9 27 carcvhaala 1
by«-by# 3 1 2 1
cab L I
cabbaga I 1 1 1
eabia 1 I 7 7 9 I
eabiaa 1 I 1
3cabla I 1 3 1
2 2 11 1 47 2 17
cafaearla 1 5 eaaelaa 1
I1 2 2 7 7 19 caauaUy 1
cake 1 2 2 I 1 7 35 34 17 25 33 26
eakaa 1 1 2 1
15calaodas 1 I 7 3 6 13 7
calf 2 1 7 10 I 7
CallConla I 2 11 12 26 3
e«U 3 5 9 16 21 62 catching I 4 3 2
eallad 13 12 34 31 38 128 eacaehiaa I
eailXat 1 1 3 3 eaearpillar I 3
call# 3 5 cacarpillari 1
cairn I 1 I 3 eaefiah 1 2
eaiaad 1 I I 3 eaca 4 11 2 20 7 Id
eaiaiy 1 1 eaecla 2 I
191 I caught 14 17 21 12
calorlaa I 1 1
calvas 6 I 1 6 1
Cambodia 1 1 1 I
7 96 77 117 101 99 457 eaueioua I
carnal L I caucioualy 2
camaia I 3 2 11 3 6
camara 1 2 3 I
2 2 1
I 6 2 12 11 32 cava# 1
caath»ouc 2 2 cavlciaa
1 2 3 cavity
1campar i 1 2 C& 1
eopClra 1 cadar
caapgtouada I calling
I 2 I 3 8 ctlabrata 1 2 8
can 30 49 30 33 64 92 340 calabratad 1
S 3 15 16 23 29 93 ealabraclen 2 I
I 3 3 7 call I
Caaadlaaa 1 1 callopbaoa I
3
I 1 2 2
caadlaa I 1 ctacavea I
candy 6 6 1 3 3 10 2 3 1 2
caaaeaa 3 3 canear fiald 1 1
6 3 3 1 13 cantar flaldar 1
2 1 3 I
caooatng I I caoeuriaa 1
1 I 1
1 1 3 3 3
1 1 1 2
1 I cartainly
1
2 2 chmin-anoking
capa buffalo I chaioad I
I chaîna 1
3I 1 2 2
3 I 3 3
1 L chalkboard 2
1 chalkad 1
eapcurad 1 challaogaa 1
27 24 19 33 33 46 186 champion 1 I 3
I championa 2
1 1 championahip 2 3
carbohydraea 1 champ ionabipa 1
I 1 2
2 I 1 3
I 2 2 4 9 2 1 3 7 to
: 4 11 9 40 2 1 6 3
I 2
6 changing 2 1
Z 2 2 charaeeariaad 1
ollililllLlillilllIllilllIllllllîllllllllIlllllliîillIllilillIiiîllIflllHi
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Uord First Second Third ?lfsh sixth Tata: 'iorrf First Second Fifth Sixth
solortui I 2 J X
eeXorloii I I
I 6 é 6 19 eesctaaa
cole 2 I 2 4 1 X
eeab 3
coablaaeloo L X X
27 39 47 63 51 212 eaeeoa eaady X 2
6 13 6 11 20 60 eeuch 2 2
1 X
2 2 eeu^
cosforcabl* I 1 I 3 esuphad
G0#ie book# I I coufhlas 2
1 10 9 13 23 29 90 coafha 2
1721 I 9 60 73 56 91
eoaMrelai 3 3 eaulda't I 5 16 21 19 37
I X X X 4
ci«paly I 1 cfluaedavB X X
eoemualeaced 1 I cotmead X
I 1 eeuaear X
co«p«aiM 2 2 couaelap
COmçêOiQOM 1 1 eecaielasa X
1 I 6 I 9 eouacTlaa 2 3
eeapareatflc 1 1 3 3 7 2
eoaparcsaacs I 1 couaery ator#
I 1 1
I
3coapteios 2 X
coapaeteloa 1 2
1
eoapltlolQl 1
coBpliead I 1 eooteaoua
12coapltetlr I 1 X X 6
eoaplie«et4 1 1 eooala'a 1 X
coapLlsmcad 1 I caoalaa 3 3 6 3
coapliaaaet I I coualaa* I
eoapotlat I X
I X X
fioapucaca I 2 1 1 5
cooeaaeraea 2 I X
I 1 cowboy# 3
L 1 eewplrl I
eoQcludad 1 6 X I
eonclualoa 1 1
eaodtetea L 2 I X
eoodleleaaa 1 X crabblap
eondoaiaitaa I X
I L 1 6 3
Cotmaetleuc L 1 crack X 7
eenaelaflca 1 1 2 X
1 1 crackara
2eoealdarad 1 1 craft
eoofldatlflt 1 X
coatlaetd L I
cooacxueclns L
eoaeaiaar 1 1 crappia X
coneaaesaoc 1 1 crapplas X
coftctaca I 1
2 2  ^ eraahad 2
1
craelaaac 2 2 eravflab 2 1
contlauatloa 1 1 erawlad 1 3 X 3
eeatlBua I 1 crayflab
eoaclauad 1 1 craay 1 X 5
eooeraec 1 1 craay heuaa
1 2 3 eraak
CABCTOUad I I 2 craaktd X
eoaexola 1 I X
coaerol eowar I X
cmrraraacloa 3
caavayoT bale '1 X
21 X eraatura
eosvlaead I X eraacuraa 4 1
L X craak X
coak 2 2 1 2 6 3
coek'a I
eeokad 1 2 2 I 2 1
eookbouaa 3 3 cravteaa
eookla/eooky I 7 X X X
I 2 2 2
2 1 3 ^ triad 6 5 3 3
I 2 3 crlaa X
1 2 erlaa
I X crlataala
1 X eripplad
I X crlata
I X crlap
3 2 3 crleiclaa
2 2 croeodilas
2I
1 2
I 2 i
I 2 3 3 13 22 creaaad 1
2 1 3 eroaslnp X
5 X
eartaeelat L crow
3 r 2 S 16
\o
o
1.
\
Cl «f» «4 r4 m  »
. t i
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Stxta Taeal VoTd
dltCT 2 I dragona
dIaappMr I drag tact#
dlMPTMrad 1 I 5
dlaappMrlBg I
ditemMectd
drawar
dlacpvtcad 1 2 I dravlai
drauiat beard
dlsu««« 2
dlafuU« I
dl«(UiS«d L draadad
dlsfuae
ddafuactnc draaaad
dlib 1 I dr«ado|
dlaha# 2 2 I draam#
dlspUf 1
I
dlacrlbuca 7
diacrlbucloo I
2 I I
dleebat draaalng room
diva 2 1 draw
divad 1 2 I dried
diras I 1 drlok
divaraiflad 1 drloklnt
dlvlda 1 drlaka
dlTldad I drlpplat
dlvldlag
dlrlai 1 1 I
divl&i beard 2 I
I
dlreread 2 drlv#a
dlislar 2 drlvavsy
dl«7 1 1 drlrlat
do 28 IS 32 77 123 101 42 droop
Oobarsaa pioaehas 1 drop
dee L
deck 2 2 dropplog
deeeer 3 I 2 10 3 drop#
I drova
dsceera I
dodia bail 1 drotmdad
deaa 7 4 4 3 drowoad
deaao't 10 3 2 7 drug
32 ik 93 66 43 33 34 drugateta
2 1 drum
daur 1 1 dcuMar
do|bQuaa 3 3 dnmalag
19 3 3 16 2 4
dO|a' 2
delot 1 4 3 8 19 dry
doll 2 6 7 13 dryar/drlar
dollar 1 2 dryaaa#
2 13 10 19 18 43 10
doUhousa I ducks
do111## 1 duffal bag
della 2 1 I 3 1 dug
do U r 1
dolphla 1 dugouca
dolphioa 1 1 d uU
doaala 1 du^
do#a 1 3 duaay
dodao I dump
don't 7 14 29 40 62 79 23 d o s ^
dooaca 1 dumpllBg
doaaclot 1
doe# 3 3 I 6 13 3
dookay 1 2 1 1 I duoa bugglaa
doomad 2 I duo# buggy
2 33 13 44 19 27 13
doorbail I 1 duegaoe
doorioob I
1 3 4 2 6 1
1 I 1 duaemop
doe I duacy
1 dvarfa
dyiog
1 I
doeblt*barr#l«d 1
doubla play 1 1 aagarly
doubla# 1 aagla
doubcduUy aaglaa
aar
9 27 42 77 97 111 36
dovnaealrt 3 4
devoacraaa
dowacewQ aarphooas
1
éDr. 2
drafead 1
drag 3 aarebllog
dtanad I I aarchliaga
7 1 13 2 aarchaarebliags*
drsgoQ'# aarchguaka
SacQBd Fifth Sixth
2
I I 2
2 2
2 1 I 7
2 3 1 3
I 1 2
2 I I
I 1
I 1
1 1
I 1 2
1 3 10 11 13 38
3 2 2 U
I 4 3 8
3 5 1 2 16
1
2 3 3 2 6 17
2 3 4 6 17
1 1 2
3 I 4
I 2 3
2 1 4 7
1 7 3 1 3 18
2 2 I 1 6
1 1 2
1 I
4 6 5 2 26
1 1
1 4 4 7 21
I 1
1 1 2
1 1 2
1 1 3 2 9 18
I 1
4 4
2 3 13
I 1
1 1
I 7 2 5 16
1 1
1 1
1 2 1
1 I
3 3
1 1
3 3
1
3 I 4
2 2 1 3
6 1 5 14
2 2
1 1
4 1 7 I 14
1 1 I 3
I I
1 3 1 2 7
1 1
1 1
I 2 3
1 1 3 2 13
1 1 2
2 2
1 I
1 1
1 1
1 1
3 3
I 3 4
4 4
1 2 3
I 2 3 7 3 16
2 1 2 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 2 1 4
6 6 14 22 29 77
1 1
4
2 2
3
2 2
I 5 3 3 7 19
1 1 1 1
1 1 2
2 2
1 1 2
1 4 2 9 2 18
3 2 10 17 19 54
3 3
1 I 2
3 3
3 3
6 6
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'Jati F t f C  Sacond Third Foureh rtfeh SlKSfa Taca ’Joti ytrsc Second Third fourth FifeH Sixth Taeil
«uiir
•t*yMC
ue«rs
«aciat
«aca
«dfa
t4ueaetoo
•fforc
•a
•u*
•to
ESTPO
aithC
•Ithcaatt
«itbey
•lehar
•Ibow
alaec
«laeelon day
aXaecrletl 
•laeerie ayaa 
•iacerleley 
alacttOQle 
alacCToa alercaeopa 
alastacary aehool 
«lapcuoe 
•lapbaau
ail
aioyad
•la#
•la# a 
•Ivaa
«sbarruaad
«sbarraaaiat
«sargcnelaa
•Mrgaoey
•«pcy
«aeouscacad
«od
•ad#d
anargatlc
tnargy
«gagad
«aiiaa
•Oflsa sooa 
aatlaaa
biilaad
Eacliah
EagllaRsaa
Sagllah aacear
«loT
•ajoyad
«ajoruae
•acartalnar
aonrottacac
•dual
•dualicy
•dttipMoe
aaeapiag
takima
aapaelally
aaelaaead
2
30
l
30
66
1
1
5
36
3
«vaeuacad
avarUaclaf
mtr
avarrbody
rraryday
•rarroea'a
■rarythlBg
avarÿvhara
avldaeelT
«vil
««•frltnda
axactly•sample
axeapc
aseitamanc
•xelclaf
l
3
3
L
38
1
axelaaacloQ
asaretaaa
a s a r e la la t
axhauacad
axpactlng
axpadlcioe
aspailad
•xpaaatva
asparimaaca
fxpapc
axplaia
asplalaad
asplaialst
axpLodad
•sploraeory
asp loriot 
«xplealoo 
asploalooa
ascaod lo t
•seioceloa
•sera
astrasaly
•sera###
ara
ayaballa
ayabrow
«y#d«7*0
•7« a l |h c
Caca
(ae#-o((
(ae#-Co-Saea
Saeaa
faelof
face
(aecory
!ad#
fall 
fallad 
faillot 
faloc«d 
fair
fairgrouad
fairly
fairy
faka
fall
fallan
falling
falling «car
falls
falaa
familiar
faallias
family
263
:o
I
1
25
29
227
1
17
23 23 18
2
38 
3
1
36
1
65U
39 
I
31
7
109
«brd
(ally rooa
fully c m
ftaeua
fueifui
fuey
f u #
fueuele
f u c u y
far
facB
fanar'a
faniai
fama
faaclnaelBt
faatilooa
furfUCM
far
fachar
fachar'a
faeeaalat
fa ille
favor
faarfurad
faarlsf
fauead
faae
Jabruary
faad
faadlat
faad#
faal
faallat
faaUait
faala
faae
fall
fallow
fair
famala
faaea
faaeto
farry
fareila
farelliaar
faech
favar
fav
fîïïd**
fiald Blea 
flalda 
flald erlp 
fiald cripa 
flarea
fifth
fifciaa
fifty
flfty-alaa
fighcft|helat
flchea
figera
figurad
figurai
figuring
fila
fill
fiUad
filling
fiUy
fila
filsad
fia
final
finally
find
fiadara
finding
finda
fina
finaac
rtrac iaecad Third fourth Fiftn îiatti Total
2
1l
29
27
25
1
9
27
2
11622
3
3
47
i
23
2
1l
1
?irae Sacend Third Fourth 7tfth Sixth Toc
91
2 
9
29
1
75
1
36
23
1
fingar
flngamalla
fingaryrloea
flngari
fiaiih
flniitiad
flnlihiag
ftniah lina
flra
fira alarm 
flra eblaf 
flra compuy 
flraeraekara 
firad
flra dapatcaaoe 
fira drill 
fira aaglaa 
fira aacapa
flra azeinguiahar 
firabouaa
firaplaea
flraa
flra truck
flraworka
firing
firm
firac
firac d u a  
flrae bua 
fine elaaa 
flah 
flabbowl
flaharnaa
flaharvan
flabM
fiahing
flabisg polaa
flabing roda
flahcail
flahy
fie
fica
fira
fis
flxad
fixât
fixa*
fixing
flu
flaga
flama
flaming
flaooal
flaah
flaahad
flaahaa
fluking
flaablight
fluhligbca
fiat
flavor
flavorad
flu
flau
flad
flaae
flub
flaw
fliu
flight
fling
flip-flopa
fllppad
flipa
float
floated
floating
flooded
floeda
floor
floppy
Florida
floeaeloo
flow
flowar
flowara
flowing
fluffy
IS
1
1
94
II
3
7
2
3
1
2
1
110
tfofd Tlrae third Fourth Fifth . Sixth Total
fluid 1 1
flung I 1
flunk L 1
flutter I 1
fly 4 11 12 6 17 30
flying 1 2 4 3 3 7 27
flying flaucar 2 3 3
fog 1 3
folk S 3
folka 3 3 6
follow 2 2 2 3 9
followed I 2 2 6 3 16
following 1 4 3
2
food 3 16 17 23 17 26 102
I I 2
food acampa 1 I
fool I 1 2
f 00 Hag 1 1
foollah 1 I 2
fool# I 1
foot 4 1 3 4 18
football 3 6 7 14 3 20 33
foot lina 1 1
footprint
2 3
1 1
footprint# 2 3 12
tooescape 2
for 30 63 134 179 219 329 939
2 2
1 I I 3
4
forabaad 1 1
foraign 1 1
foraat 3 2 4 3 12
format flra I I
foraat ranger 1 1
foraat rangera 2 2
2 2 3 10 19
I 1 2
1 1 2
forgetting
forgive
forgives
11 4 3 7 33
forgotcan I
fork 1
form I 1 I 3
I 1
1 I
7 2 9
forth 1 1 4
I 1
forty I 1 2
forward 2 I 2 3
footer home 1 I
fought 1 I 1 1 3 2 9
foul' ball I I
foul baUa I I
I 16 19 43 39 32 170
fountain 1
fountains L 1
1 3 3 13 14 17 31
four*whaal 1 I
fourttaa I 2 1
4 5 3 6 18
fox 2 S 7
foxes L I
fractions 1 I
I I
Tttaca 2 2
frank 1 1
frankfurter 4
I I
frantically I L
freaky L
free 1 3 7 3 16 30
freed
freedom
Ifraata
fraaalng I
franeh fries
fresh
fraahwaear
frlday
1
3 I 3 4 16 27
fridge
fried
39 78 31 27 69 63 327
friend's 1 2 3 4
I 1
friends 10 24 28 40 68 74
friands’ I 1
1friendship
fries
frigaca
1fright
frighten
~<righen*d
ftai'ifro^t
from
froac
front room 
froocvardi 
front yard 
froatblcttn
fruit
frulta
ft.
fuai
foil
fuil-trown
fuil-eiaa
fua
funaral 
fua fair 
fua houaa
fur
fuTBltura
furry
fuaaiaga
fuaa
fuaamd
futiy
ladfat
galat»l»7
lallarlaa
gallon
gallon#
gaabla
gambling
garagaa 
gataga aala 
gaibaga 
gardaa 
gardaaar
gardanar #
gaaoLioa'f 
gaa aeaelon 
gaca
gachared
gaeharlag
gara
gaxalla
gaar
*V
gaaamiogy
ganaracloa
gaaaraclona
gaaaroua
gania
ganiaa
gaotla
gaoclaman
gaatly
geography
Georgia
garb11a
Garmaa
Cemaa ahaphard 
Carman shephardi
gac
gaet
gating
ghoat
ghoacly
ghoaca
giant
giant'a
gift
gifted
ytrte Seeoad Third ?ourch "tf;h Stach Tact
S310
1u
3 6 12
2 I
I
1 4
2 1 1
1
1
1
10 1
1
1
1
1 2
I 3
3 IS 23
10 9 8
2
2 1 4 I
1
1 1
16 10 2
9
1
2
24
2I
3
: 2
I
I 2
I
93 87 118 173 183 683
9 6 8 14
9 3 19 16 29
7
4 4 19 7
I
7 3
10 4 I
1 4
Ill
Uord yirat Soeonil Pourfîi Fifth aizch Word Fourth Fifth Sixth Total
lifts 1 1 grandaws 1
giltatle 1 1 grandma thar 
grandnotbar's
4 4 4 2 3 13 30
gtlSllSf 2 1 1 2 10
1111» 2 grandma thara 1 I
girstf* 2 1 3 grandpa 1 4 4 3 6 1 19
|lr«ff«a
13
3 3 grandparanes 3 I I 2 7
a 19 33 27 41 143 grandpas I I
tin's 2 1 1 3 7 grand slam I 1
gin frtcod 1 2 7 5 IS 1 1 1 3
gin Crltad's 3 4 2 2 1 3
girl frltads 1 I grapa 2 2
girls 1 6 11 21 9 23 73 grapa Julca 1 1
glv« 1 12 17 23 21 21 96 grspas I 2
glvsa 1 1 grasping 1 I
flv«s I 2 S 3 3 16 grass 2 2 8 3 3 10 30
glviai 2 1 3 6 grasshoppar 3 3
glselsl 1 1 grassy I I
glad 3 6 7 12 14 46 grava 1 2 2 5
gladly I 1 iravtysrd 1 1
glasctd
I
I I gravity 1 1
glass 4 2 1 3 13 gray/gray a 3 2 3 3 21
glass## I 3 I 7 gray whala 2 2
gisa 4 grass 1 1
gliding 1 1 1 1
gllapaa 6 1 7 1 2 a 17 12 23 63
gilcearlag I I Crut Dana 1 1
gUecars I 1 I 1
glab I 1 3 3
glooay 1 I 3 graatful 1 1
glarr 5 3 gratdlar 1 1
glova I 1 gratn 3 4 3 4 13 13 44
glosas 1 1 grutad 1 1
glow I I 2 grow 2 2 4 5 6 3 22
glowing 4 griddla 1 1
glua 2 I 3 grind 1 1
gluad 1 1 grinds 1 1
gnats I I grins I 1
go 39 163 146 162 268 232 1,032 grlssly b u r 1 1 2
I 4 7 11 groearlu 1 1 2
4 4 2 1 3
goal 2 I 7 12 2 I 1 4
goalla I I 2 I 3 8 8 14 36
goals 2 3 3 ground ball 1 1
goat I 3 groundad 1 1
goats 1 I 1 1
goblin 1 1 8 3 11
1 1 1 1 2 4
god 2 2 2 6 grow 3 a 10 4 18 13 63
goddasa I 1 growing 1 I : 2 7
goddasaa# 3 3 growling 2 I 3
goda
10
2 growls 1 1 2
goaa 2 6 4 13 3 43 2 3 3
going 24 sa as 92 133 118 322 1 1
gold I 6 5 3 13 6 34 grown-ups I 2 3
goIdan 9 1 3 grows 1 1
goldfish 1 3 6 gruaaoma 1 1
gold alna I
3
I grumpy 1 1
golf 5 guarucaad 1 1
golf ball 3 3 guard 1 I 4 1 7
golf balls 1 I guatdad 1 I 2
golf club 1 1 3 2 3
golf coorsa 1 1 3 10 11 3 33
golly
12
1 1 1 1
14 10 7 SO 1 I
19 37 37 40 62 66 261 S u " 1 1
good-by#/good-by 3 I 2 3 6 1 gulnaa pig 1 2
goedlsa 2 gulou pigs 3 4
goodnaas 1 guitar 2 2
good night I 1 2 guitarist 2 2
goods 2 1 1
goofy 1 I I 1 1 3
goon
I
1 1 gumay 1 1
2 gums I I
gorgseus 1 1 2 2 10 6 5 4 27
gorilla 5 5 gunfight 1 1
24 146
1 I gunnyaack 1
g:s 242 213 238 937 I 3 2 6 3 6 21
3 1 8 gushing 1 1
govamaant 1 2 3 1 1
grab 3 2 2 4
grabbsd 3 10 4 a 30 3 9 6 3 23
grabs 1 I 2 1 1.
grads Z 7 3 12 18 I & 1 4 10
gradas 2 1
1
3
1
3 guaslars
gy»
1
4
1
1 3
gradually I
2
2
1 1 1
graduating
grain
1 1
2
gyanucici 2 7
1
1
3 : 14 
1 
I
gtsndehildtan 1 1 3 3 3 13
granddad 1 I I 1
granddaddy 1 1 I 1
grandfathar S i 3 2 16 33 32 121 ISO 202 263 883
grsndfachar's 1 t 2 2 1 3
1 1 4 19 hail 1 1
grandma'a 10 hair 4 3 4 4 11 21 49
•» ^  ^  ry o  ry ry r
fttn ^  r-
M
Î.ÎÎÎS. 
H333333#
3-'
.35
113
First third Fourth Fifth Sixth 'Javi First third Fifth
huacar i
2 23 3 30 1 1
2 1 3 11 1 7 4
6 2
I I
hOMitraeeh 1 hurrieaae 2 I
2 3 4 2 4 13 hurried 2 1 2
2 hurriedly I
1 hurry 2 2 2
hOftMC I hurt 3 6 9 11 12 13
1 1 3 hurted I
tura«T*pos 1 I 4
2 huebaad 2 6
1 huahed 1
1 2 I huaky L
hook*4 I 1 I 413 833 930 1.299 1.517 1.316
hoolMT 1 I'd 2 3 11 5 to 33
heokloc 1 t'U 8 16 19 43 31
hooka 1 I'a 6 23 44 30 67 76
hoop 1 I've I 3 6 7 11
hoop# I lee 2 2 3
1 lee ape I
2 3 1 14 3 1
bop I I 2 2
bopo 2 9 20 7 14 27 79 I
hoped I lee akaeiag 2
hopefully 1 2 lee tea 1
hopelMsly I iclag 2
hope# I 1 ley
boplflt 2 1 1 2 4 6
bopped 2 4 3 3
boppiat 1 1 idcatlcal I
bop# I 1 if U 31 71 92 123 179
ben 1 2 ICloo 1
2 IgaitloQ 1 1
horrible 1 2 Igaore 1
horrid 1 l U I
horror 2 Illiaoia 1
2 29 24 36 27 31 145 taaplaacioa 3 2
I laagtae 1 3
horaebaek I 1 2 1 3 laepiaed I 4 1 3
boraepower 1 I Immediaealy I
I 6 6 10 12 17 32 Impala I
horaeehoe I Impatleoe 1
1 4 import I
hoapieal 1 2 8 12 9 6 37 importaee I 2 2 1 8
1 I impoMlble :
ho#cape 2 I la 70 219 299 306 547 693
2 4 la. 2
hot 16 4 6 9 9 14 38 lath I
1 2 3 1
4 1 2 laeideae I
hoc dopa 1 1 I I 1 1
hotel 3 1 1 S 14 laeludlBp 1 I 2
hotel# I 1 laconveaieeeea I
I I
botaboe I 2 tadepeadaace 1
1 ladle ;
bouod dap 1 1 2 3 1 3 2
I tadiaa Ocean I
6 7 10 27 2 1 2 2
4 10 9 9 32 1
U 91 93 99 124 129 326 I
houaeboac I laduacries I
hourahold I lofeeted 1
2 2 3 8 12 29 Infield 5
howeewife 1 laflaced 1
bouaework L Inflation I
1 1 laforaacioa 1 I 2
horerlnp I lafonec I
how 23 26 44 41 69 209 lohalacioQ :
howdy I I lajuriea I
however 1 laa 1
I loner tube 1
1 1 7 3
2 1 1
1 laaoeene 1
huddled 1 1
buff 1 1
huffiop 1 I 1
hug I
3
i 13 12 14
1 7 3 1
2 1 laepeecor
1 Inscanee 1
2 instaacly I 2 2
3 1 2 2 I 3 9 6 3
2 2 laatruaeac 1
1 I
humpback whale 2 I
huadred 1 I 3 4 12 11 latellipcoe 1 2
huadrtda I 1 :
huap
tl
1 2 Intercept I
buBpcy 5 3 Incereepeed 1
lacarcoa
I 2 3 I
I iatereaead 2 2 2
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?tr»e Second Third Foureh ?tfeh Sixth 7oe 'Joti Flrsc Steood Third Fourth ttfeh Sixth Toe*
iacatuciat
laeirfttu
inetrueloiMl
lacanrupetd
laearrupetea
iacatvttv
laeo
laeroduea
ta e n d o c td
lacTodueu
lacrodueeloiui
iavada
tavadad
lavmcloa
laTcacor
lavaaeljaea
laTuelgacad
Uvaselgaeor
iavlalbl*
loTlalbl* iak
larluelona
iavolvad
Iowa
IQ
Xculaaa
t ra la o d
I r la h
Xrlak !accars
16
I
932
2601
275
5
1
23
297
23
61I
3468
7
I
486
38I
I
109
1
4
12 1 
1 11
2
374 1.7
5
1
2
663 2,3 
38 1
jump 
jumped 
Jioplat 
jump ropa jtMpajumpy
juaa
juagla
junglaa
junior high
juak
juakrard
Juplear
jury
juac
kangaroo 
kangaroo'a 
kangaroo raca 
kangaroo#
karaca
kaao
kaap
katpar 
kaaplag 
kaapo
laacocky
kapc
kaccla
kay
kayo
kick
klekball
kicked
klcka
kid
kid* a
kidding
klddo
kidnap
kidnapped
kidnapper
klda
klU
klUad
killer
klllara
klUlag
klUa
klod
kladargarsto
kindly
kind#
kinfolk
king
klng-alaa
king'#
kingdom
klagdoma
klaa
klaaad
ktaaar
klc
klcehaa
kite
klcaa
klctta
klcclaa
klcey
klucz
kaaa
knew
knife
'alghe
kalgbca
kaleelag
talvaa
knocked
knocking
kaecka
laov
knowing
knowledge
known
koala bear#
ÎÏÏ*
laboracory
17
1
2
I
36
10
23
2
2
I
I
I
68
a
18
5
I
3
I
81
I
13
1
2 
3 
1
13
2
23
2
6
I
24
II
U
10
29
6
115
Second ?lfth SUeh Tocal First Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
L*of»dor ricrtivar I 5 2 7
I 1 I 2 3
lad 1 I 2 1 3
ladder 2 2 I I I 3
ladle# I I I 3 I I
ladies' I 1 I I
ladr 1 9 13 3 10 39 lever I I
ladybu# 4 library I 1
laid I 2 3 9 11 license 2 2
lake 1 I 3 20 9 32 licenses I I
lakes I 2 3 lick I 1
lake szouc I 1 licked 1 I
lamp I 9 12 licking 1 1
laepsbedas I 1 licks I I
3 11 6 33 61 licorice I I
landed 1 1 4 8 U 12 37 lied 1 I I 3
laodlai 2 2 I 2 lies I
laadiot# I lieucenanc I 1
landlord 1 Î life I 1 9 13 19 38 77
leads 1 1 llfe-elae 1 I
laatua«e I 1 2 2 lifa-ecyle 2 2
lap 2 2 life-ecyies I I
Laplanders 1 I lifebeacs 2 2
large I 4 6 9 lifeguard 3 3
larger I I life jackers I I
largese 2 2 I 9 lifelike 1 I
laser I I lifacime I 1
I I life 2 2
I I llfe-otf I
Use 9 16 17 23 30 99 lifted 2 3 I 1 7
Uaced I I I 3 light 3 3 10 4 11 31
laselag I I lightened I 1
Ucch I 1 lightening 2 1 4 3 4 16
Uce 12 a 7 11 16 96 lighter 2 1 3
4 19 17 37 27 100 lighthouse I 1 2
I I 2 lighting I I
leeieude 1 1 lightly I I
laufb 2 9 2 13 lights 2 I 1 9 2 11
laughed 3 Z 2 4 7 4 like 87 118 102 123 176 274 878
laughing 2 3 4 9 liked 8 19 9 9 10 19 70
I I likely 2 1 3
launched 1 2 3 6 likes 3 17 3 8 7 6
Uundreeee I 1 lilliea I I
1 1 2 lilypad I 2 3
law 1 I 6 limb I I 2
laws 1 3 2 6 limbs I 1
lava mover 1 I 2 limits 1 I
lawn aovara I I limousine 1 I
lavas I I limping I I
lawyer 2 2 lina 3 3 9 4 6 21
lawyers I 1 lined 1 1 2
U y I 4 3 9 13 line drive I I
layer I I lines I I 2
laying I 3 3 7 lion 9 1 8 a 18 3 43
lays 1 1 lion's I 1
laslly I 1 lions 1 I 2 4
laay 1 I 2 lip 1 I
lbs. 1 I lips 1 1 2
2 8 3 1 14 lipstick 2 2
leader 8 3 11 listen I 3 2 & 12
leading 2 2 2 1 1 4
leads I I listening I I
leal I I lit I I
league I 1 litter I I
leagues 3 3 little 24 31 68 69 52 81 329
leaked 1 1 lictlast I 1
leap I I 2 live 3 14 19 12 23 49 120
leapfrog I 1 lived to 10 22 28 24 36 130
3 2 3 9 20 33 lively 1 1
2 4 6 3 2 17 liver 1
learning 1 I 2 livers 1
laaab 1 1 lives 2 4 19 10 39
lease 1 I 9 4 8 19 living 2 3 6 3 16
: 2 living room 2 9 2 9 14
1 2 7 9 21 14 94 2 I 1
leaves 1 I 3 2 7 14 1 1
laaviag 1 I 2 1 2 7 ■ 1 6
lad I I 5 2 9 1 I
left 9 12 29 30 33 113 1 1
left field I loan I
Isfe fielder I I I 1
leg 4 2 9 6 11 33 local 2
lagged I 1 I 2 3
legs 1 4 3 3 2 17 I 1 1 3
2 2 3 9 3 1 3 19
lemooade I 3 I 9 2 1 3
1 1 locker room 1 I
leopards I I locks 2 2
lepraeheun 4 3 1 log 1 1 9 3 14
lets 1 I 2 logs 1 I
lesser I I lollipop I I
I I 1 2 5 20 I 3 6 30
I 1 2 4 looasone 2 3 3
lee I 9 9 21 29 30 97 long 4 IS 12 31 33 32 130
lee's 3 9 17 16 20 3 73 longer 1 I 2 4
lacs 2 2 3 11 1 1
il
illiySslIlIllliîysllfiillHîflllJllllîilfllfliillîiIllIltïlllIlh
lit
r; i.
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Fltie Hilrd Fourth Fifth 9lxch ?tr*e Third fifth âLxtn Total
mlddl# 1 7 J 22 2 I 3
lldftC I 1 2 2
stdal^e I 3 I I I 7 5 16 41 37 43 72 213
AldV4SCCrB 1 I 1: 21 19 21 33 109
ilfhe 10 9 3 11 27 21 36 •oniag jlortas L 1
slgher I 1 3 3 2 2
*114 I 1 aoaqul'eo 3 3
all* a I 3 14 •oaquieo** I I 2
all**:* I I 2 2
all** I 3 9 5 7 23 2 9 13 24 39 89
alllcaac 1 1 aoaely 1 1 3 3 2 10
•llictae* I I aoe*l 2 2 4
alllcarr yoUe* 1 1 1 I
silk 3 2 3 2 4 3 24 I 1
allklaf 
atlVaan *
4 3 30 49 63 35 50 237
1 1 I 3 3 4 a
XilkTvay I 1 2 5
16 i 17 15 35 92 aoeloa piecur* 1 1
alllioaalr* 1 I 4 3 socl*r 1 1
allllon* 2 2 4 1 1
1 1 aocorblk* 1 I
2 I 3 6 6 7 23 3ocorbe«c I
sladla: I I Boeereycl* 1 3 2 4 14
2 2 4 6 14 weorerclta 3 2 3 8
1 2 1 1
slat* : 1 aeuacala 1 3 I 2 7 16
alnl-fUibllghc 1 I wuncila* 2 3 6
alal«*eel*cy 13 13 meuraln: I 1
*lQi«eown I I 34 0 17 1 13 71
ilntaeur* 1 I 2 I
liolacur* golf 1 L 90u«each* 1 I 2
alnlblk* I 4 3 2 I 5 3 2 14
alnlblk** 3 2 3 aouehfull I I
1 1 1 I
Hlna«soe* 1 I 2 4 I 9 7 22 9 48
1 1 3 6 7 16 6 38
alaaovs 3 3 1 I 1 3
1 1 3 3 6 23 7 46
1 3 3 3 4 3 19 2 I 3 4 14
3 7 9 a 30 3 7 15 6 31
I 1 1 2
2 2 3 7 1 3
I 1 1 I 2
alscrtbl* 1 I Mr. 9 6 21 25 49 ?4 164
alslae*rpr*c«d I I Mr*. a 7 4 49 20 23 116
1 4 a 3 a 3 38 X*. 1 6 7
2 1 3 6 12 13 19 18 13 20 37 122
1 1 aud 2 1 2 3 3 17
3 1 4 muddy I I 2
5 2 3 a auf 1 I
olaalon 2 2 aulcieolottd 1 1
Xiaalaaippl 1 1 aulelpl* I 1
aisc 2 multiply I 1 2
I 1 musblad 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 2 3 atioehls: 1 1
1 1 1 7
alee 1 1 1 1
aleeco* 1 7 8 3 3
alx 2 2 muaeular 1 1
alx*d 2 3 2 2 10 1 2 4
alxlag 1 I 2 2 2
2 2 3u*hroon I 1
1 1 auahfeoa* I 1
I 2 3 2 6 12
3 2 2 4 a 10 10
aodallnf 1 1 2 2
aodal* 1 5 2 8 1 2 5 17 9 6 39
I 4 5 1 I
1
14
auatang* 3 3
sol* 14 auciUesd 1 I
sol*'* I 1 1
aoUcul* 2 2 aueearla: 1 I
10 36 40 29 74 38 227 ay 177 423 460 429 583 638 2,713
2 1 1
2
3 7 syi«lf 2 : 6 10 19 48
3 I my* wry 6 1 6 13
1 1 1
3 I 6 nalltd : 2
2 nail*
1 1 3 I 3 a 19 45 42 71 54 33 323
aoo*y 23 10 23 16 117 a 14 25 43 45 38 173
1 1 3 i 6 9 9 39
aook*y I 2 I I a 1 I
soak«y's 1 I 2 1 3 6
aQok*y*
23
3 2 3 1 I
3 17 33 99 narwhal*
1 2 2 2
S 2 3 3 21 oacional 1 I
2 2 3 4 a oaeloosliel** 1 I
L 1 oacloaal park* 1 1
aoachly 1 1 L 1
9 4 7 26 1
9oaua*aC 3 3 1 I
13
1 1 1 6 7 6 24
2 7 29 1 2 I
aop 2 I 3
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Word First Saçottd Third Toured Fifth Sixth Total Tlrae Sflcond Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Total
a««c«sc 2 i aucXtar raaetor 1 1
a«*rlT 6 2 2 4 14 1 I
3 2 I 4 3 2 17 2
1 1 3 1 : 2 4 7 19
I 3 2 IS 1 1 7 9
a*ek«r*ta 1 1 1 2 to 13
4 auraary lehool I 1
nteUieta 1 I 1 1
I 1 I 1
a«*d I ? 4 3 12 21 49 auralag hoaaa 1 1
a##d*d 2 6 3 7 22 2 I 3
Q M d U I I 1
ae*d# 7 I 2 1 11 1 1
1 1 o'clock 2 3 8 10 29
ntlsbbor
aal|tU»or'a
I I 2 oak 2 2
1 1 2 I 1
a«l|tiberhoad 3 3 I
Qtlgbbora I 3 1 3 obadlaat I
I 1 I 3 :
I 1 2 I 3 6
I 1 obaarvatery 1 1
1 1 obvloualy 1 1
sarveua I 6 Î occaalon 1 I
aarvQusly 1 1 oceaaloaa I 1
2 I 2 Î aeeupanca 1 Î
1 2 I 4 ! 7 1 6 2 9 25
Hoctiarluida 1 1 ocaao liaar 1 1
2 3 32 31 30 43 141 1 1
ntv*cch«l«as 1 1 Occ. I I
1 22 10 29 33 22 116 1 2 3
QtwlMrn I 1 oecopua I 2 3
Ü«w Sd|l*ad 3 3 14 1 15
M«w HampablT* I 1 2 odda and and! 1 1
Jaratr 1 1 1 1
itexieo 1 1 of 36 121 193 363 437 631 1.825
1 2 2 6 3 14 off 3 12 19 64 49 61 208
otwapipar 4 I 2 2 9 off-aaaaon 1 1
atwtpapcrsaa 1 1 2 2
aaw*pap«rs 1 1 I I 7 9
I 1 1 1 4 1 1 2
3 IS 28 64 71 70 2S3 2 2
albblins 1 oftan 3 1 2 3 9
U 23 28 25 30 SO 169 oh 5 14 11 13 31 17 91
3 3 Ohio 2 2 I 3
oleicnaa* I 1 1 3 oil I I 2
ol«e* 2 2 OK/okay 2 3 18 17 22 19 86
aigiic 8 44 43 48 37 77 2S7 Oklahoma I 1 7 9
algAcmATt I 1 7 25 28 64 49 40 213
1 2 3 6 old-faahiomad 1 I
olghe aehool 1 1 I 3 3 11 27
olgheelM 3 3 2 3 3 12
1 1 4 4 2 12 42 100 117 280 280 380 1,199
alatcatn I 1 11 46 39 36 59 39 270
2 2 oncoming 1 1
2 3 7 28 102 146 226 239 239 980
10 17 30 43 38 49 197 onm-haif I 1
2 1 3 1 I
L I 7 7 6 3 23
I 8 9 8 IS 41 I 1 2
ooeeucoaJ. 1 1 2 IS 16 30 42 44 149
4 3 IS 12 10 46 1 4 1 10
1 2 5 I 2 11 10 1 11 6 13
1 1 3 3 13 7 12
I 1 2 opening 10 I 3 13
3 3 3 3
OQOdlCS 3 3 I 1
1 1 oparatad 1 1
t 4 21 4 16 46 1 I
1 1 I 3 opponant 1 1
aor 1 1 opportunity 2 2
2 I 3 oppoalea 1 1
I 4 1 2 8 17 26 38 44 34 113 294
1 1 6 k k 2 2 12
Sorch Aattlca 1 1 2
Soceh Careliaâ 2 2 1 1
North Dakota 1 1 1 2 I 3
oorchtm I 2 3 2 2
Norway
Norway'!
3 1 9 ordarlog 1 I
I 1 1 1
Hotvaglaaa L I I
3 2 3 ordinary 3
1
1 orgaaliad 1
I original 1
23 S3 31 78 67 orphaoaga 2 3 5
3 3 1
1 1 4 19 32 54 55 98 262
eoehlag 8 13 8 13 1
2 I 1 I 3 7 6 19
2 2 7 11 ocharvlia 1
2 I 2 3
ootlflad I I 1
1 1 2
2 22 33 36 31 71 235 3 3
1 1 1 1 6 37 36 42 35 36 292
1 2 1 I
auelaar anargy ouraalvas 1 2 I
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Vord rtr«e S«eond Third roureH Fifth Stxeh Toe ?tr»e Second Third "gucïti ?Heh SLxcK Tocai
oucdoart
ouctr #p*e#
ouefltld
ouefle
o u t i c u d l a c
ov«rtuad07«rh««d
ov«rh««rd 
ovinlghc 
ovar pepul«:td 
ovar popuiaeioa 
ovarpovatad
dvaevork
paea
Pacific
Pacific Ocaaa
pack
paekaga
packed
packing
paeka
pad
paddla
paddlad
paddlaa
pad#
paga
paid
pail
paila
paia
paine
paiacad
paiaciflg
pair
pair#
pajama
pajama party 
pajama#
pal
palaea
pala
palm
paa
paacakaa
paaala
panic
paalckad
paaicklag
papar dolla
paraehuca
parachuead
paracttuclag
paragraph#
parallel ban 
paralyaad 
paranc'i 
paracci
da
3
I12
6
6
I
1131
2
II
1
28
6
7
1
112
1I
27
park
parked
parking
parking loc
park#
parlor
parr tan 
parcly
pas#
passed
paasangar
passangara
passa#
pass lag
past
pat
patches
path
paths
pacianca
patient
patrol
pats
paammant
pawpaws
pay
paying
payment
paymaat#
pea
paacafui
panant batter
pearl
pabbla
pack
padml
peeked
paal
paalad
pea?
paas
pan
pammlcy
pencil
pencil#
p e n g u in
penguins
Panaaylvania
people
p e o p le 's
pepper
peppers
par
pereencaga
perfect
perfectly
parforaed
performer#
parforaing
periodically
perished
parky
permanent
permission
personal
personally
parson#
persuaded
2
1
1
2&
1
1
1
3
2
5
1L
1
13I
1I
111
2 
2 
1
28
3
10I20
3
2
109
3
23
1
1I
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Third fourth Fifth Sixth Total Word Sacand Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Total
I playing 13 18 22 22 18 100
pec 10 19 9 l& 10 3 83 plays 10 7 3 8 : I 31
pet’s 1 I 2 I 3 5 : 9 :9
pets 7 3 3 3 2S 1 I :
petted 2 2 pleasure 1
?t> 8 S pledge 1 Iphoaa
phoorpiano
pick
plckod
plektsi
pleklo
pl«kt
pickup
pleole
plcnlcklDf
picnics
pis
plsco
plsets
plsr
pltrcod
pits
pl#
pigs
pll«
pllsd
pllfTia
pilgrims
p U lplUov
pillows
pills
plloe
plabsU
plnbsll sschltts 
plaball stehlnss
plQchlas
piss
plscsppls
plosspplss
pink
plskis
pins
pips
pips#
plrsess
pistol
pic
pitch
pitched
pitcher
pitchforks
pits
pits#
plzsss
p3*s
plscs
plaças
pUld
plain
plan
plans
plants
planet
planned
planalog
plans
plant
planted
planting
plaster
plastic
place
places
placfona
platforms
play
plapday
played
player
players
playful
playground
playhouse
17I
12
2
I I pops
10 16 19 23 10 113 popular
3 8 12 26 population
2
I I
I 13 3 21 position
I a 5 16 28 positions
5 1 6 possibility
2 I IS 60 61 possible
I 1 3 12 possum
I post
I 1 2 S postcards
I I 2
3 7 postmark
2 9 18 postmaster
3 3 post office
3 1
I 1 6
I 1 potato chip
2 1 6 potato chips
1 2 6 potatoes
2
I
99 66 71
1
63
18 13 27 13
6 1 2
I I I 6
1 3 2
5 1 1
1
plenty
plow
plug
plumbing
plump
plums
plus
Pluto
Pluto's
plutonium
pneumonia
poachers
pointing
points
poison
poks
poked
poker
polar bear
pole
poles
police
police dogs
police force
policeman
policemen
police officer
police station
polio
polishes
polite
pollen
polluted
pollutes
polluting
pollution
poltergeist
pood
ponds
pontoon
pony
ponytails
poodle
poof
pool
popcorn
pounced
pounded
pounding
2 4
III
1 3 12
I 5
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?ir*c Third fifth Third fifth Sixth Total
1 I
1 2 7 10 puffy I 1
1 pull 2 I 2 9
powarful 2 puil-upa 1 I
powit plcoet I puilad 3 3 1 10 3 11 33
2 pulling 1 1 I 3
praeelcâl 1 pulls 1 : 3
prtetlcallr 2 pumping 1 1
6 I 4 : 13 pumpkins 1 1 2
prsedead 2 2 2 2
prtetlelnt 3 puncbad 1 1
I punisbad 1 I
ptaaksctr 1 2 14 3 19
prayad 1 1 pup's 1 1
prteioua 1 3 S
pradlecloa 1
2pc««n«ne 1 puppiaa 1 3 2 14
prahlacorlc 1 puppy 9 6 10 10 12 9 53
2 L 1
ptapaetd I puppy lova 1
prapada* 2 2 2 6 10
1 2 2 1 1
I I I L I 2 I 3 & 3 21
praaidaae 6 2 I 12 21 purposa 1 1 2
praaldtacs I push 1 2 3
I 1 2 push-ups 1 I
1 3 3 I 3 2 3 13
praeasdad I I 1
prataodlot 1 pushing I 1 2
I I put 3 19 31 40 47 37 199
pcaceiaae 3 puts 1 2 I
ptatcy 11 15 19 20 18 27 110 putting 1 1 3 2 7
praesala 1 1 pyramid 2 2
pravloiu 1 duadrllllon I 1
pravieutly I qualieias I 1
pray I 1 1 2
prlea 7 1 1 2 11 quartar horsa 1 1 2
prlcBf 2 I 3 I quartar horses 1 1
prisa ballarlaa I 2 2 12 16
I 1 2 11 quaaeion 1 1 4 6
1 quasciooa 2 1 1 I 3
?rtSc«!-
2 2 4 3 2 13 quick 1 1 4 6
2 quickanad I 1
prioclpal
prlaclptl'a
1 3 quickly 1 2 3 3 9
1 quiac 1 3 6 3 2 13
prlaelpala 1 1 quiatad 1 I
prlaelng 1 quiatly 1 I
1 quit I 1 I 1 3
1 2 3 quita 2 1 5 S
1 3 quitting 1 1
privaea dacacclva 1 7 3 14 19 3 9 33
prlvaca aya I I 2 3
priza 1 3 I 1 rabbit aars 1 1
probably 2 3 6 1: 15 40 I 14 I 1 3 22
probaiional 1 1 1 1 3
preblas 2 8 2 2 9 23 raccoons 1
preblasa 1 3 6 9 21 5 6 13 27 9 11 70
proeassad 1 1 1 2
proeaaaiag 1
6proddlag 1 1 3 3 2 1 16
preduea 1 I 1 2
produce 1 2 I 4 4 5 16
products 1 1 1
profaasloflsl 1 3 1 1
profasalonal* radiation 1 1
profaasor 5 2 2 2 9
profit 1 1 1 1 2
program I I rafts I I
prohibiting 1 rag I
3 9 i: raid ad 1 1
projaetar 1 railing I
projaetors
2
1 2 2 6 a 18
1 3 3 6 16
1 rainbova 1 2 3
prcpallar 1 rainbow trout 1
proparty I rain chaek I 1
propnacy 1 1 I
proprlacer 13 13 raincoats 1
propriaeors 1 3 I
1 1 3 2 3 11
prospacc 1 I 1 1
rainstorm
protacciva I raiawatar
1 rainy
2 I 4 2 4 13 ralsa I
3
1
3
paychiattist 2
I
pearodaetyL 2 2
I
36 29 70public library 1 4
1 I
puddlaa 1
puff 1 I
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Vord ricse Third rifrh Sixth Vord fine ntlrd Fourra Fifth Sixth Total
I raoliaa 1 I
I raply 2 2
rapidly 2 I raporc I 1 2 2 5
apart card 2 2
raraly I raporc card# 2 2
raacal 2 2 3 5
2 u 3 ta 1 2 3
L 1 3 2
I rapraaaae 1 1
1 2 2 4
racclaanaka 2 1 1
I 2 2
I I raaldanca I 1
I 1 1 1
1 1
I raaaurcaa 1 1
r#*banda*a I raapaetad
rt^andactd raipenalblllcy 1 1
2 5 raapeaatbia 1
I I 3 2 9 15 1 6 13 14 14 48
I I taaeauraac 2 6 10
3 raaeauraoes 1 1 2
2 I 3 11 14 10 41 1 1
2 2 I I 6 4 16 L 1
ciada I 2 1
raady S 3 10 U 17 51 1 I
rtal I 7 9 13 6 33 69 raac rooaa 1 1 2
raailey I 1 1
raalixa I 2 1 1
raallaad I 2 I 3 1 1
raallalst I 1 I 2 4
raally 3 10 U 38 22 33 120 1 2 1 3 7
rtappaarad I 2 2
I raeurslag 1 1
I 2 2 4 16 23 rauoioo 1 1
raaaooabla L 2
2 1 1
1 I I 1
1 3 raaolria* 1 1
1 I L 3 I 2 7
I Rhoda lalaod 1 1
2 3 L 1 2
1 rlbboaa 1 1 2
3 4 3 10 I 1
raeocdad 1 4
I 1 3 2 14 3 5 11 38
racoTicad I rlehaae I I 1 3
raeovacy room 1 rid 3 I 2 5 16
taeeaacla 1 rlddla 6 6
rad 16 5 Q S 13 12 59 2 2
7 31 17 27 25 22 129
I 2 2
radhaadad voodpaekar I I 1
I rldaa 2 4 3 3 5 17
raalaecad I ridlag 5 7 5 7 21 14 59
raailag I rl* 1 1
rag I right 19 15 23 36 42 141
raflll L right (laid 2 2
1 rlghta 1 1
I right vhaia 2 2
rafrlgaraeor I rla 1 1
rlBg L 3 2 6
ragardlaaa I rlaglng 1 1
2 rlBga 3 3
raflacarad auraa 2 rlak 6 1 2 9
1 3 3 rippad 1 4 3
I rlpplao 1 1
ragulaelso 1 nsaa 1
ralgaad m i a t 2 2
I rlvar I 2 1 2 10
I rlvarboat I 1
I 1 1 2
I M 1 1
I 4 2 4 I 3 9 16 40
I 1 raadruoaar 1 I
1 2 2
ralaaaa 1 1
raliag 1 I 1
callava 1 2 2
1
I I
2 6 10 9 roaatlag 1
raaambarad 6 2 rob 1
camambarin* I 2 2 I 5
rtaiadad 2 I I 3 5 1 14
1 I 1 1
1 2 4
2 3 5
I rebblag 2
6 I 7
1 I 1 2
7 1 3
2 1 3 3 20 7 46
rapaaclag 7 3 9 31
rtplaetd 3
rapllad 1 5 rocklog I
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Wopd Flrac second Third Flîrh ToCil Vord First Fifth Sixth Total
1 3 1 3 Samoyedlc
rocky I 1 1 I 1 3 I 2 9
rod 2 2 2
U 3 S 18 39 •aadbox 1 1
I 1 •eadlag 1 I
roll 1 1 3 3 aandvteh 1 1
roUod 3 1 1 4 1 10 •aadvtehaa I 1 1 3
rolldr I 2 4 1
roIiaic^Kl'Aa 1 I aaag 3 1
roUdf-okmcM 1 2 3 aank 1 I
roll#r*okacla; 3 1 2 3 •areaacleally 1 1
roller coMcer 1 1 3 3 3 I 17 14 16 31
roller soeeeers 1 1 2 aaelafled I 1
roller ekace 1 3 Saturday 1 3 I 10 3 17 33
roller skaeea 14 3 19 Saturdaya 2 I 3
2 2 I 3 11
rolllnt 9ta 1 Î 1 I
2 3 9 2
5 3 1 3 7 11 26
10 13 42 23 37 123 saved 3 I 7 5
1 1 1 1
3 S 2
6 & aavlag 3 2 I 6
1 I
2
2 tarlnga 1 I
I 2 2 6 13 aavtnga account 1
2 2 29 48 73 129 96 113 490
1 1 say 16 9 32 43 124
roeetmsb 1 Î •aylng I 3 7 7 10 28
2 1 3 aaya 7 2 3 6 20
I 1 1 1
2 I 3 2 2
1 2 3 Seaadlaavla 1 1 2
roughen 1 1 1
routheae 1 1 1 1 2 2 I 7
1 1 3 3 U 32 7 23 82
1 9 B 14 aearedy-cac 1 1
rounded 1 1 2 1 1
1 I 1 1 2
1 1 2 2
2 1 2 1 6 scarlet fever I 1
I 1 3 6 2 11
1 2 3 1 1 1 3
I 1 I I
royei 2 36 48 40 46 91 124 383
royalty I 1 2 3
rubbed I 2 3 1 I 2 5 9
I aehoolteecher 3 1 4
rubber beada 1 Î tehoolwork I 1
rubbtoi alcohol 1 I 5 I I 7
I 1 2 seleetlsc 2 I 3 I 7
ruf 3 3 aelentlscs 2
1 1 1 1
9 9 2 2
rule 1 1 2 I 3 10 16
ruled 1 1 I IS 20
ruler 1 Î 1 I
1 1
1 1 Scotland Î I
rumbling 2 2 I I
12 9 22 22 13 23 106 scrambled 1
3 3 1 Î
1 1
ruBolag 2 4 14 18 23 61 1 2 I 2
running 'Aeel 1 1 scratched 1 I
1 1 9 1 4 6 22 scratches 1
I 1 2 4 scratchlag
6 6 3 5 2 3 13
2 2 3 11 5 5 25
1 Î screaalag 1 I 3 6
lack 1 1 1
1 Î 2 2
aecrlflea 1 1 1
aacrtflcad 1 1 scribble 2 2
I 3 2 9 10 9 39 1
leddeac 1 1
laddle I : I sculptures 1 1
«addle heraea 1 1 scurried 1 1
aaddlaa 1 I 2 3 2 2 5 16
aadly 1 seal
lafari 1 1
aafe 1 3 2 6 5 13 2 2
aedely I 1 I 1
•aid 36 74 131 276 293 239 1.089 1 2 1 1
aailboac 2 searching 1 1 2
•ailed 1 1 1 1
eatllag I 1 5 7 1 I
•elad 1 1 seaahella 1 I
•ale I 4 I 6 2 7 7 7 23
aeiea 1 1 seaaoalng l
1 I •eat 6 2 6 14
ealeaparaoa 1 1 seat belts 2
aale 1 2 3 I 1
aele waeer I 1 1 1 2
aelty 1 1 I 5 6
saoe 7 12 14 16 19 68
3 6 IS
1
34
1
63
Vfes
i i s? fsi I 3? : % ?  S
lIlllHîilfiilInliîlhilliyillliHlIHIIlfHlIîljsilIfnlhlIiliilH
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?lrsc f;n •Word
simple aluaaer parties
simply 2
Since 5 13 13 37
siacecely I I
I 2 3 8
I 2
I
siaglag I U 3
siatli 2 5 smartly
singles 2 smash
slogs I smashed
sink 3 smell
sioklog I smelled
slos 1 I 2 smelling
I I smells
I
I I
10 25 16 13 32 13 111
2 3 10
I 2 5 9 20
sit 2 2 5 10 19 62
I I
site I
sites
sits I I 1 6
sitting I 3 24 6 16 SO
situation I
I 3 3 10 7 30 snapping turtle
I I 2 soecched
sixth 2 3 7
sixty 1 I
sis# 1 I 7 11
I I
I I 3 2 9
skateboard I I 5
skateboarding I I
skateboards 3 3 sneesiog
skated 1 2 snoring
skater I tnorkeliag
I I I
2 13 i 23
3 snowball
skeletons 1 I
ski 2 6
skid : 2 snowmen
skidding
skies 2
skiing 2 10 12 snuggled
skill I
skim I
skinned I I
I I I 3 3 10
I soap operas
skinny 3 1 13
skipping I social studies
skis 2
1 3
sky 1 2 5 16 S 36
skyscrapers soda water
slam I I
1 1 sodium chloride
slunlng 1 I sodium pnosphace
2 2
I 1 softball
slapping I 1 softly
sieve 2 soil
slavery 2 2 solar panels
slaves solar system
1 I
I I
13 10 21 13 23 86 soldiers
sleeping I 2 2 16
sleeping bag 2 I
sleeping bags 1 1
sleeps 2 I
sleepy
sleigh somebody
slender I somebody's
slept I 2 5 2 12 locNday
• lie*
sLli
slid*
slides
slight
«lighcir
slip
slipped
slippery
slips
slot
slot sschioe 
slot aaehines
slowly
"irse Sseond Third ?ourth rtfch îixch
91
I
soseoae's
soaethlDt
sesMClais
somewhat
somewhat*
sophiscieaeed
L
162
70
I
:3
5
250I
97
6
3II
29
312 1,398 
1
1
520
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Vord Plrae Saeand third rtfsh Stxeh tacai Va i d Ftrse SacoQO third “ourth filch tool
1 ipoe 3 2 3 3
2 2 3 12 19 I 1 i
I I 3 9 3 3 I
L 3 3 3 I 12 tpcalaad 1 3
I 1. apray I 2 3
2 I 2 9 14 I L
1 I 2 I 5 1 1
leundpcoaf 1 I apraad 1 1 1 3
I 2 5 aprlng 3 10 14 32
2 : •prtagar apaolai 1 1
I 1 1 I
L I sprlQgcisa 2 2
7 11 sprianlar I I
Seuch O«koca 1 I 2 1 1
touch » n 1 i I
louebwtdc I 1 I
seuvofllr I I apy I 3
5 3 IS 6 5 36 I
ip«eteraic9 I I 2
2 aquaahad I I 2
1
ipKoahlp 16 I 3 a 9 tquaakad 2 2
tpactahip* 2 I 9 1 I
tpmc# tuic I I aquaaiad 1 1
ipaeo tuics ; I 1 1
tp««h«ecl 4 I I
Spain I 1 3 I 3 12
Spaalah 2
1
2 aquirraia I 2 3
ipiQk I aqulcc guoa I 1
•pankad I aquirclng 1 1
tpaoklnt 1 1 1
3 I 2 aqulahad 1
I
1
apaeaa I 1
tparkla I I Sc. Samard 1 2 3
•pacUad I 1 acabbad 1 1 2 1 5
tparUaa 1 acabblag I I
tparallag I 2 1 I 2
•paccarad I 3
iparod I 3
ipaak 2 1
ipaaUoi 1 2
I I 3 3 10 27 1 4 I 10
■p*elall7 I
2
1 aeaicway I 1
tpaciaao
1
2 acall 1 2 3
sptcklad eroue I icaLltd 1 1
I 1 acallIan 2 15
apaceaeor I acallIona 7 7
I 2
11 16
I I
1 4 3 7 14
•paadboac 2 I I 1 1
18L standing 3 4 7
flpaadioc I 2 2
apaadesaear
2
1 1 I 1 9 9 7 24
apall L L I
tpallar 1
10
1 4 5
apalllnt 2 I 3 2 2
apand 2 4 2 3 10 29 tearing 2 4 6 12
apaodlst 2 1 2 3
1 24 3 5 34
1 L 2 learaht?
I
I
23
1
I acacc 11
apara wftala 1 3 16 24 91 64 90 290
aplck-and-apin 3 I 3 1 5
splca I I 1 I 2
aptdac 
apldar'a uab 
aptdar'a waba
3 9 3 3 6
1 1 I acarracion I
2 I
3
I L
apldara I 2 2 2
aplad L I 1 2
aptaa 3 6
splkad 1
i
1
aplkaa acactaanc 1
aplUad L I 3 1
apta 1 2
aplaacb tcaclnaary 1
acacloB wagon
I 1 L
apicball 1 3 5 10 12 34 95
acayad 5 3 5 10
aplaahlng ■eaylng
aplac
I
acaya
aplie I iCtadlLy
apoll acaak
apollad
apeka 2
apongaa aeaaaing
aponaocad 1
apoeklaac
aeaarlng whaal
3 3
15 292 I 7 aeapfachar
1 2 3 2t 5
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Word ?trsc Third Fifth Sixth Total Second Third Fourth tfch Sixth Tocai
icapo 3 :o I I
5 style : 2
seaeboscop* I 1 styles 1 I
teawad I sub. I I
stick I 3 I 10 13 subject I I 3 9
sclekara I I subjects 2 6
selcklnt I 2 3 subaarine I I
stick# I I 2 submerged I I
sticky I I subscribe I 1
seUI 1 s L 31 25 30 116 I I
Stlot I I I 3 3 3
I I
3 10 3 2 20 such I 2 13 16
I I 2 suck I I 2
L 3 3 2 11 sucked I 1
tcoMChacRa I 1 1 I
I 1 2
2 2 : 9 suction Cups I
I I sudden 5 16 14 24 ‘4
2 I 3 9 16 suddenly 6 12 20 44
I I I
3 2 3 22 12 21 63 I 1
stopped I I U 17 13 48 I 2 3
steppers 2 2 I 7 I 3 12
StopplQ# L I 2 3 2 2
I I 2 suited 1 I
2 suits I
43 173I 12 9 18 23 13 77 13 19 13 12 71
I 2 I 6 1 I
1 3 I I 1 I 2
I 2 13 20 suasuir school 1 I
I I I I 3 3
seormisg I I a 3 13 19 4 23 70
I I 1 I
I 9 13 14 24 18 79 suabethe I I
3 2 I 10 I 2
straltht 2 3 3 3 13 2 3 3 3 1 18
itraightaa 1 I I 2 3
7 3 7 4 14 33 sunk I 3
I 1straoialy 1 sunlight
scrangiad I sunny 3 1 2 3
I
scrapped I
sunshade
I 3 sunshine 1 1
strawberry I I sunshiny I I
I I 2 I
12 29I 1 3 14
acraaklag superduper 1 2 3 
I II I 2 4 9
3 3 superaarkac 3 3
3 3 9 17 9 10 32 supersonic I 1
: 2 2 9 4 2 10 3 24 
1 Istrength I I suppertime
scratched 1 I supplied 1
strict I I supplies Î
strike I I 3 5 supply 3 I
strikes I 2 support
I 3 3
string beans I supposed I 1 I 4 7
I supposedly 1
stripe I 4 13 15
stripes 9 2
strake I I I 1 2
I surprised 1 3 2 4 10
scrolling I I surrounded I I I I 4
3 6 5 5 19 surrounding 1 1
stronger I I I 3 1 1
strongest I survivors 3
I 3 suspected I I
scruecuras I I suspicious 1 1 2
struggle I I svsllewad 1 I 4
struggling I 3 3
1 I I
I I
I sway 1 1
: I : 9 6 3 23 I I
I
I I 1 3
t 2 I I 1
I 2 5 1 1 2
I I 1 4 2 3 17
1 1 1
•cirfyln*
icutf
leufftdsctAbltd
•cusptd
tvlCt
fvlf;l7swla
svlBslni pool 
fvlnlng pools 
tvlMuiet
SviftjloS
11 9 10 12 10 33
12 15 11 3 42 26 1:4
I a 16
1 I
1 I
2 I 5 2 13
I I I
3 2 3 i
I I
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Stflc=*rlind
■ynooTM
;aekl«
citsais
sail
sallfaca
calls
sak#
eakaa
eakaeCf
cakas
caklog
cala
ealaac
calas
calk
calked
ealklag
calks
call
calltfc
capped
cardy
casks
ctehulcal
csettagtcs
celephoae 
eelescope 
calevlsioo 
calevialaos 
selevlalea sees
call
ceiling
calls
camper
caaperaeuce
ceopcacloas
caspced
eaa-ctU.ccy
Tennessee
cennls shoe 
csaois shoes
yirse Seeaftd Third ?aureh .-jfsh Slxsft To sa
20
I
U
y13
3
2
cerrlble
csrrlbly
carrier
cerrliic
cerrllled
cerrlfylog
chaoklul
chae
chac'U
shae's
Che
eheacer
chair
Cham
chamaeivas
cbareaiser
chase
chay
chay'd
chey'Il
chay're
chay've
chick
ehleC
enlevas
chia
chlng
chlngs
chinking
Chinks
Chlcd
chlrd base
thirds
chlrscy
chlrceen
ehlrceenen
chlrcy
chlrcT-llrsc
chlrcy-ehrae
this
choroughbread
choughe
chpugncful
eheugbcs
thousand
Chousends
threatened
threw
thrill
shrilled
chroec
through
shrewiog
chrows
thudchtfw
Chump
thunder
thundering
chundecseora
Thursday
clckee
clekscs
ticking
clekles
cldal wave
Cle
els breaker
tied
clger
Irsc Second Thtra roucch Plfeh Sixth Total
2 I I  I I 9
L L
1 2  6 91 1 2
2 21 1 2  1
3 3 12
I
I LI 1 2
20 5 27
:9 32 30
3 - 27
5 3
25
29
SI
1
13
61
156
n
2
U2
I
IS
1.146
236Û
192
109
3
3
138
17 13
23 20
14 20
2 2
2 6
I
1
52I
21
,924
50
111
277
205
3
380
I
1I
1
19
36
27
12 256 5 30i
32
..730
3
74
113
1
233
21110
I
U
363
I
29
29
29
5
1
1
2
114
6
3
396
13i
.413
1
104
161
222
244
3
17
456
1
20
2 
1
1
46
51
S3
116
I
9
1.193
i
124
S.-Ol
263
525
5
1.394
872
33
I
1.585
I
a
42
3
3
12 
3
130
168
152
17
5
37
3
12 
7 
I
6 
I 
I
393
3
I21
131
3
I
13
193
39
129
Vord “irsc Second Fourch Ftfsh Slxch Tocai Verd Flrae Second Third Fourett Fifth sixth
:iS«rs L (raapolina
CitAC 3 I 1 eraspoilaa#
clshctr 2 1
elthtlr 1 craoafarrad 1 1 2
eicAcrop* 3 craaafaraad 1 1 2
(ill 1 3 4 12 11 12 craa#mi«#ioa 1 1
elletd I craasporcaelon 1 2 3
(lies 1 5 4 3 2 10 24
clab«r 1 3 crapdoor 1 2 3
elM 21 64 77 38 98 129 469 erapdoor# 1 I
1 crapaxa arclae 1 1
(imw 7 6 12 11 9 craoaaa arciscs 1 1
(la 3 1 2 3
eiogl« I crapping 1 1
(lagllag I
(lay 2 4 2 I 2 9
tip 1 1 craah caa 1
:ipp#d 1 I 2 2 3
1 1
(ir# I L I 2 5 2
(lr«4 4 10 3 3 cravallng 3 3
(ir## 1 1 1 1 (ray I 1
:i:l# 6 3 1 craaehacous 1 I
cidti 1 I 1
198 3S0 636 1.004 1.192 1,409 5.056 1 1 2
2 1 craasurad I 1
(od#y 7 a 9 10 21 17 1 2 3
(0# 1 2 9 9 3 : 5
1 1 1
(0« #ho## I (raacy 1 I
3 U 14 14 26 17 era# 9 20 53 4 21 23 130
16 18 68 67 102 271 era# houaa 1 I
coll 1 2 2 13 13 11 45
1 1 1 1 (rial 1 I
1 1 1 (riba 2 2
4 crick 1 2 3 6 12
1 (Tlck«or-craac 1 1
coab«(on« 1 (riek-or-eraaclag 2 2 4
c@*b#coa#« I crickad 1 I
2 2 4 6 6 crickia# 1 1
2 cricks 1 1 4 2 3 11
cooigtie 1 6 1 3 3 cricycla 1 1
1 1 1 10 9 26 14 18 73
22 48 87 48 97 60 364 cria# 7 7
4 20 29 81 53 54 242 criggar 1 1
1 1 crillion# 1 I
crip 2 7 21 20 3 34 92
coochoeh# I crlpi# 1 1
(00(bed 1 cripla# 1
2
1
2 4 6 11 17 crlplact 2
I crippad 1 3 4 IS
1 crip# 1
4 2 1 ere 11 I I
2 1 1
(oraado 1 1
(oeal 1 crophia# 1
cocally 1 I I
(oucn 1 (topical
2 3 1
1 2 croubla 4 I 5 6 9 21
couching 1 3
13
14 14
cough 1 2 3 14 21 10
coughttc I 2 (rucking 1 I
I 5 2 3
1 2 5 4 10 & 9 6 8 9 36
1 1 3 1 2 3
1 1 1
2 I 1 I
1 I 1
1 I 2 1 3
6 7 9 11 18 cry I 15 13 12 13 59
1 crying 2 3 6 9 10 13 43
cowDap#oplt I 1 I
1
1
1 1 1
coy S I 1 4 1
coy# : a I I 1 eucka 2 2
1 Tuudsy 1 1 1 1
crack 1 2 4 3 7ua#daya
I :u(fac# I 1
2 5 tug
I
1 I 2
1 I I 2 1 1
1 (usbling 1 1
cradtcloa
3
1 1
crafdc 1 1
cragaoy
2
1 I
3 2 2
1 1 2 1 1
ecailaceourc
crallar# I 3 1
(rail# 2 eurbulanea 2 2
crila 4 I 3 1 (urkay 2 9 12
2 2 cun 1 6 3 12 7 10 39
3 3 24 13 29 30
cras^Llog 1 • cunieg 3 -
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jlrac Fifth •Jofd First jaeond Third Fifth Sixth
— r ~ T 2
1 I ualAf I 3
6 I 10 1 1 19 ossa 1 I
3 I 4 2 2
I I uaunily I a 6 3 20
cuctl*(rueei 3 3 Oeah 1 I
TV U 4 16 6 12 36 vaetead 1 1
cw««k 1 I vaeaeioo 2 9 3 3 7 19 43
cutlfeb I L valuabla 2 2
evtlvt I 1 3 7 7 I 3
I 1 2 4 1 I
cv«nc7-2our I I I 1
ev«oc7-^V« I 1 I 1
cwtncvftAa* I 1 2 van ia had I 1 I 3
cw«acy-ca# 3 4 vanishing craaa 2 2
1 1 2 4 I I 2
L
2
I I 1 2
1 1 I
cvla*«iglnt I I uataesbla 10 1 II
I 1 vabacaolaa 13 I 14
13 13 1 1
tvlakltd 2 2 t I
eviakliag 1 I I 3 2 3 9
cvls« 1 3 4 a 1 I
WlTl 1 I 1 2 3
CWt4Ctd I I vary 33 69 43 84 87 101 419
evlteblat I I vaaaala 1 I
4 16 39 49 82 74 266
C7P« I 4 3 1 I
cyptd 6 6 vatatinarlao 1 3 4
cyp« 1 1 1
CTPwrtcMt 1 I
CTPlcai I 1 ▼tdaoeapa
CTPla* 1 1 via*
O.S. 1 2 2 3 vtUaga 2 7 9
OTO 8 3 I 12 2 1 3
vfly 2 3 9 4 4 21 I 1
uflynMs L I 1
ub 2 2
2 2 4 vision 2
1 3 4 visit 3 3 8 10 11 42
2 2 1 1 I I 4
UBplrt 3 3 visicisf I
uab«li«vmbl« I I 2 visitor 1
uBCsony I 1 1 1
1 11 2 3 7 6 30 visualiza I 1
I I 1 3 3 2 14 23
L 2 3 volcano 2 3
uacoQieloua 2 1 3 voleaaoaa 2 2
5 13 12 14 12 37 voUayball 1 2 3
und«r|COund L 3 voiuacaarad 1 3 4
undaebaad 1 L 2 voodoo 2 2
undarntacb I I I 1
usdaracaod 2 2 4 7 IS I 1
uodarieaadabl* I 1 2 2 2
uadacteiodlng I 1 vs. I I
uadarvaear I 1 vad 1
1 1 I 1
I L 2 L I
usaxpaccadly I I 2 2
unflntahad I 1 I
unhappy 1 1
I L I
uaicyela I I 2 a a 11 11 40
uslTota L 1 1 4 3 12
Onitad Seaeta I I 3 9 14 I
ualvarsa 1 2
3 19uslvarsta 1 1 1 5 3
uaiaaua I 2 3 1
I I I 2 3 3 1 3 1 10
uollkalr L 1 I
I 1
uoloadad 1 vakaa 1 2 1
mloadlag 1 I waking 1
I I 2 walk 8 11 13 8 18 72
ussarkad 1 I 3 6 24 15 31 93
wpaekad 2 1 3 valkia-talkia I
unpacking 1 1 2 6 12 40 39 34
I 1 walking horaas
6 7 20 17 29 90 valkovar 1
2 2 1 1 1
unuauni 2 2 I
up 28 68 1:0 145 198 206 738 1 1 2 7 1 17
updrafc I L 1 I
6 22 23 20 II 13 99
1 1 2 vallopad 3
Iupalda down 12 12 wallow 1
upaeairs 9 2 6 5 12 34 walla I
upactaaa 1 I walnuts I
I I
I 2 3 1
1 I waadatad 1
2 26 47 64 42 39 240 vaodaciag 1
:,o6 9 4 13 13 49 23 37 29 31 67 77
1 6 7 6 10 31 3 17 20 38 31 38
1 I 1 I
131
?trac Third :lfta Sixth Vord Third •Ifth Sixth Total
2 3 4 13 1 I
6 6 9 20 vtvtli 1 5 1 7
3 3 wtulaa 3 3
vardreb* L 1 1 I 2
7 1 2 I 11 22 vtue 23 29 35 81 101 130 420
L I vhae'a 1 3 9 8 9 31
I 1 wtuetvar 2 9 13
1 1 vtiaal 1 1 2 6
1 I 2 vhaalchalr 2 2
I 1 1 1
watpad 1 I I 3 4
6 6 1 1
warabl? I 1 1 1 I 3 6
104 260 386 713 660 343 2,981 65 98 136 240 286 345 1,193
4 3 3 I 3 14 whaaavac 1 3 3 3 10
1 1 2 4 9 3 9 19 31 41 65 168
3 3 2 2 I 9
tfiahhousa I 2 2
2 I 3 1 I 1 3
Vadhln^CQQ 1 I 2 which 1 1 6 9 14 25 56
Vaihinicoa, 3.C, : 1 1 3 10 whll# I 2 9 16 22 41 91
3 6 15 21 16 61 whlaiog I I 2
I I Whip 1 I 2
2 9 3 3 29 19 76 whipped 3 3
vacebdot I I whipping 1 1 2
I 3 I 3 3 5 16 whlaky I 1
I 1 I
2 1 I whlaperad 1 1
vaccblof 5 3 4 7 6 25 whlaela 2 I 3
26 13 26 33 23 132 whlacling 1 L 2
wacar-ikl 1 1 2 7 9 U 12 28 17 34
wacac-akllQg I I 2 whla 1
wacar bad 2 2 1 Î
vaear boeeia 2 2 19 16 44 33 55 167
vacar bugs 2 2 who'* 3 7
1 1 1 1 2 4
waearfiil 1 I 2 6 3 10 17 23 63
wacafQoaa 1 I
vaearaalOD 2 I 3 1 1
I 1 2 whopptof 1 1
wacarakls 1 1 3 2 5
2 2 Why 8 13 23 36 36 121
1 1 1 I
2 1 I 2 6 wife 2 3 6
1 L wl(a a 1 1
wig 2 2
2 3 9 23 21 61 130 wiggling 1 1
1 2 8 11 wild 1 17 32
87 313 357 397 522 424 2,110 wildlife 3 3
wa'd 1 L 2 wildly 2 2
va'11 1 U 9 3 29 will 30 36 lU 64 135 154 634
va'ra 2 3 13 17 14 36 willing 2 2
Ut'vt 3
1 1
win I 4 4 7 6
7
9 31 
7 13
1 windmill 1 1 2
waaKnasjts I I windmill* 1
3 5 2 2 9 U 6 20 50
waapona L I 2 2 I I 1 3 a
3 6 5 I 17 wtadJ 1 1 2
I 3 windy 2 2
vaarlnga 1 1 wine 1 1
I 1 wing 7 2 13
3
wing* 2 2 I 9
3 1
2 2 1 1 1 2
vabbad I winner'a circle 1 1
1 Î winning 2 I I 2 7 13
Vad. 1 1 1 3
vaddlag 1 I 2 9 4 I 3 6 23
Vadoaaday 1 2 5 1 I
I 1 'wineerclac 1 1
1 I 1
5 3 9 12 24 14 67 2 2
I viacoosio 2 2
waakead 1 2 2 3 10 2 2
waakaada 1 2 wiae I 1 4
6 4 16 12 45 wiaaly 1 I
watgn 1 2 wiah 7 24 29 19 25 62 167
3 3 3 6 5 16
vaightag I 3 9 9 6 9 39 75
witch 3 3 12 25
1 witch'* 3 2 5
valgbciaaa
11 27
witchcraft 7
7 2 1 1 4
1 1 58 117 130 186 201 271 969
2 I 1 6 1 1
WalSOQlQg I
201
2 3 7 5 18 ' 35
I 11 26 39 61 60 withetend I 1
48 132 196 293 230 238 1.113 I 1 2
U TO 30 160 179 199 702 1 1
I 2 3 18 2
varawoK 1 woke 2 12 12 15 20 62
1 wolf 1 2 3
Vaae Carsaay 1 1 1 4 7
4 I 3 3 3 3 a 14
1 womenfolk 1 1
132
■Tnlrd
11 15 t; 13
2 6 9 13 7
2 2 I 3 11
Î 2 3 6 14
2 2
I 1
I I 7 3 20
I 1 2
2
3 9 11 13 12 S3
2
L 2 3
1 2 I 2 6
I 2 I 3
13 19 19 30 35 119
3 I 3 Î 17
L 2
2 to 5 10 33
1 3
I 4 3 12
1 I
2 9 10 IS 19 34 99
2 2
I 2 3
L L 4 6
9 2 I 1 3 18
I 2 3 3 14
2 :
2 2
3 I I 3 2 10
I 3 6
21 66 108 120 222 384 920
I 3 II 19 22 37
I I
1 2 3 6
I I 2 4
2 I 3
I 2 3
I I
1 I 3
1 I 2
I I
I I 2
L 1
1 1
I 1
3 2 3 I 6 19
1 I
2 I 2 2 2 2 11
L I
3 9 12 12 36
I I 2
1
1 1
6 S 8 19
2 2 1 3
I I
1 I
1 2 7 I 13
6 15 17 49 33 126
] 18 :o 29 33 39 162
1 I 2
1 4 to 13 14 44
2 7 1 14
3 I 2 10 3 23
2 1 3
I I
L
7 to 13 12 21 13 33
9 5 5 2 27
3 2 2 2 9 13
I I 2
I I
47 103 157 213 310 313 1.159
1 I 2
I 2 6 3 16
I 12 13 16 11 33
I 2 3
6 3 19 54
2
1 6 3 12
1 I
16 23 47 43 32 189
2 2 2 6
1 2 3 6
I I
1 I
1 I
1 I
2 2
I 7 8
6 6
1 I
rir<e â*cond Thlr.4 - a u m  rljeh Sixth Taea
woo' :
■wendtt^uL
wood«rlQ(veadcclAod
woodchuck
woodptckic
woodsaca
work tltooci
worahippod 
wool da'e
wrapping
vrtacliag
wrinkled
wrlae
vrlcas
vrtelRi
wrlecaa
yacht
yank
yard
yard*
yam
yaar
yall
yalltd
yolliat
yellow
yalla
yelp
yap
yea
yestacday
yet
yippee
Tockahlre carrier
you’d
you’ll
you’re
younger
youngeac
youngecera
youraelf
yw.
tugoelavla
